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VIntroduction
a study of tho tr^^atmont of ths Nfi^ro thsmo in fiction
by southern writers of the 1920-1940 period. The aim is to show that
frankness, objectivity, social awareness, and realism characterize the
tieatment of the I^egro theme in the fiction of the stipulated period
in contrast to the sentimental, stereotyped, and defensive treatment
af the theme by southern fictionists prior to 1920. Since, as Professor
iidwin U±ras has written, "the South in I860 had found no adequate expres-
sion of her life, no interpretation of her ideals, not even a description
of her natural scenery we may set 1865 as an arbitrary indica-
tion of the period that witnessed the emergence of the southern creative
2
writing. For although Professor Mims conceded a "few exceptions" to
his pronouncement (Kennedy and Sims) and credited the South with Poe,
Pinckney, and Wilder (with the understandable comment that they "might
have written anywhere"),*^ it is apparent that in his judgement, the
South's true 3-iterary history took birth in the post-Civil War periodo
This study, therefore, will include first, a sunmary of the treat-
ment of the Negro theme in southei-n f’ction from 1865 to 1920 with the
objective of showing that Negro stereot;vpes were created and perpetuated
during the period j and second, an appraisal of the contributions of five
1. The Cambridge History of American Literature
.
7ol. II. p. 288.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.

Vcontemporary southern fictionists who have renounced the old stereotypes
and set up five patteriiS of interpreting the Negro in literature
—
patterns
which they themselves have developed fully and which other southern writers
have approximated in lesser degree. Thus, a third part of the study
is an appendix of southern writers of the 1920-1940 period who have
handled the theme of the Negro in fiction in marked contrast to the
technique of writers of the periods before 1920, They have written
less or they have used the Negro theme incidentally.
The five approaches amplified by the writers whose material con-
stitutes the bulk of our attention include evaluations of the Negro's
role in the South’s social history, of the Negro's relationships in
rural communities, of the Negro's influence on the poor whites' social
and economic views, of the Negro's significance as a last representative
of a primitive society in America, and of the Negro’s significance as a
collector of and contributor to a native folk lore tradition. Each
of these approaches is significant not only as a marked antithesis to
the early treatment of the Negro in fiction by southern writers, but
because realism, honesty, frankness, and objectivity arc typical of the
national literary ti-ends of the twenties and thirties
,
Therefore, although this study is specifically concerned with the
implications of a more truthful, unbiased, and intelligent interpretation
of the Negro in creative literature, there is the broader implication
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that the South, since 1920, has identified herself mth una versa! cul-
tural and intellectual trends rather than with narrow regional biases.
In addition to the appendix, there is, of course, a bibliography
covering the niajor reading of several years,
A word of explanation must be made in terms of the scope of the
readings. The study, though specifically dedicated to an investigation
of novels by southern writers, does include the work of Paul Green, a
dramatist. Inclusion of Green’s work is technically justified in terms
of the fart thal v/e are concerned wjth prose fiction, l^ore important,
of course, was the concurrence of opinion by the advisor on this pi oject.
Professor T, P. Mather; and finally, the fact that Green's plays lend
themselves as adequately to reading as staging makes a further justifi-
cation for his presence.
Innumerable short stories dealing exclusively or incidentally with
the Negro theme have appeared since 1920, Categorizing them is a study
in itself, and represents a later objective. Here short stories are
mentioned onl^^ as a supplementary or strengthening reference to novels
under consideration
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VII
Review Of The Works Of '^ther Investigators
In The field
A survey of the Library of Congress' lists of Ph, D. dissertations
presented to American Universities in the 1920-1940 period revealed that
comparatively few dissertations have pertained to American literature.
Of those that do, six deal with the Negro in American literature.
1
In 1926, Nev;bell Niles i^uckett (University of North Carolina) wroLe
a dissertation entitled Folk Beliefs of The Southern Ne/^ro . It is a
study devoted to the superstitions, folk lore, and primitive traditions
of Deep South Negroes, The writer made what is tantamount to an index
of dialects, language idioms, and regional distinctions.
The literature of The American Negro Prior to 1865 is the title of
a dissertation by William Luther Lloore, presented to Nev/ York University
in 1942, The study is essentially an anthology and history of creative
writings by Negroes prior to the Civil War and is connected only remotely
to this study. It is mentioned because the author indicates that the
South, before 1365, had no literature of merit.
Two doctoral studies appeared in 1943 that are more specifically
related to the present study. The first. The Negro Preacher in American
Fiction Before 1900
.
was written by L'ary Bullock Woveridge (University
of Chicago), The writer concerned herself with Negro characters drawn by
both white and colored authors, and by writers from all sections of the
country. The stereotype of "the good Negro" and "the bad Negro" in terms
of the early Southern \dew is icflected in the study. The second disser-
1, It is quite possible that others have been written but that the
Universities have failed to register the manuscripts at the
Congressional Library. Twenty-six volumes of dissertation titles
were investigated.
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tation, American Ne^ro Fiction From Charles Chestniitt to Richard WrlK^t ,
by Hufeh Gloster (Ne-w York Unjversity) deals with fiction by Negro
authors exclusively. Gloster's awareness that Negro fictionfsts reacted
to the universal social, economic, and political changes vrithin the
first three decades of the twentieth century, is what makes the study
of related interest to this one. There is a vast range of difference,
Glostei' shcv.'s, betv^een the roriianticism* of Chestnutt and the naturalism
of Richard Wright.
Two dissertations in 1946 are of signifi carxce to this study.
Catherine Cater *s Social Attitudes in Five Contemporary Southern Novelists
William Faulkner, Srskine Caldwell, Ellen Glasgow, Caroline Gordon
,
T. S. Stribling (University of Michigan) approaches the problem of
"The New Southern Literature." Miss Cater' s premise is that the South,
in its late intellectual maturing, has become increasingly self-conscious
of its social, moral, arid racial problems, and has, through the n.edium
of literature, set out to examine the ills realistically. The authors
considered in the study are those who not only estimate the contemporary
South but are those who re-inteipret, realistically, the Old South.
Henry Owen's The Social Thou>fit aiid Critism of Paul Green
,
(New York
Univei’sity) is a thorough analysis of Paul Green's works and their re-
flection not only of the author's philosophy but of the intellectual,
thinking South's attitude on problems of economic and racial caste.
Of the books concerned with the Negro in American .fiction. Sterling
Brown's The Negro in An.erlcan Fiction is the most comprehensive.
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Published by the Assoc- ates in Tlegrc Folk Hducation in 1937, the book
traces Negro characters and themes in American fiction from: V/illiam
Brown's The Power of Sympathy (1789) to the present. The author, in
the two hundred pages of the book, is able to do no more than indicate
the novels in which Negro characters appear and suggest the attitude of
the authors and. the treatment they accorded their subjects.
Other works, not dissertations, include Alain Locke's The New Negro
( 1925 ). Locke's book is concerned with the Negro in all phases of the
so-cailea Negro Renaissance of the twenties. The section devoted to
the Negro in literature recalls the stereotypes of Page and Karris, and
reflects the author's enthusiasm: for the developing tendency to realism..
Benjamin Brawley's The Negro in American Literature, though concerned
with Negro creative artists, makes the point that Negro art devotees as
well as artists need to be freed fi-om. the old prejudice that earlier con-
cepts of the Negro fostered.
William E. 3. Du Eois' Gift of Black Folk (1924) is basically an
evaluation of the Negro's effect on Am.erican culture. V/ithin the text
is a section dealing wjth Negro folk lore in terms of its value to older
writers (notably Joel Chandler Har-d.s) as well as to the younger wr^^ters
of the thirties.
Vernon Loggins ' The Negro Author (1931) deals with Negro biographers,
historians, sociologists, fictionists, and theologians to 1900. It is
here pertinent in terniS of the fact that Loggins shows Lho influence of
the "Old South" on the few southern Negro writers of the past century.
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XTwo works, Kick Caron Ford’s The Gonteirpcrary Ne^ro Novel (1936)
and John Nelson's The Ne^,ro Character in American Fiction (1926) deal
respectively with 'ssues concerning American Negroes and with a survey-
or Negro character types. Ford’s took, -which deals with eighteen books
by- eleven authors, handles the issues of miscegenation, marriage, employ-
ment, social adjustment, and education in terns of -their impact on the
contemporary Negro. Nelson's book is concerned with Negro characters
in literature from the exaggerated "hero in chains" of pre-Civil War
literature of sentiment to the stereotyped successors to the characters
of the "school of Page and Harris." Nelson's survey ends with novels of
the year 1924.
A word must be said of Elizabeth L. Green's syllabus for an adult
extension course sponsored by the University of North Carolina. The
course, "The Negro in American Literature," evidently essayed to trace
the ifiiluence and effect of the Negro in Aii.erican literature fron 1900-1925.
Suggested reading includes works from Melville to the 1926 period.
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Chapter I
1
The Negro in Southern Fiction Prior to 1920
In the post-Civll War Period, America as a whole underwent the
psychological and cultural changes that civil reconstruction in-
variably entails. A sectional or regional consciousness coupled with
the beginnings of realism motivated the so called "local colorist"
trend in literature. In the South, this trend was reflectea in the
works of Joel Chandler Harris, Thomas Nelson Page, George Cable and
others whose objective was to reveal the South to the world at large
as a region of distinct and peculiar heritage and social destiny.
The southern local colorists dramatized not only their contemporary
South but the South of ante-bellum days which, in retrospect, took
on an enhanced glory. Nor was this "glory" purely romantic fancy:
southern writers were not merely romantics, ’ they were defenders of
the Old South and protestors of the new for many years after the War,
The southern writers of the first generation after the War whom
readers know best, and who are most typical of the early southern cre-
ative writers, are those whose defense of the ante-bellum days and
whose patent distrust of reconstruction policy set the tone of
southern "dafense" literature for a generation to come. The
stereotypes of southern life—the plantation, the mansion, the "Colonel,
his "Lady," the loyal slave, the ingrate slave, the reliable Mammy—were
conceived by major southern local colorists, and perpetuated not only
by the miner writers of the period but sustained through the years by
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2colloquial writers and minds. Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With The Wind
is a flagrant contemporary example of the hold that the old sentimental
and grossly sugared concept of "The South” and ”The Plantation Tra-
dition” has on the mind of an uncritical public, reluctant to ex-
amine (or unawaie of the necessity of examining) the validity or
legitimacy of the symbols set up so glibly.
We are here concerned with the concept of the Negro as set forth
in post-civil War literature by southern writers , The stereotype of
the Negro, as a figure in both ante-bellum and reconstruction days,
was drav/n with rigor, and it not only established the basis for
’’Negro types” but exercised a strong hold on the South’s handling of
the ’’Negro problem,” Joel Chandler Harris and Thomas Nelson Page created
Negro characters that have been famous for years and that for many years
after their creation were the patterns for literary reproduction. Page,
a Virginian, was an ardent champion of the Old South, a champion-
ship predicated on an unmitigated defense of the southern social
philosophy. In the introduction to Red Rock
, a novel of reconstruction,
he observes:
The people (souther ners) were the product of a system
of which it is the fashion nowadays only to have words
of condemnation. Every ass that passes by kicks at the
dead lion. It was an oligarchy, they say, which ruled and
lorded it over all but those favored few who belonged to
it,.,. Their old family seats, with everything else in the
world, were lost to them. . .their dignity became grandeur.
Their entire system crumbled and fell about them in ruins
—
they remained unmoved. They were subjected to the
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3greatest huirnliation of modern times: their slaves
v:ere put over thera.-^
Slaves and slavery, with the concomitant implications of caste,
luxurious livirig, and gracious patronage, was the basis of Page's
concept of the old South whose passing he constantly lamented. Thus,
in all of Page's works, the Ke^ro characters are stereotyped to
prove to the world that slavery was a blessing, both to the Negroes
and whites; that "good" Negroes were happy and well cared for, arjd that
"bad" Negroes were the root of the reconstructed South's social and
economic problems . That the Negroes
'
goodness and badness was in
direct proportion to their docility and traditional subserviency as
opposed to aggressiveness and initiative is, of course. Page's sustained
thesis
.
A good Negro, according to Page, invariably vras the one who was
obedient and willing to serve the old Master in spite of the curse of
freedom. A good Negro, or Negress, showed humil’-ty, docility, loyalty,
and appreciation; the reward Wgs the doting affection of a tolerant and
benign master or mistress who v'ould permit occasional familiarities.
In Red Rock a ''mammy in a white apron with a tall bandanna turban
around her head" appears,, and presumes (after dropping a curtsey) to
chide her master for allowing the child of the household to stay up
late: "You all goin' ruin my chile' locks .. .meckin her set up so late..."^
1. Page, Thomas Nelson, Red Rock
.
Introduction.
2. Ibid., p. 131.
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4Her attitude is acceptable, evidently, for Page observes that '*ae she
passed out...many of the ladies spoke to her, and they must have said
pleasant things... for she was smiling and curtseying right and left.."^
Another good Negro, according to Page, was the one wise enough to
see the folly of freedom. Typical is Tarquin who, in response to his
master's query as to whether he wanted freedom, responds, (as he
"stopped quite still and gazed in amazement") "Lord Gawdi Mei Free..?
You know I don' wan’ to be free.. "2 It was such a good Negro who, re-
flecting wistfully on the "good old days" of slavery, mourns;
Dem wuz good old times, J/Larse, de bes' Sam ever seal Dey
wuz, in fac'l Niggers didn' hed nothin' at all to do—jus' hed
to 'ten to de feedin' and cleanin' de house, and doin' what
de mars ter tell 'em to do; an' when dey wuz sick, dey had
things sorit 'em out de house, an' de same doctor come to see
'em whar 'ten de white folks when dey wuz po'ly, an' all.
Deyar warn' no trouble nor nuttin* .3
Or again:
Ohl nuttin' warn' too good for niggers dem times; and de
little niggers runnin' roun’...Dis nigger ain' gwine never
forgit it.^
Good Negroes were not only those who v;ere loyal servitors and de-
fenders of slavery but were those who despised enterprising freed men.
In Meh Lady Page has a "good nigger" comment succintly on a Negro who
1. Page, Thomas Nelson, Red Rock
, p. 132,
2. Ibid., p, 41,
3* Page, Thomas Nelson, In Old Virginia, p, 138.
4. Ibid., p, 174.
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5aided the Yankee cause: "He always wuz a mean po’ white folks nigger,
anyway, an’ twuz a pity Mis tris ain’ sell him long ago«.."l Or a|ain.
Uncle Edinburg reflects his disrespect for the freed slaves: "Dese
heah free issue niggers don’ know what Christmas is...Hit tecks ole
times to mek a sho’ nough Christmas .. ."2
It la Uncle Edinburg whose account of his relationship with his
master suras up the ideal Master-slave relationship:
Well, you know, Marse George was jes* eighteen when he went
to college* I went wid him, 'cause me an' him wuz de same
age| I wuz born in de nex year on a Chuesday, an' my mammy
nussed us bofe at one breast...He sutney set a heap o' sto'
by me; an' I ain' never see anybody yit wuz good to me as Marse
George.
3
Edinburg and "Marse Chan" are typical of the beloved Master-slave re-
lationship in which the loyal, obeisant servitor remained the constant
shadow or alter ego of the white owner* In Meh Lady the pattern is re-
iterated in terms of a loyal black slave who, in the absence of the white
family during the war, gives his "lady" in marriage, after having guarded
and protected her all through her life; Uncle Billy, a further example
of a good Negro, protects his white folks from Yankees and eventually
supports his former owners .
.
Page's bad Negroes are invariably those who wanted freedom, sup-
ported the yankee cause, attempted to sedure education or civil rights.
1* Page, Thomas Nelson, Meh Lady, p* 135
2. Ibid*, 201*
3* Uncle Edinburg* p, 100,

6and Tvho "spoke up" in defense of individual econoir.ic or social con-
cerns. Thus, in Red Rock we see carpet hangers and Negroes as perpe-
trators of confusion, antagonism and crime. ^ Progressive Negroes are
referred to as beasts and reptiles; a Negro soldier is described as in-
solent and coarse, but easily intimidatea by an aristocratic white
southerner. 2 h,ose, a Negro leader, is drawn as a v^icious brute and
rapist.^ The stereotype of the free primitive, who in freedom is a
dangerous menace, is firmly drawn. After expanding the thesis of the freed
Negro's inability to act like a human, his violence, his raucous ness.
Page craftily drives his point home; as this dialogue show?:
"After the sword comes the cankerworm. . .1 should not be
surorised if you would live to see free Negroes invested with
the elective franchise..."
"Impcssiblel Preposterous I Incredible'. We T'ill die
before such infrony should be perpetrated."^
Though Page insisted that Negroes outside the restraining confines of
slavery were menaces; he was anxious to den onstrate, too, that
basically, bad Negroes were cowardly bullies, alienable to white authority
in spite of their swaggering. Describing a Negro mob scene, led by
a Negro political organizer. Page points out how easily the group was
dispersed.
1. Page, Thomas Nelson, Red Rock
, p. 264.
2. Ibid., p. 267.
3. Ibid., p. 243.
4. Ibid., p. 81.
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7Wi#!! white men attacked the leader, their first lash ”took him by sur-
prise and dazed him; the second recalled him to himself—leaving him
nothing but a whining, miserable, creature who was trying to delude
and mislead others as miserable, and more ignorant than himself ,'•!
The mob, too, took to flight in what the author has described as a
cowardly manner indicative of their indecisiveness. The fate of this par-
ticular racial leader, incidentally, was murder following attempted rape
—
an act and punishment consistent with the character. Page indicates,
Joel Chandler Harris, most famous for his Uncle Remus tales,
used in his other works stereotypes comparable to Page's, Again, good
Negroes were those Tfriose faithfulness, loyalty, and devotion to Master
and Mistress were unswerving. Again the bad Negroes were those who
presumed to take advantage of freedom. Thus, in "Balaam and His Master"
we see the faithful slave who followed his maste® to death, who, when
threatened with separation from his 'tod J' insisted:
I ain' gwine dar, suh. I'm gwine wid you, I hear you
say yistiddy night dat you gwine 'way f'cm dis place, I
been long wid you all de time, an' ole mars ter done tole me
w'en yon was baby day I got ter stay wid you, "2
And stay he did. For when the Master's jailer found him dead in the
prison cell, he was shocked to discover the faithful Negro with him,
"How the Negro had managed to jtake is way through the entrance of the
dungeon without discovery is still one of the mysteries of Bellville,"
1, Page, Thomas Nelson, Red Rock, p, 290,
2, Harris, Joel Chandler, Balaam and His Master, p, 26
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8•bserves Harris, but that is secondary to the fact that the servant
stayed ifith his Master to death. Equally loyal is Harris' Ananias,
who "made no contract with his former master, and asked for no wages
j
he simply took possession of his old quarters, and began anew the life
be had led in slavery times."! Or, again. Karris recounts a story of
a faithful Negro who went so far as to steal food for h:s erstwnlle
owners. Arrested, and committed to jail, the man explained his crime,.,
"ef I hadn't a' tuk dem things from Marse Wash Jones, my Master an'
,
my young mistress would a set dar en bodaciously starve tor deff',"2
Further example of the typo of Negro of ?^iom the South approved is found
in Gabriel Tolliver . Remus, an ex-slave, comments sagely on the dis-
advantages of freedom as conpared with the benefits of slavery:
Yes suh,,.an I wuz as free twenty years ago ez you will
ever be. My marster has been good ter me from de fus.,,if
him an' Miss Sa'h did' never have a dollar in de worl'
and no way ter git it, I'd work my arms off fer 'em. An'
if I 'fused ter do it, my wife'd quit me, an' my chillen
wouldn't look at me,
3
Otners whom Harris eulogizes are Mom Bi, who tried freedom but
eventually returned "home" to die; Aunt Fountain, who helped her mis-
tress marry a northerner whom the old woman had "taken prisoner;" and Mink^
a dwvoted lackey to his "Little Miss." Harris' blanket explanation of the
1, Harris, Joel Chandler, Balaam and His Master, p, 64,
2. Ibid., p, 139.
3« Harris Joel Chandler, Gabriel Tolliver, p, 78,
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esteem and dependence reflected by the whites for their loyal retainers
ia indicated in this passage from The Old Bascom Place ;
In the household. . .the Negro -v/as indispensable. He was in
the nature of a piece of furniture that holds its own against
all fashion and fills a place that nothing else can fiil,'^
Harris, like Page, makes the enterprising or am.bitious Negroes
the bad ones, ’’Free Joe” in the story of that name is drawn as a tad,
and totally miserable outcast, merely because he is free, Jesse, an
am.bitious Negro in The Old Bascom Place
,
appraachos his former master
with a courteous but firm announcem.ent of his intention to leave in
order to make money and get ahead:
I'm a nigger, en you a white riian, you're a-settin' up dar
in de peazza en I'm a-stan'in down her on de groun' , I
been wid you a long time. You treat me vv-ll, you gimme
plenty -vittles en you pay me up when you get de money, en I
hustle roun' in de gyarden, , .tut I wants to eari'. raoney..,^
This untold presumption "shocked and stunned" the master, who declares
the Negro "the durndest fool in the universal world, "3
Harris, less vitriolic in his denunciation of freed Negroes than
Page, nevertheless preaches a doctrine of repression for Negroes,
The idea stated in one speech that "a nigger is a nigger'
1. Harris, Joel Chandler, The Old Bascom Place
, p. Ill
2, Ibid., p. 164.
3o Ibid., p. 222.
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he grin...ari‘ that's a nigger."^ is tacitly and openly reflected in
nuiTierous speeches and characterizations. In the Uncle Remus stories for
example, v:e see expressions of the prevailing southern attitudes of
Harris' time. Though Uncle Remus is ostensibly a kindl:/, gentle raconteur
of animal fables, we can see in hiE a reflection of the South's (and
Harris') views. Uncle Rerjius "talked down" education, citizenship,
migration, independence, and enterprise for Ke^roes. "Vfnat's a nigger
gwinter lain outen bocks?" queries Uncle Remus, echoing the question of
countless whites. Although the value and charm of the Uncle Remus lore
iE not to be discounted, it must not be forgotten that Uncle Remus him-
self was a stereotype not only for perpetuating the legend of the simple,
hui^ble Negro, but for expressing, subtly, the propaganda that appealed
most to the southern mind.
The theme of the southern master, the gentleman, and his faithful
servant was further amplified by F, Hopkinson Smith. Colonel Carter
of Cartersville introduces Col. Carter and Chad, the Negro "shadow."
Chad is loving, tender, and solicitous of his impoverished m^stei'. He
devotes his life to serving his Colonel, As a deposed aristocrat, the
miaster is snovTn having a hard time maintaining "face," but Chad and his
wife bolster the old man's ego and lend him a feeling of security.
Smith created the familiar pictures of good Negroes who maintained their
place and bad Negroes anxious to show independence of the whites.
1. Harris, Joel Chandler, Free Joe
, p. 63
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Negroes taking themselves seriously are satirized; those shoT^ing enter-
prise teceive the punishment richly deserved. The stereotype of the
"grinning pickaninny" is also introduced:
He v/as a scrap of a pickaninny about uhree feet high
rith closely cropped Yi'ooI, two strings of glistening white
teeth—two for his mouth was always open; a pair of flaring
ears like those of a mouse, a:d two little restless wicked
eyes that shone like black diamonds: the whole of him, with
the exception of his coccanut head, squeezed into a gray
cloth suit bristling with brass buttons and wcisted braid,
a double rev. over his chest...
^
It is almiost needless to say that this character, of whom Smith
created such an unflattering description, is a "bad Neg-ro" in the book.
His besetting sin, a desire to be independent, incurs the displeasure
of the whites and the "good Negroes" as well, Chad, on the other hand,
maintains the constant favor of the Colonel. In the successor to
Colonel Carter of Carter^ villc
.
Colonel Cai. tor's Christinas, we see
two men on Christmas Day in a scene encompassing the whole sentimental
$
stereotype. Having lighted a white candle for himself and a brovm one
for Chad, the Colonel turns to Chad to say, "Hany years together, Chad."
Explaining that Chad was overcome with emotion, the author continues:
Chad's face broke into a smile as he pressed the
Colonel's hand. "Thank you, Narst-vr," was all he trusted
himself to say—a title the days of- freedom had never
robbed him ci ,.,2
1. Smith, F. Kopkinson, Colonel Carter of Cartersville
,
p. S4.
2. Smith, 1. fiopkinsen. Colonel Carter" s Chxistcas, p. 116.
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Chad’s philosophy on freedom conforms to that of Page's and
Harris ' ideals
:
He's got pizened ty dis freedom talk (said Chad dis-
apprcvinely of an enterprising Negro) an he ain' gwine to
git cured, fust thing ye kno'A he'll login to ^-hink he’s
good as white folks and when he's got dat in his head he
done for
James Lane Allen in his Two Gentlemen of Kentucky and King
Solomon of Kentucky novelettes, recounts the same theme cf master-
servant fidelity. A Kentuc'icy Colonel and his retainer, Peter Cotton,
closely parallel Chad and Col. Carter; in the latter tale, the loyalty
of a Negro woman to kei’ master' is glorified to an excessive degree,
Allen, in spite O'f* his concern for problems of tVie spihit, was in accord
with ante-bellum traditions and sentim.ent, and shows, in the two
brief works cited, complete harmony v:j th the Negro stereotypes set up
by Page, Harris, and Smith. Allen sustained the ideas that. Negroes
were good or bad in proportion to their allegiance to the old South, and
to their loyalty to their white folks, ana their traditional ways.
A second thesis of southern local colorists was that of the tragic
mulatto who was physically akin to the whites but socially and psy-
chologically allied to the Negroes, 7/ith the persistence with which
1. Smdth, F, Hopkins on. Colonel Carter's Christmtas
.
p, 116,
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Page, Harris, and Smith built up their theses, Kate Chopin, Grace King,
and George Cable hamDierod at the thesis of the tragedy of mixed blood,
Kate Chopin’s prime concern "was with the octoroon, tut she too built
up the romantic stereotypes of loyal Negroes acting as faithful guardians
of white people’s interests. In Beyona The Eaycu she tells of a Negro
slave, long fearful of crossing a bayou which held great* terror for her.
She crosses it, hoivever, to save the life of a little boy in whose
family she sen/ed. In A Dresden Lady in Dixie we see a Negro taking
the blame for a white girl's crime to save the latter from disgrace;
fn Keg Creol we see an ex-slave feeding her impoverishea mistress of
earlier days. The tragedy of tainted blooa is, however, the theme that
Kate Chopin developed most dramatically. That the '•tragic octoroon"
is tragic and seemingly lacking in sufficient moral stamina to adjust to
his anaruolous position is the pattern set up by the author and is
suggested in this speech by Desitee:
My mother, they tell me I am not white, Armand has
told me I am not white. For God's sake tell them it
is not true or I shall die. I must die, I cannot be so
unhappy and live,l
Armand's m.other, once commenting on the issue of color, refers to "the
race that is cursed with the brand of slavery," while Armand himself
expresses nothing tut loathing for the wom.an he suspects of having
2
"one drop of colored blood,"
lo Chopin, Kate, Desiree’s Baby
, p, /,3,
2, Xbrd., p,
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Grace Xing carried the theire of the tragic octoroon even further
for in most of her stories she clings to the pattern that the mixed
Negro is a curse to himself and to society; those of her cV^aracters
who are not octoroons are happy carefree Negroes.
The theme of the octoroon's tragedy is also a domiinant one in the
novels of George Cable. Three variations of the ctereot.ype appear in
his works. The first is that of the male octoroon. In The Grandis sires
we see the tragedy of Honore Grandissime "a free man of color." The
acute social, ecor.oir.ic, and psychological problems that attended a
Negro m^n of material wealth and good cultural heritage in the caste
conscious New Orleans social scene of post-Civil 'War days are the back-
bone of the book. The theme of the tragic male is less familiar but no
less prone to traditional stereotype. Although Cable's "Honore" is
less hysterical and less tragic than the fen ale octoroons of Kate Chopin
or Grace Kin^
,
he is cast in the mould set by these tv/o authors.
A second variation is that of the mulatto woirian's desire to "pass"
for w'nite. The Louisiana tradition of "half caste," or octoroon
mistresses for young men of wealth and aristocracy is fully explained
by Cable. That it was a secure and reasonably lucrative arrangement
for the Negro women involved is apparent, but it is equally apparent
that many of the n'others of beautiful daughters born of the extra-marital
alliances were anxious to protect their daughters from comparable alliances.
I'Vhite Louisianians, aware of the p^ossibilities of white iron's being
tempted to ri.arry their beautiful Negro mistresses, set up rigid
osrft aaciyJirx: 9t0 lo sratt^t ihiJ taVt'tdo ^tX 9b«D
tHsx' • *«il* *k.ir .nojijKj ict oi t»tntc tstf 1o teoa at tol
4
rr*‘*3«*ur*a luf To •«otiJ {^vwc*t»c« ?•? bii* of Ptnoo « al cntgeH
.aarrt^. «:<>(no*30 ton en* orfir
4l .''iui i'ii « oeI« *T a ' .WKrto.roo >o oriT
It
’
* f lo «nol>>4til!7ftr a#tffT .plrian »^to»0 lo eXovoct
a
;
ef> yj<T fiT .no^noioo oXja lo *X ftrxVl cxfT .eiiow
?« DlO' ',*> itai« a” »«ta^^t3a«^0 Iv oitf aea »w
s rr'bioJfd ameXiotq Xa^fiioXoifov.Ss ^ti^x-TODO tijftXooB o^^ltoa
!irl* a? l&rrxrjXod boo® on* rifL^am To iwwj c^oR-
-T^ottd ‘»^8 «V4S TUjf Xl»!C-taoq To onooe I^iooc eaaai'xu ireH ai/clo&too
j j
“
bo t^’i TAXXfswt 'S«»X ai oiai^n 9df aeartJ 9dT .itood «rii To saod
€t **3rioaoR’ »'»1 ‘«0 rt.-ouatia .ocnc^co^Ms [^001^X13414 o4 onoiq b««X
cXqOfC s4a4 '^0 a«oeioi90 ort4 nortj oXT^aiX «mX boa laoXioXe^rf
.zniid’^UM o»4 ofioffj \fS J0» XX;rCMfe ?x!4 ,'tJ- *oso it »rf
,
,ni2 oOiiiO io
-^t e'uovr* ^rti To uiooeA A
ncotoJoo 10 *’,^4 54B 'X-ifl^ 'lc ooXilftsiX A/IotifflOj «tff .«4U'w lOT
i>4i* ‘cioxji xlloX •.* bn* rttIao» Tc n«t iouox loT opaB’rr.taia
troiBo^amii «»vfc^4ToaI t^disoo«Mi one -rtirooe * <i«ir tX 4*riT* .aKfaO x**
Xfff'ia^‘34 x^Xo'Ui'^ It 4od ,4nei*qK-.> af fioriovi} «i<n;««r onr^*o^‘ «rft ml
1*4 ht£ --anjxo 5Ki To ffro^ vtoXcfjjwb XcrTt^oaorf To xiarflotir a<Ti To \yivn t4U*J
eor^^illA *rtl *i*4f5ia*b ife>*i4 J*^crtq o; •ooXjlt* x-ojc e*on«XLX*
a'ft'vr *>4fifr ';•* a<vj «14 To -n«ir* ^«^!»tn*^BXuQJ oXtzflf*
^ Xoa ,»e8eiJ^dXri*«rT49^ a^^Ju*•d it»:ij <rx*^* cJ is>Xq««u
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laTTS forbidding inter-racial marriages. Thus, a colored mother, in
her attempt to save her daughter ran the risk of legal punishment,
Madame Delphine and ZaD.li,^ two mothers of beautiful daughters of color,
broke the law and renounced their daughters to make inter-racial marriage
for them possible. Each lied and denied the true relationship. The
tragic spiritual tear is highly dramatized by Cable. In "Tite Palette,*'
for example, the account reaches a high point when the daughter re-
fuses to marry an ardent white suitor because of her av/araness that it
"is against the law," "It is not," cries the mother, Zalli. "Take her,
kiss her, ... .Mary be praisedl I never had a child—she is the Spaniard's
daughterl"2 Madame Delphine, too, insisting to the priest that he
would never believe the daughter to be hers because she was "white and
beautiful," also devised a lie to convince the girl’s lover that she
was not an octoroon. Although well aware of the possibilities of
spiritual as well as legal punishment, Delphine took the risk because she
so hated the law that kept Negroes "not separate, but despised."
Separatel They do not want to keep us separate.
But they ^ want to keep us despised I But—from what
race do they want to keep miy daughter separate? She
is seven parts white I ^
1. Cable, George, Old Creole Davs, p. 27,
2. Ibid., p. 221,
3. Ibid., p. 35.
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A third variation of established stereotypes is revealed in
Cable's interpretation of the slavery theme. Actually, Cable's y^orks
move in the direction of realism, for slaves in his -vrorks do not re-
flect any strong partisan views but provide, rather, convincing
background figures in the author's full description of the region that
invariably challenged his attention, Louisiana. That Cable regarded
slavery as more tragic and less idyllic than some of his contemporaries
is strikingly shown in the characterization of Bras Coupe,* a slave
who had suffered the loss of his pride and dignity in bondage. Coupe
had been a master of slaves in Africa and slavery for him, consequently,
was a tragic reverse of fortune, Falmyre,^ too, is a slave charactei
whom Cable created in terms of humian rather than stereotyped concepts ;
Palmyre is pictured as a man who, in proud suffering, is subjected to
insult and cruelty. However, the fact that Cable used slavery as a
background element, and the fact that actually, his prime concern was
for portraying Louisiana social life, were reasons for his not going
further into the more realistic portrayal of slavery. Had he enlarged
on his pronouncement that slavery was "the shame of two races" we
might have had fuller examples of the breaking down of the hard and fast
stereotyped concepts of "good" and "bad" Negroes and the unmitigated
beneficence of slavery as an institution.
In the early twentieth century southern writers were still ex-
panding the patterns of Page and Harris, Ruth Stuart's The River
Childrea (i904) significantly sub-titled "An Idyl of the Mississippiil
1. The Grandj ssimes
,
p. 110,
2. Ibid., p. 123.
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is an excellent example of the traditicn, A typical description of
good, contented Negroes, living in complacent sutserviency to "their
whites" and in utter disregard fcr the possibilities of savoring true
freedom is this:
In the early dusk the old man Israel would come
trudging in from the water and sometimes ho would
light his pipe and join kammy's audience.
Occasionally Mammy would cook the supper in the open,
upon a small charcoal furnace, and the "little Miss"
would sup from a tiny low table brought from the cabin.
Here she was served by the old people in turn, fcr they
never ate until she had finished. Then the little girl
was... sung to sleep with o*:e of Mammiy's velvet lullabies
Later in the novel Lammy greets her white master in great joy,
tnrowing herself to the ground and "clasping her arms about his knees,
Others of Mrs. Stuart's works rely on the author's view of her contemporary
South, In The Second Wooing we see, for example, continuations of the
old thesis that docile, whimsical, naive Negr9es are the pampered loved
ones of paternal, or tolerant, and amused whites. Conversely, those
Negroes whose tastes, habits, and tendencies did not cor.form to the
approved mould are shown as social m.enaces.
Emma Sampson's Mammy's 'Ahite Folks, which appeared somewhat later,
carries out the same tradition. Maimmy, with the unvarying attributes
of faithfulness, folk, wisdom, and mild domestic presumption, makes this
speech;
I know's T's black; I know I ain't eddicated. I know
I wa' bawn in slavery an' wa' a v/oman growed befo' I got
my freedom. I know all that. But I knows I done tuck my
white folks' fairs in my hans an' I done wuck 'em outlier
my baby,,.I won't never be fer frcm my white folks...^
1* Stuart, Ruth, River Children
, p. 97.
2 o Ibid., p, 138,
3o Sampson, Enata, Mammy's White Folks
, p. 279.
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Mammy's whole life was dedicated to her "white folks" in a relationship
carrying all the trade marks of slavery—an institution which the author
vigorously approved, and whose collapse she frankly larr.entedo
John Emery's A Illaryland Manor again picks up the stereotypes,
showing "happy darkies," "bad Negroes" (who want freedom) and terrible
consequences of southern defeat and reconstruction. The Negro slave
who refuses freedom is elevated in his Master's esteem to the extent
that the latter provides for the slave's burial at the Master's feetj
the freed man of the Reconstruction era is the symbol of disorder, violence,
and social chaos.
In the early years of the twentlctL century Negroes v.'ere receiving
consistently greater educational, social, and civil privileges. Southern
whites, alarmed at the potential threat that an increasingly assertive
and independent Negro populace represented, supported innumerable social
and literary theories of racial inferiority and social menace in an almost
hysterical effort to suppress Negro progressiveness. Novels designed to
promote hatred and fear (and a consequent suppression) of the Negro
appeared. Reverend Thomas Dixon's The Leopard's Spots reflects the
South's mounting distrust, fear, and hatred of the black minority whose
social and economic maturing threatened white supremacy. Of the central
figure Dixon writes;
More and more the impossible position of the Negro in
America came home to his mind. He was fast being-
overwhelmed with the conviction that sooner or later
we (the white southerners) must squarely face the fact
that two races counting millions in number, cannot
live together under a Democracy ^
1, The Leopard's Spots
, p. 382
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Further, reflecting on air;aleaination as a solution to what he regarded
as an increasintly tense issue, the central character muses:
AiT'algaination simply means Airicanisation. The big
nostrils, flat nose, massive jaw, protruding lip and kinky
hair wi 11 register their anjmal marics over the proudest
intellect and the rarest beauty of any other race....^
Dixon set the way for othern southern writers of the period who
were anxious to protect the South from what they regarded as the folly
of a "nation within a nation, "2 Their pet theses were that permitting
Negroes to break the bonds of economic and social slavery that had suc-
ceeded legal slavery was tantamount to allowing Negroes to infade the
white race in term.s of sex and marital alliances. Thus, the stereotype
themes of "southern womanhood," "Anglo-Saxon superiority," and "Negro
animalism" appeared and were sustained. To build up hatred and re-
pugnance Dixon employed such epithets as "unspoken terrors," " thousand
legged beasts," and "the black peril" in referring to Negroes. 3 His
second novel, The Clansman, was written to justify the growing strength
of the Ku Klux Klan, The author proclaims the organization a chivalric
effort to protect the South against vicicus and menacing Africans.
Based on a ridiculous and melodramatic theme of seduction, rape, and
involuntary miscegenation, the book is a suprerae testimony tc the South'
willingness to accept any premise that would fan the fires of hateed.
In this liovel Dixon has his hero make this observation:
Kis race (the Negro's) is not an infant; it is degenerate,
cider than yours in time. At last we are face to face with
1. Dixon, Thomas, The Clansman
, p, 291.
2. Ibid., p. 292.
3. Ibid., p. 243.
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the man whom slavery concealed with its rags. Suffrage
is but the new paper cloak with which the demag;ogue has
sought to hide the issue. Can we assimilate the Negro?
The very question is pollution ^
That the attempt to incorporate the Negro into society was not
only "pollution” but wasted effort on the part of fanatics is implied
in Dixon's concept of the Negro who was not purely vicious. The brute's
opposite according to Dixon, was "content to drink, sing, dance, and
sport as the ape. "2 The implication is apparent: why would anyone,
save fanatical social reformers, regard it necessary to accord brutes
or primitive ape-like beings anything more than social suppression
allowed?
Dixon's dedication to Klan ideology was the outgrowth of his,
and other southerners
' ,
conviction that unified effort was needed
to combat attempted reforms for Negroes. In eulogizing the Klan and
its noble guiding impulse, he writes passionately:
Society was fused in the white heat of one sublime
thought and beat with the pulse of the single will of the
Grand Vl/izard of the Klan of Memphis,
ifllomen and children had eyes and saw not ears, and heard
not. Over four thousand disguises were made for men and
horses by the women of the South and not one secret ever
passed their lips I
With magnificent audacity, infinite patience, and zeal,
a conquered people were struggling to turn their own weapon
against their conquerors and beat their brains out with
bludgeons they had placed in the hands of their former slaves,
3
1, Dixon, Thomas, The Clansman
.
p,291.
2, Ibid,, p. 34,
3, Ibid., See Chapter Headings,
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Nora Davis’ The Northerner, also an early twentieth century novel
by a southerner, incorporates the old stereotypes as well as the new.
Set in reconstruction years and the early twentieth century, the book
eulogizes the Negroes content to maintain their ’’place" (invariably
the field or the kitchen), attacks Negroes who presumed to improve them-
selves by way of education, suffrage, or professional enterprise, and
emphasizes miscegenation as a "hidden pain" and "the curse of Dixie,"
The miscegenation thesis, in accord w:th accepted ideology, is shewn
as the inevitable sequent of Negro integration into the general social
pattern. The earlier point is revealed in this bit of talk from a
white girl to an ambitious (and beautiful) Negress:
Rosebud, don't you think you hao better give up the
idea of going to college? Stop here and be Mss Betty's
housemaid, ,,What 's the use of being educated... I can't
stand those educated darkies, with notebooks, in their
hands and eyeglasses,..!
Since Rosebud was too firm in her resolve to be swayed, the
author exposes her to the illicit advances of a young white man.
Rosebud thus becomes the syiiibol of the element that perpetrates
Dixie's "curse" , The bitth of her mulatto child/s^ocks the sensibilities
of her former white mistress that the latter is visited by ghostly
mulatto voices who proclaim:
We are the curse of Dixie I You a southern woman and
not know our faces? All the proud women of .your lives
have known us. We are the Nameless Shame, the Hidden Painl
Their proud eyes never looked out way, their pure lips
never names us, but they know us, even youl^
1, Davis, Nora The Northerner
, p. 28,
2. Ibid., p. 182,
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The same theses are vigctrr>usiy - reiterated in Robert Durham’s
The Call Of The South which, published in 1909, echoes the warnings
against the. menacing factor of progressive Negroes, Durham used the
period of his own life span to embroider the theme of a ’’white Negro”
who though a Harvard graduate and ostensibly a gentleman was essentially
a rprimitive brute whose seeming culture was merely a thin veneer. In
various passages Durham, in lengthy discursive com.ments, sets forth
the philosophy that is his, A random selection from the many pages
is this
:
The world must understand that the southern white
people in the measures they have taken and will take
to protect themselves against the Negro are impelled
by weightier considerations than the predempticn of
the dignities or emoluments of politics my people
have all respect for the wisdom of the makers of the
constitution, who framed an instrum.ent perfectly
suited to the conditions as they existed at tne time
and continued to exist for eighty years, prescribing
the method of m.ajority rule for people who were of an
approy.imately equal civic intelligence and virtue.
But when the conditions were changed and a vast horde
of illiterate.
. .and vicious voters were added to the
electorate, stern necessity forbade them, longer to
give a sentiment of support to so-called fundamental
principles in the constitution and permit ignorance
to rule intelligence and vice to rule virtue.
The "fundamental principle" is that constitutions...
are nothing more ci less than wisely conceived policies
which were tried, proved, and found gccd under the con-
ditions for which they were evl&ed. The "fundamental
principle" upon which the race problem of the South
will be solved will have been discovered with certainty
only after a solution has been accomplished by the con-
scientious effort and best thought of southern white men.
1. Durhaju, Robert, The Call of The South, p. 171
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Durham's plot is heightened by his description of the plight
of a beautiful and wealthy whits girl of the South who was deluded
into marriage with the white appearing Negro. The reaction of the
girl’s father to the marriage and th his daughter’s subsequent preg-
nancy dramatizes not only the South's fear of racial amalgamation but
the fallacious concepts of biological principles that were sat up as
warnings against inter-racial alliances. The following is extracted
from the section of the novel in which the father looks upon his ruined
daughter and her mulatto son:
The blow had fallen. With hope that was faltering
indeed had he prayed for a miracle that might deliver
Helen...with all his faith had he besought a merci-
ful Heaven that the child wh-i ch would come to her
should not fall below a fair average of its parental
graces , Even that were torture—that were horrible
enough: that Helen’s gentle blood should be evenly
mixed and tainted with a baser sort. Rut this recession,
this resurgence of the Negro blood, with its vile,
unknown, ancestral impulses .....
It was a Negro baby... the color that was Ethiopa,
the unmistakable nose, the hair that curled so tightly,
the lips that were lUfrica, the large whites of the
eyes
What more fearful warning could southern womanhood want?
What more violent appeal to the chivalry of the Klan’s philosophy was
needed?
We see then that the southern fictionists from Page through the
first fifteen years of the twentieth century used Negro stereotypes
1. Durham, Robert, The Call of The South
, p. 393
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in the development of their various novels. As these writers
were defenders of the southern tradition of ante-bellum days, it
was necessary for them to support the tradition’s chief institution,
slavery. To defend slavery it was necessary to show its virtues and
the contentment of the slaves themselves. Thus, slavery was re-
flected in glowing terms as a blessing, as a humanitarian move-
ment to protect a childish perpetually happjj and satisfied race. All
the model slaves were decile and happy; the only tad or unhappy
slaves were the ones who had a mistaken notion of freedom’s worth
or who fell prey to the influence of the Yankee reconstructionists.
The theme of the tragic mulatto was that he reacted dramatically
or passively. Or, as in the later novels, the theme was used to
shew the m^enacing quality of a mulatto who presumed to act like white
people. No novelist portrayed a mulatto who left the South tc "pass”
with sucess; no novelist showed a mulatto wno, philosophic enough
to recognize his inability to change his heritage, subiTierged bitter-
ness to the end of living a reasonably constructive and normal
life. No southern novelist showed the Negro as a person, a part of
a social order, rather than as a symbol of the South’s glories or
its contemporary evils. Cable, had he pursued the Negro theme in
its broader implications, might have developed a more universalized
picture of the Negro in the South, but Cable was more ooncerneo with
recreating Louisiana history than with elaborating the themie of the
Negro.
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Before 1920 there were, howevei-, two southern novelists who re-
vealed an awareness that the Negro as a race, and the piesence of
the Negro in the South, represented deeper significance than the per-
sistent stereotypes implied, Walter Hines Page's The Southerner
shows Negro characters who were anxious to educate themselves, y.'ho
were dissatisfied by the South's unbroken restraints, who were at
odds with not only the "Old South" ideals but with the Negroes who
supported them. Sllen Glasgow, in her early novels, used Negroes
as background characters only. Her slaves in The Battleground ,
her farmers in The Ltiller of Old Church are obedient but not to
the point of grovelling, loyal but not in an excessively sentimental
fashion, and hard working but not to the point of fanaticism. As
a social historian in the best and most universal sense, and as an
early realist, Ellen Glasgow appraised all levels of southern so-
ciety and all periods of Virginia's history. Although she never
wrote a novel dealing exclusively with the Negro, she did what per-
haps has been more effective. She wove the Negroes into her stories,
putting them in the proportion that their relationship demanded. Tn
all of her novels the Negro characters take on personality and in-
dividuality rather than the blanket characterizations that earlier
writers applied.
Our major concern in this study is with the manner in which
southern fictions sts between tiie years 1920-1940 treated the Negro theme.
The preceding material serves as background material of con-
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trast. Before -we examine the new treatment of the Negro by southern
writers of fiction, we would do well to direct attention briefly
to what was happening on the national cultural scene in the given
two decades. This will help to interpret the phenomenon of the
death of traditional Negro stereotypes in southern fiction.
For America at large, the year 1919 marked the end of a period
in the nation's social history sharply characterized by a demand for
greater economic and political literalism. Domestic reform had
been the keynote cf the pi*e-World ^ar I decade. The influence of
that decade on creative literature is distinctly recognized in the
growth of the "problem novels." The end of the War witnessed a de-
cline and collapse of the interest in domestic reform, and a parallel
collapse of the problem novel as a literary reflection of the nation's
interest. Social criticism a>"d liberalism in political and economic
affairs disappeared in the wave of political solidarity necessitated
by American participation in the Yi/ar, Winning the War brought a
national complacency to America v;hich ir itself would be sufficient
to quell reform tendencies. Renewed faith in both capitalism and
the form.erly repudiated "laissez faire" policy showed itself in
America's enthusiastic allegiance to the "Cult of Prosperity"
that post-War years produced
—
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to label "the Greatest orgy c£ money making known to man."l
The granting of suffrage to wom^n and the suppression of alcohol,
though ostensibly "reforms," actually assisted, indirectly, * the re-
volt of manners for which the twenties have become famous . Women
accepted suffrage not so much as an indication fo political but
of sex quality. Few voted but many were convinced that a new day
was at hand in terms of personal freedom. The ideas of freedom and
self-expression were adequately reinforced and rationalized by the new
psychological principles of Freud, whose theories exerted a tremen-
dous influence on American thinking >*na 'oei.avior in the twenties,
Freud's theories of individual freedom, release from inhibition, of
self-assertiveness, and of freedom froin ernutional tensions de-
lighted American rebels in this period of soc:ial transition.
The War had pushed scientific research and discovery far ahead
of what would have been its development. Discoveries of science had
reached such proportions that "more and more Cwristiarj? leaders
accommodated Christian doctrine to its findings, ”2 Thus, the
ancient battle of science versus religion diminished, and only a
minority adhered rigorously to a literal acceptance of the Bible,
This minority, the so called "fundamentalists," created the issues
1, White, William Allen, A Puritan in Babylon, p.2l4.
2, Curti, Merle, The Growth of American Thought
, p, 622.
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against the findings cl science as such findings allegedly re-
futed Bible teachirig. In the main, however, there v;as sufficiently
strong alliance between science and Christian principle as to
weaken the hold of the latter on the nation's moral life. The Church,
traditional center of Christian principle, concerned itself increas-
ingly with problems of social rather than moral welfare. Science's
new behavioristic theories, its emphasis on biological controls for
better adjusted living, its materialistic concept of mind,—all
lent support to the popular view that people act in accord with and live
best under the influence of physical, not spiritual, dictates.
Finally, of course, tne presence in post-War America of a host
of spiritually old but physically young men had its influence on
the national scene. The young men who had gone to War on what they
had been encouraged to believe was an idealistic quest, had re-
turned physically worn and spiritually embitterea. The horror, the
grimness, the loss of personal dignity all outweighed any idealis-
tic concept of war that might have existed earlier. This dis-
illusionment expanded to defeat the international ioealism of Mis on
and promote the non-intervention policies that were the natural cut-
growth of national complacency and self-sufficiency.
These factors influenced the literature of the period. Four
decided trends are to be noted. First, rem.ance or escapism, in a
new variety appeared. Since one way to react to a problem is to
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rise above it, one author of the twenties, James Branch Cabell,
initiated a series of novels in reaction to the time's turbulence.
Figures of Earth
.
The Silver Stallion
.
The Way of Ecben-—all, though
essentially bitter commentaries on some aspects of human nature, are
romantic in concept and in their remoteness from physical actuality.
The second trend was the rise of a "new naturalism" typified best
by the T/orks of Sherwood Anderson. Wines bu r^. . Ohio and The Trium.ph of
the Egg reflect the author’s connicticn that life’s crudeness and ugliness
warp, limit, and frustrate the human being, and that men are unable to
mould their lives purcosefully through will, Dreiser’s An American
Tragedy projects into fiction the author’s conviction that men are
"mere chemical compounds existing in a world where they play about like
water flies."
The new prosperity, the new national delf-assurance the expan-
sion of machinery which provided lucrative business as well as ex-
tensive luxurious and utilitarian devices for consumers, all com-
bined to create a large semi-leisure class, a new middle class. Its
frank allegiance to the American system that accounted for the phe-
noiuenon, its "one hundred percent Americanism" were sources of irri-
tation to a group of intellectuals who scorned the optimism, compla-
cency, and materialism of these American "boosters," The
scorn as reflected in literature is best shown in the works of
Sinclair Lewis* Mai n Street
.
and Babbitt hold up for ridicule the
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complanency and intellectual sterility of small town life. The
"typical business man" and the "typical small town" wore targets of
Lewis' satire. He derided their smugness and their lack of per-
spective. Lewis and Edith Wharton are tjrpical of the third literary
trend.
Edith Wharton, a protestor of a different class, had long made
penetrating studies of upper middle class society in New York. Her
revolt against the traditions of Old New York continued and was inten-
sified during the twenties when she pursued her attacks on false and
outmoded forms of "respectability" and "form." Her distaste for the
newly rich and the social clin.ber, also reflects itself in such
novels as The A^e of Innocence and Old Mew York
.
The War novels of the twenties are uniform in their reflection
of disillusionment and despair. John Dos Passos' Three Soldiers
is a realistic novel devoid of sentiment for idealism of war; the
sanie may be said of E. E. Cumiming's The Enormous Room a story of war
torture, and of William March's Company K
.
a novel of the psycholo-
gical effects of war on the individual. William Faulkner's Soldier's
Pay is an account of war's physical and psychological horrors and
their lasting effects. These novels reflect not only the natura-
listic and objective attitude of America of the tYjentiss but also
tr.e bitterness of the m.en who had gone to war for what was soon iden-
tified as a lost cause
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The period 1930-1940 has teen characterized by the critic
Luccock as one of “depression, disaster, disillusion, despair and dole.-’^
The estimate matches its alliteration -with accuracy for the period of
economic depression and rehabilitation was one of the most trying and
bitter in America's social history. In the thirties one overall
theme dominated life and literature: economic readjustment and recon-
struction. The corollary to this dominant theme rss the effort
of individuals to adjust to a remodelled economic and social scene.
Two themes therefore, are outstanding in the literature of the thirties:
the evaluating of America in the light of her social and economic
collapse, and the evaluating of the individual in his reaction to it.
With his comprehensive trflogy, TJ, S, A. . John Dos Passos pic-
tured American life from the War through the boom years. The novels.
The 42nd Parallel. 1919, and The Bi^ Money evaluate America's strengths
and weaknesses during the post-War years and show the forces in American
life which pointed to the inevitable 1929 collapse. Greed, com-
placency, exploitation of the “little man" are depicted in this over-
all view of a ruthless America. Farrell's Studs Lonigan trilogy re-
flects the impact of big city life on the personality of the in-
dividual; the novels trace the effect of environment on an average
American boy, Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath
,
with a similar concern
1. Luccock, Halford E, American Mirro r^ p. 138.
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for America's grave social and sociological problems, shows the re-
actions of human beings victimized by the economic and physical
catastrophes that were the by-^roduets of the depression. These
novelists were concerned with the underlying elements the weaknesses
of a society out of which had grown boom, collapse, and chaos.
Parallel with the novelists who examined the social scene in
America in the thirties were those who probed the inner reactions
of individuals wnose minds and spirits were torn by conflict and
doubt in a 7/orld which had been so suddenly and so completely the
victim of radical change. Thomas Wolfe's long, autobiographical,
analytical novels reveal the individual's bewilderment, uncertainty,
loneliness, and despair in a world of flux and readjustment,
John Marquand's portraits of the individual temperament torn between
two cultures, as shown, for exairple, in The Late George Apley and
H, M. Pulham, Esq ,are equally indicative of the concern for per-
sonal adjustments, Ellen GD.asgow's Vein of Iron celebrates the theme
of individual stam.ina in its expression of the will to survive, to
conquer circumstance, to maintain faith in the ability of the human
soul and to triumph over adversity,
A third type of novelist in the thirties did not penetrate the
inner struggle of individuals noT did it undertake to appraise the
social scene. Writers of this third group sirrply pictured life as
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it developed under the stress of the times. Thus Sinclair Lewis*
It Can*t Happen Here warned America that her social and economic
problems ripened her for fascistic thought. Josephine Johnson, in
a series of novels depicted the evils of extended payment buying,
the problem of readjusting to blasted incomes, the problems that im-
poferished in-laws created for young, not well-to-do married couples,
A number of novels showed the psychological effect of po\-erty and the
defeatism of men forcea to take their fair-:’‘lies back '*home'j forced to
take work of the most menial kind, or forced to "go on relief,"
Dorothy Thomas' Home Place. William Anderson's Hungry Men are typical.
In the former a young man has to settle his wife and children on
his in-laws, who themselves are of limited means; in the latter, the
tragedy of well educated, well equipped, jobless men "on the dole"
is recounted.
In the thirties, too, the Negro was accorded wider and more in-
telligent consideration in Am.erical literature. Two trends mani-
fested themselves, DuBose Heyward and Roark Bradford were inclined
toward the more sentimental tradition, Heyward's Porgy. though a
fairly realistic account of a crippled Charleston Negro, is tempered
by a romantic sympathy; Bradford's folk stories are humorous accounts
of Negro legendary characters, or are burlesques of Negro religious
ec
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beliefs. Both Heyward and Bradford are removed from the old tra-
dition but are not as much in accord with the general trend of the
thirties as those writers who showed the Negro under the impact of
the period’s social and economic changes* In this latter light,
Negro writers themselves made significant contributions, Richard
Wright's Native Son shows the influence of environm.ent on a colored
boy of southern background who migrates to Chicago, His reactions,
both to city life and to economic ano social deprivation are power-
fully depicted as the inevitable seeds of tragedy, both personal and
racial* Langston Hughes’ Not Without Laughter which recounts the
struggle of a colored boy to defeat the obstacles of prejudice In his
effort to “make something of himself,” and Waters Turpin's novels
of southern colored family history are further examples of the Negro
writers’ realistic approach to the theme of the Negro in America,
These writers dealt with the Negro as a minority, and, more im-
portant, as an equal subject for appraisal In terms of the effects
of the times on all people* Two other Negro writers might be cited
by way of showing the range of interests that was covered, Jessie
Fauset, with several novels, depitted northern middle class Negro
lifej George Lee, a southerner wrote of the plight of Negro share-
croppers *
In retrospect we note that the years 1920-1940 showed a wide
sweep of social development and change* The trends in literature
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reflect both the diversity and breadth of the changes. Let us turn
now to the specific concern of this study, the new interpretations of
the Negro by southern fictionists in the 1920-1940 period.
To move toward cur special concern we turn to the South of the
1920-1940 years and its literature. A great deal has been said and a
great many speculations have been made ii. terms oi whether or not
the South has, in the two decades after the first Y»crld ’^ar, staged
a ’’renaissance" in literature. Certainly a wealth of poetry, non-
fiction, and iiction has come out of the South in the period under
appraisal. How lasting or how enduring nucn of the work will prove to
be is less im. ortant than the fact that southern fiction after 1920 showed
a marked char^^e in niaterials, treatment, and reflection ci southern
sentiment. liajor southern novelists of the period merited national
acclaim because their works incorporated noL liiuited but universal theses
in striking contrast to the techniques of the earlier southern fictionists.
The new southern novelists dealt with the tinieless themes cf the indi-
vidual's struggle for either s^jiritual cr physical adjustm.ent. They
wrote, an the problerns of social and eccnomdc stress which though
demonstrated in terms of the souLnern scene, were universally tj"pical
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because they T^ere honest and objective analyses of situations whjch
arose out of human, not merely southern issues. They wrote of the
South's social history, but they used facts rather than prejudices;
they wrote with a desire to reveal the truth, not throw out defenses
of an outworn philosophy. They dealt with the themes of a bi-racial
society, but they made earnest efforts to show honestly the problems,
complexities, and basic issues of Kegro-white relationships in the South,
They did not, as their predecessors, generalize the Negro theme to the
end of showifig that all Negroes were good or all were bad or that there
v^as an assigned and unaltei-able "place" for the Negro. These new
southern fictionists were inclined to regard the Negro as a human being
whose presence in the South has created problems, but whose presence also
demands intelligent estimate since the two races must continue living in
close association. With all these themes the new southern writers used
the materials.: of the South but used them in such a way as to elevate the
novels above gegionalism to general eminence , The aspect of the new
southern literature with which this study is concerned is the objective,
realistic treatment of the place of the Negro in the South, Without
sentiment but vdth a forthright, honest, appraising and objective
quality, five major writers treat the Negro theme as the dominant one.
With the same new unsentimental dispassion, numerous other "new southern
writei-s" treat the Negro theme. In contrast to the old stereo-
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typed forniula of treating the Negro as an extreiie of servility,
or of humor, or of tragedy, these five major writers show the
history of the Negro in the South, the inter-relationships of
Negroes and whites and Negroes and Negroes, the influence of the Negro
on poor-white economic and social codes, the Negro as representative
of the last primitive society in America, and the Negro as contributor
to a native folk lore. These five themes are developed respectively
by T. S. Stribling, Paul Green, Erskine Caldwell, Julia Peterkin, and
Zora Hurston.
Other major writers, though they use Negro characters, use them
incidentally. Their handling and interpretation is, however, of the
same realism that characterizes the interpretations of thowe writers
whose concern for the Negro has been chief one. Reference to the
writers of the major group who use incidental Negro charactei'S will
be found in the appendix. References, also, to numerous other writers
who are either of less significance or who are authors of but one
novel are to be found in the addendum. It is the hope of the writer
that tf'is addendum represents, in so far as has been possible, an
exhaustive survey of those southern novelists, who, between 1920 and
1940, handled the Negro theme in the realistic, unbiased, unsenti-
mentalized fashion that contrasts so strikingly with the conventional
and stereotyped mode characteristic of southern fiction prior to 1920,
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Chapter II
The History of The Negro in The South And His
Relationship to Social Changes: T. S. Stribling
’’History is too general to be human and toe remote to be real,"
observ'sd Thomas Sigismund Stribling in explanation of his trilogy
of southern family 11 fe.^ The Forge
,
The Store and Unfinished Cathedral
.
theu^h fiction, recount the history of a deep South family from 1860 to
21930. Since, by his own admission, Stribling relied on records,
family history, and letters as a basis for his account, it is to ce
understood that whet he has said of Alabama and the Vaiden family is
representative of the South and southern families of comparable status.
Also, ’’so closely are cur family histories bound with the destiny of
a nation’’^ that we can regard his trilogy as a background to understanding
the southern point of view of ante-bellum and Reconstruction days.
To trace all aspects of the southern "view" would be a study in itself.
We are here concerned with what Stribling has had to say of the history
of the Negro's status in the South.
The history of the Vaiden family is also a history of the Negro
in the deep South for nearly three quarters of a century. Stribling 's
"history" in fiction is characterized by singularly dispassionate
treatment of the materials used. He set out to reconstruct a long
period in Alabama’s history with objectivity and with realism,
1. Introduction to The Forge .
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
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He fulfilled the task without lapsing into the regional chauvinism of
the old southern novelists. Mary Murfree and Mary Johnston used the
theme of southern history in their novel? of the Civil Wiar and its after-
math but they defended the south without reason of objectivity; Page and
Harris, jn their interpretation and analysis cf the status of the Negro
dn the South were equally "one sided". Striblin^^
,
however, set forth a
comprdttensive and three dimensional study of f'e South's changes, of
its reactions to changes, and, most interesting to our purposes, of the
changing status of the Negro.
Stritling's descriptions of the Negro in the Deep South of the
petiod just before the War have little in common with the old stereo-
typed accounts. Primarily, Negroes were regarded as symbols of white
men's wealth or social position. Slaves were not the wards of bene-
volent guardians but were living symbols of a man's material worth.
In the early pages of The Forge^/e learn that "Old Man Vaiden,"
family patriarch, possessed only five slaves. The number was suf-
ficient to make him "a genteleman" but insufficient to establish the
Vaidens as the social peers of the neighboring Crowinshielos whose
slaves numbered nearly two hundred. However, Old Vaiden' s possession
of the five assets served him in good stead. When the occasion arose
whereby he vras forced to sell his property for debt, his ability to
1. The Forge
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advertise ”chickens, cows, male Negroes, ferr.ale Negroes”^ assured his
creditor that the debt could be satisfactorily resolved. That the in-
clusion of human beings in the proposed sale v/ould involve the destruction
of two Negro faiiiily units was a matter of no concern to the owner.
As a matter of fact, prudent southerners of moderate wealth were ’’specu-
lating" in 1860 on the prabability of war. Their feeling that war would
create a drop in the value of slaves was responsible for a widespread
and indiscriminate sale of slaves. 2 The Negroes were property, and as
such, vrere subject not only to rise and drop in value, but to the specu-
lations of calculating property owners . Negroes were regarded with
the same matter-cf-factness with which one evaluated cotton, cattle, or
land,
*
Any siispicions that conscientious Christians might have had in
regard to slavery's denial of the humanitarian ideal were skillfulJ.y
rationalized by all religious sects in the South, The predominant
ones, the Baptists and the Llethodists, In matters of general religion
and policy, were at odds. They reciprocated epithets: the Methodists
called the Baptists "mieat-eating;" the Baptists called their rivals "wishy-
washy. "3 They were in mutual accord, however, that slavery was God's
will.
The Bible lent ample support:
Wtiy, if the Almighty hadn't meant for the nigger
to be 3 slave would he have wrote, "and Ham shall be
1. The For/^e
. p, 101.
2. Ibid., p. 132.
3. Ibid., p. 7.
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his servant forever? Ain't the nigger Ham?"l
Kven Old Vaiden's daughter, the intellectual Miss Cassandra, who pored
constantly over Tom PainC's works,^ saw no inconsistency between her
academic concern for "The Rights of Man" and her strong conviction that
slavery was a legitimate social formula*
Although slaves were considered property, and slavery a fulfill-
ment of divine dictate, the slave, as an individual, was treated ac-
cording to the particular attitude or philosoptiy of his owner.
Old Vaiden, for example, would not permit his sons to "strike a ni^ger,3
In fact he would thrash his sons for abusing the slave boys with whom
they played. This seeming justice, however, suggests more the justice
of the parent who is prompted to punish a child for torturing or mis-
treating an animal* Vaiden's concern was not predicated on any belief
that human beings should be accorded decent treatment or fair play; his
was the lofty dictate that an inferior being, unable to defend himself,
should not be deliberately abused by his master* Both Old Vaiden and
his entire family regarded all slaves old and young, as "children."
To threaten to "punish" or whip an adult slave was as common as to
threaten a child. With the peculiar blend of brutality and decency that
often characterized master-slave relationships, Mrs* Vaiden would go to
i* The Forge
, p, 8
2* Ibid*, p* 9*
3. Ibid., p* 12*
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bind and tend the wounds of a slave for whom she had endorsed a flogging.
The intimacy that p.-’evailed between house slaves and the family
members is, at first sight, paradoxical. Early in The Forge v.e are
acquainted with the mistress servant relationship of the white foirl
Marcia and the quadroon Gracie. As the novel progresses it is in-
creasingly apparent that although the basic relationships has hide-
bound liirdtatious, there is an intimacy and sympathy of interests between
the two girls which is typical of friendships between social peers.
Gracie slept in the attic room directly above her ''little iv'iss." The
girls spent hours in conferences over clothes and gossip of the white
girl's affairs. As a "body servant" Gracie learned to dress, to talk,
even to think in a manner comparable to nddale-class wbn' te standards.^
Instinctively, she w'as wise enough to push her acquired know/ledge into
the background of her consciousness. Knowing the whites as intimately
as she did, she knew/ that any overt expression of her understanding of
white deportment would bring her nothing but grief.
Grade's conviction was founded on her awareness that although
Marcia and the Vaiden family showed her a certain human regard it was
nevertheless a regard tempered by their certainty that Negroes were
2
"Just Negroes" and were, in the final analysis, incapable of real
1. The Forge
, p. 43.
2. Ibid.
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emotion or feeling.
Marcia, though she was sincerely fond of Grade, thought nothing of
reflecting her own, as well as the family's derogatory concept of Negro
weakness and insensitivity. She had no understanding of Gracie's dis-
tress when the latter's husband was sold to anotoricusly cruel slave
speculator. Negro marriage was something of a joke to her. With the
rest of the family she concurred that it was only right that two black
boys bury the beloved Vaiden son. Polycarp. The slave boys had known
and loved Polycarp a3 1 his life, but having "no feelings" they were left
with the sad task of "throwir.g the dirt over their friend,"^
In this first division of his lengthy trilogy, Stritling sets the
pattern of Negro-white blood ties within a family showing how they add
to the vast mulatto class, bound to the whites by blood and to the
Negroes by caste. The miscegenation within the Vaiden family, though
dramatized by coincidence, is exemplary of deep South inter-racial
alliances in family histories. In The Forge we is arn that Grade, the
white quadroon, is the daughter of Old Vaiden and a slave, ^ Hannah, who
does not appear in the novel. The fact that neither Grade nor the
Vaiden family was aware of the kinship reflects the casualness with
which Negro women were assaulted and forgotten. Stribling shows that
the issue of enforced, and often single, unions, was integrated with
Negro families. The white fathers of such children were either in-
1. The Forge
, p. 29B.
2. Ibid,, p. 406,
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different to or uaaware of the results of their incidental passions.
Although numerous mulattoes -were in evidence, the whites were neither
curious about nor concerned with their parenta^je. It was assuii^ed that
Negro v.oiiien were by nature both accessible and prolific as well as
unincumbered by sensibilities or moral scruples.^ Thus, bid Vaiden was
shocked, as he lay dying, to learn free Gracie that she was his daugh-
ter, ^ result of a long forgotten rape, Wilitiades Vaiden, the son,
learned years later, that the Negro boy whom he almost literally turned
over to his lynchers, was his own son«^ In a burst of humiliation and
anger on the night that his fiancee had eloped with another man,
Militiades had raped the slave girl Gracie. 4 He had never approached
her again; she had the child who was, bitterly enough "all Vaiden, "3
since Gracie and h'ilitiades were brother and sister. The tragic and
ironic, pattern of mixed family relatioaships as depicted by Stribling,
reached its climax in his last novel.. In it, the old Colonel, ninety,
learns that a little fourteen year old mulatto boy, falsely accused of
rape, is his great-grandson. The physical intimacy that has existed be-
tween whites and blacks in the South has failed, Stribling shows, to
create either tolerance or understanding. Instead, as Stribling shows
and as Green elaborates, the mulatto class provokes the irritation of *
the whites and the distrust of the Negroes,
1, The For^e. p. 166,
2. Ibid., p. 498.
3o Unfinished Cathedral
, p. 476,
4. Ibid., p. 478,
5. Ibid.
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Finally, in regard to Negroes in the Civil War period, Stribling
describes the reaction of the slaves to the Union ''cause,’' He sho’vs
the old Negroes fearful of change, content with slavery, anxious to stay
within its safe and familiar confines. He shows Negroes whose personal
experience and hardships under the system of slavery had been such that
they prayed for Union victorj' and the possibility of emancipation. Many
regarded the Union troops as "armies of God" and felt that Lincoln was
personally appointed by the deity to release Negroes from the South. ^ In
his survey of Negro reaction to the War, Stribling shows that the Negroes
reacted according to their personal experiences and their individual ca-
pacities for decision. Those who had some little education, or an innately
more enterprising nature, were in hopes of freedom. Others, usually older
slaves, preferred the familiar life to the uncertainties of a new one.
In no instances, how^ever, does Stribling set up a pattern of slave hard-
ships so great and so universal that all Negroes were roused to revolt
or to flight. In no instances does he suggest a situation so univer-
sally pleasing or idyllic that all Negroes defended slavery or re-
flected their delight with it. Rather, Stribling shows, consistently,
that slaves were human beings; as such, their reactions varied accord-
ing to individual outlook.
Both southern life and the place of the Negro in it underwent
changes in the Reconstruction years. In The Store Stribling depicts
1. The Forge, p. 39.
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both changes. Here we see Negroes in the throes of personal and ra-
cial tensions created by the new social, political, and economic
policies. It was during the reconstruction years that tenant fanairig,
both for Negroes and ’’poor whites" took root in the South, It was a
system in which Negroes, though ostensibly "free," were bound to the
white land owner class in a fashion reminiscent of slavery. The white
land owners, often ex-plantation and slave owners, exerted full economic
control over their black tenants,^ They doled out the seed ana the
implem.ents
,
collected the bulk of the income on crops, and so juggled
2
the sales as to leave the tenant perpetually indebted to him. Also
with "freedom," the Negro was up against the "poor whites'" prejudice.
The latter, though of identical economic status with the Negro, regarded
themselves socially superior. In addition, their resentment at sharing
the lowest economic level with Negroes was such that they shared constant
antagonism and hatred for them. Thus, the Negro had the added burden
of deferring to and conciliating the white tenant farmers.
During the post-War years Negroes were able to learn how to read
and write without breaking the law. They were taught the principles
of social and political equality by the northern reconstructionists,
Stribling’s account of a case in v^ich a Negro was upheld in his pro-
test against being brutally beaten for referring to a white man(out
of the latter's hearing) without a courtesy title^ is typical of the new
1
.
The Store
, p. 186 .
2
.
Ibid., p. 291 .
3 . Ibid., t.. 209 .
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concepts of the human rights and dignity to -which Negroes -were being
exposed, Striblin^, shows, too, that simultaneously, middle class -whjtes,
shocked and enraged at the implication of social equality that recon-
structionist teaching brcuight, promptly united in an effort to create and
maintain -white supremacy. That they themselves had no clearly formulated
or logical justification for their determination to curb enterprise on
the part of Negroes, and to insure their social suppression is indicated
in the speech of the white lawyer who vigorously defended the affronted
white fltan in the case cited above:
It is impossible, your honor, for the northern people,
in a section of our country where only one class obtain^
to realize in the remotest degree the supremie necessity
of maintaining the minutiae of difference in rank and
race. This instance is not a reasoned part of the
Southern mand, it supersedes and cond-jtions reasoning.
Some sort of caste syctemi has been the condition of
every great civilization under the sun,,,.^
Since the southerners could not stem the tide of education that
carae to Negroes, and the consequent seeds of independent thought thus
planted, they resorted to em.otional appeals to Old South aristocratic
principles and to southerners' everlasting sentimentality concerning
their warien. The point of -view of the lawyer suggests the first; peren-
nial reminders that socially privileged miale Negroes were "menaces to
1. The Store, p, 234
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southern womanhood” was the second appeal to develop •within the post-
war period. Neither appeal, from the point of view of the outsider or
of the social historian carries logical weight. But both, born in re-
construction protest of the Negro's increasing freedom, remained dear
to southern thought,
AS long as freed Negroes conducted themselves without assertiveness—
that is, as long as they did the work assigned them without concerning-
themselves -with the advantages that the new freedom offered, they
were understood, appreeiated, and praised by the whites. Once
a Negro demonstrated individuality, intelligent interest in and con-
cern for his place in the South, or even the rudiments of formal know-
ledge, he became the target of distrust, Toussaint, an alert and ener-
getic Negro tenant farmer, could read, had planned his crop in terms of
scientific procedure, had ideas on inipro-ving the calibre of his cotton,
add could estimate the probable income that would be derived from his
year's crop. His independence and obvious intellignece ii*furiated both
the white tenant farmers and the middle class land ovmer. The colonel,
a typical middle class white property owner, was exasperated at his Negro
tenant's ability to read. Not only had the "upstart” read but he reported
his findings,^ The ex-slave's courteous request for fertilizer (cf which
he had read ) to enrich the soil for cotton, -would no doubt have been
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refused had Colonel Vaiden not preferred the possibility of a richer
crop as opposed to the pleasure of insulting the Negro’s presumption,^
Vaiden ’s annoyance at the Negro's intelligence and his marked con-
descension in regard to the boy's plans were elaborations of the poor
whites* succinct verdict that it was "the iruination of a nigger to go
to school, "2 The Colonel's impatience for Toussaint extended to
Toussaint's witfe, Lucy, who had not only taught in the wretched little
school but who, after her marriage, refused to cook for the Colonel and
his bride. More astounding than her obvious detemd nation not to accept
domestic work was her reason: she had, she said, her "own home and hus-
band to care for. "3 To the white man this was confounding, Negro family
life, as a dignified and orderly reflection of white family life, was
something new to his thinking,
Toussaint and Lucy, typical of the young, progressive Negroes
who matured into the post»<Jar South, used the new approaches to personal
and racial adjustment. They believed firmly in the power of education
as a means both for personal advancement and ultimate racial progrdss.
They believed in independent enterprise} tenant farming, in principle,
lirrdted them, but it was their hope ultimately to wwn land. They be-
lieveo in the law as a protective agency and as a reasonable source of
redress for the inevitable social and economic problems that freed
Negroes met. They believed that the Negroes had earned a right to
1. The Store, p, 286.
2. Ibid., p. 291.
3. Ibid., p. 2129.
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stay in the South if they chose; they refused to contemplate migra-
tion to a region less rigid in the maintenance of color caste lines.
They felt, as Lucy said, that it -was good for white people to see Negroes
living in independence and decency without ’’depending on white folks’
kitchens,”^ But’’ Tous saint and Lucy, like all others of their point of
view then, (and to a large extent now) counted too nnich on the written
code and not enough on the un*.vritten laws of the southern ’’temper.”
Toussaint never overstepped the bounds of prescribed law, from the time
he challenged a white store keeper on the question of "short weights"
for Negroes, to the time that he sought legal aid to enforce the Colonel's
maintenance of a written tenant contracts. Yet Toussaint 's assumption
that written law could be made to extend protection to Negroes
,
in
opposition to whites, was a direct challenge to southern emotions.
Within a matter of hours after the young farmer was known to have
sought legal advice to protect his farm and his personal interests,
he was dragged from the cell where he had been confined for "protection"
and brutally lynched,
V/ithin the reconstruction years the middle class whites were
bitterly resentful of the fact that Negroes were free to work or loaf
according to preference or whim. The antithesis of the energetic, pro-
gressive type represented by Toussaint, was the shiftless, unpredictable
Negro whose unreliability multiplied, hampered the frantic efforts of
lo The Store, p, 301.
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upper class whites to restore tneir fortunes and to restore some sem-
blance of pre-War luxuiy and leisure.^ One of the chief purposes of
the Ku Klux Klan was to see that ’’black folk could be coerced into
steady labor and not be allowed to drop hoes at any hour of the day...^
If, argued the IG.an defender, Negroes were thus "encouraged" to work
steadily, the land owners might "resume their old luxurious life in the
country. "3 It is apparent then that the hope of restoring old standards
of living was greater than any interest in cooperating with or adjusting
to new life,
Stribling shows that Negro-white sex alliances ass\amed a more for-
mal quality in the post-W8.r period. In slavery days a Negro woman was
taken at will by a white man. Emancipation at least provided a Negro
woman with the privilege of acceptance or denial of advances • Thus
,
Grade's alliance with Me. Handback assumed the proportions of a familiar
"affair." He provided her with a cottage, food, and what money she had.
In return, she accorded him exclusive ri.^ts with her life and time.
Through the long years that the arrangement existed, however, Gracie
never addressed her lover except as "Mr, Handback," and Stribling has
emphasized the fact tt:iat neitlier ever used the word "lov3,"'^+ This
1, The Store
, p. 240.
2, Ibid., p, 241,
3. Ibid., p. 250.
4. ©bid., p. 211,
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association, mutually acceptable and semmingly agreeable in spite of
its peculiarly impersonal character, is typical of others suggested or
described by Stribling.^
In his last novel of the South’s history since Civil War days,
Stribling brings his readers up to the contemporary period. His Negro
characters in the post-’Aarld War I South reflect not only the trends
of the times but the diversities in Negro character and point of viee
that reveal themselves sharply in the contemporary scene. On the one
hand we see the Negro house servants of the "old view" performing their
traditional menial chores with seeming reverence for and complete sa-
tisfaction with a life removed in name only from actual slavery.^ Of
the younger Nefro chauffeurs, doormen, preachers and teachers whom
Stribling presents, there are many who have cultivated a skillful blend
of inner rebellion and outer conformity. A third group, smaller, is
that of Negro business and professional men, united ostensibly as "lodge
men" in an effort to achieve release from social and economic suppression—
by force, if necessary. Stribling 's description of the colorful Negro
lodge (whose antics amrased and delighted the whites) reveals, ironically,
that weapons were concealed under the voluminous and ludicrous lodge
robes.
3
1. The Store, pp. 42, 118.
2« Unfinished Cathedral, pp. 9> 28
3. Ibid., p. 329.
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This last novel. Unfinished Cathedral
«
shows the contemporary Negro
in terms of increased Education, more social consciousness, and great de-
termination to achieve the right to work and live under more equitable
laws* The Negro doctor and preacher who figure significantly in the
novel manifest an intelligent awareness of moral and civil law and a fa-
miliarity with both the individuals and the agencies throughout America
devoted to the cause of alleviating southern discrimination of the Negro*!
Strlbllng recounts, for example, the courteous but firm determination
of a Negro bishop to fight, both with local and national religious and
civic groups, the case of five Negro boys falsely charged with rape *2
(The case is the central theme in the novel,) That Bishop Sinton did
not meet the fate of Toussaint can be attributed to the South’s in-
creasing sensitivity to outside public opinion and reaction,^ The
sensitivity took foot in no revived morality but in the South's cagey
awareness that too much adverse criticism of southern social procedure
was to the disadvantage of both commercial and tourist trade in the
South of the boom years*
Not only does Stribling show the growth of unified Negro social
protest but he shews the growth of a Negro labor class which, though
1* Unfinished Cathedral, p* 191*
2* Ibid., p* 198.
3* Ibid*, p. 200.
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excluded from the white unions, has set up its own provisions and codes.
^
He shows too, in his- panaoramic view of the Negro in the contemporary
South, Negro business interests, and the rising Negro middle class.
The real tragedy of the contemporary Negro, however, Stribling
illustrates well and fully. His trilogy traces t’re changes that came
to the South; it traces the chanees that the Negro undery.’ent in terms of
status and regard as well as in terms of educational and social growth.
One factor, however, has remained constant. It is the factor of fear as
it guides southern whites in the formulation and maintenance of emotional
attitudes toward the Negro. Since the close of the Civil War, poor whites
have hated and feared Negroes because they represent a threat or rivalry
to the poor white economic interests. Antagonism toward the Negroes
from the upper class whites is traceable first to the beloved theme that
true civilization demands caste relationships Second, of course, the
upper class whites in their efforts to recuperate their old fortunes, were
determined through the years to keep the Negro "down" as an insurance of
cheap and amenable laborers. The randfi cations of psycholcgiaal and soci-
ological thought were too intricate for the whites to elaborate generally;
They hit upon a device which we have noted before, pure emotional appeal.^
The appeal of a time worn trinity, southern honor, southern womanhood, and
the menace of socially privileged Negroes could invariably draw a re-
sponse gratifying to those whites determined to maintain white ascen-
dancy at all cost,
1, Unfinished Cathedral
, p. 506,
2, The Store, p, 224,
3, Ibid,, p, 118,
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The contemporary South, Striblin^ shows, is reflective of s new
industrialism, a new relationship with the rest of American and a new in-
tellectual interest. The South's Negroes of today reflect a measure of
these changes . However, the factor of fear which not only created the
situation of a trumped up rape charge but which roused southern senti-
ment to such a hysterical pitch that the accused boys were referred to in
a public court of law as "six, slimy, lecherous, lustful, brutal, black,
rake hells; animal in form but devils in constitution, the foulest de-
spoilers of the fairest flower that blooms in the hearts of men, a woman's
virtue,"^ has remained a constant, and, as has been said, the best method
that the South has yet devisea to combat the fear is the emotional ap-
peal of "protecting southern womariiood," or of "maintaining caste. "2
No southern novelist before Stribling had shown the Negro in his
historic relationship to the changing South with any commensurate degree
of the objectivity, realism, and sustained unbias that Stribling em-
ployed, His account of the Negro in the ante-bellum period is a far call
from the Page and Karris sagas; his storj' of the stniggle of the Negro
in reconstructed southern life is equally remote from the tone and ob-
jective of early southern novelists who subordinated truth of realism
to the end of building up impressive pictures of slavery's good and
1. Unfinished Cathedral
, p. 496.
2, The Store, p. 214.
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freedom’s evils. His account of the Negro in contemporary southern life
is more comprehensive than those of the earlier periods, but he has set
the pattern for other nrriters who atm to reveal, with honesty and forth-
rightness, the status of the Negro in the contemporary South. We turn
now to Paul Green, a writer of equal realism, whose evaluation of the
rural Southern Negro in the contemporary period is his single thesis.
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Inter-racial Relationships and Negro relationships
In the Rural South: Paul Green
For over tvfenty years Paul Green has been writing plays of Negro
life in the rural South, A southerner, Mr, Green has conformed to
the pattern of the new literary trends which prescribes objectivity,
scientific and unbiased appraisal, and truthful presentation of sub-
ject matter. Green offers a strong contrast to the writers of the old
southern group who dealt with the Negro for he neither romanticizes
nor martyrizes the Negro. He shows Negroes at work, against acute so-
cial and economic pressures, and in conflict with their own personal
as well as community ideals. In all instances the Negroes are held up
as people, not as symbols. In all instances the literature of Green re-
flects his serious determination to reveal with all possible clarity
the struggle of a minority people in a society where, in spite of their
contribution to its progress, they are victims of suppression and per-
secution. Unlike an earlier w'riter, James Allen, Green makes no defense
of racial systemj unlike a later writer, Robert Dixon, for exam^ple he
makes no impassioned tirades against Negroes. His objectives have been
to set forth the position of the rural or peasant Negro for the under-
standing of the world at large. His point of view and objective are
best stated in his own words
:
In the so-called humanizing of this vast expanse
(the Atlantic coastal plain of North Carolina) the Negro,.
,
has borne the brunt of the brutal dirty work. For more
than a hundred years he has built roads there, leveled
hills and forests, plov/ed the fields, sweated and groaned
forth the great crops of cotton, tobacco, and corn wi th little
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or no reward, material or otherwise. Living in the vilest
of huts, the prey of his wwn superstition, suspicions,
and practices, beaten and forlorn before Ciod Almighty
himself, he has struggled helplessly in the clutch of
affliction and pain. He has perished by the thousands in
the long servitude of his white master. Unceasingly he
has matched his strength with the earth that bore him.,
going forever in the end to rot unnoticed in the land he
tilled. Through a few winter rains perhaps a falling
head board strove futilely to tell that he had been, and
then the plow passed over him and a hill of corn or cotton
flourished from his breast. Such is this story before
imagined justice.
In the following pages a first effort is made to
say somethin^ of what these people more recently have
suffered and thought and done. For it seems apparent
that such things are worthy of record. Doubtless,
readers of these plays will object that they are not gener-
ally representative of the Negro race. They are not meaat
to be. Specifically, the chief concern here is with the
more tragic and uneasy side. of Negro life as it has exhi-
bited itself to my notice. Those who desire happier and
more cheerful records may find them elsewhere.^
Green's themes are few but consistent with each other. In the
main his concern has been with Negroes and their relationships with
whites, Negroes in relationship with each other, and conflicting old and
new standards for both groups. In lighter plays there are humorous
theires and occasional glimpses of fantasy but these are of less importance.
The attitude of the whites toward the blacks, since it establishes the
tone of inter-racial relationships, is a persistent theme, and a reasonable
one for initial consideration.
1. Lonesome Road, Introduction
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Econcmically, the Negro is a constant menace to the poor whites who
resent the competition established by cheap Negro labor, With con-
stantly increasing- faciljties for education and '’social enlightenment,"
the Negro, moving slowly and uncertainly, but with a certain doggedness
toward the goal of personal and eccixomic freedom is a potential economic
threat to the middle class whites as well. It is t’ne ’oninion, there-
fore, of both classes, that the Negrc should be kept in the "place" tra-
ditionally assigned to him—the place of subserviency, ignorance, economic
insecurity, and above all, of cheerful unquestioning acquiescence.
The greatest irritant. Green shows, is the Negroes' desire for
education. That desire the whites either deliberately refuse to under-
stand or worse, simply can't \inderstand. The colonel in the play In
Abraham's Bosom was adamant on the subject. Education was net for
Negroes, and in these iristances where Negroes had erred to the extent of
getting any, it was expected that they would be wise enough to conceal it
and "not put on any airs," This attitude is t;ypical of a large group
of middle class whites wirose intuition warns them that their ability to
maintain the tradition of white supremacy diminishes as dducation for
Negroes increases. In the few instances in which Green's white charac-
ters show an interest in Negroes learning, we recognize at once that the
interest is predicated on a personal motive devoid of any implications
of social uplift for the mass of Negroes, For example, Abraham was able
to secure the right to open up a small school, and to get a little train-
ing for hirself because the Colonel felt that he should make some gesture
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of tolerance toward the black man who was his son. But his sanction
of the school was merely a personal gesture to Abrahamj his conviction
was that schooling for the black workers was both unnecessary and
dangerous.^ In other instances, the whites reflect a tolerant amusement
for the enterprising Negro who attenipts to improve himself. Ed Roberts,
a young white farmer, would lend books to Lalie,2 one of his employees,
but he regarded her studying and her contemplated college career as a
huge joke. He even ohaffed her about her ambitions, ”Try:ng to plan out
some way of bettering the nigger race?" he asked her once in an insult-
ingly light tone. "Itte all foolishness, your plans about going out and
educating the Negroes and teaching school and buj Iding up the com-
iiiunity. They don’t want to be lifted up. "3 That was Ed’s firm be-
lief, His support of Lalie's plans was purely a means of attracting
her interest to the end of a possible liaison.
One reason why education is such a fearful thing when whites con-
sider its effects on Negroes is that education implies self-assurance
and a measure of personal dignity. How could a white man hope to irain-
tain ’’face" if the Negroes were in a position to demand the small .per-
sonal courtesies and the expressions of human feeling and dignity that
had always been denied them? Green’s white characters de?*tonstrate their
1. In Abraham’s Bosom
, p. 27,
2. The End of The Row, p, 43.
3. Ibid.
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beljef that it is the Negro’s lot, by providential decree, to serve,
to accept insult, to be without feelings. The white man in'*Fine Wagori*'^
was a professor, a learned student of sociology, an accepted authority
on human relations, but he "was completely unaware of the tragic elements
that conspired against a colored man and his son -who were trying des-
perately to set up a business of ’’hauling." True, they were slow workers
and the wagon broke down, but the wagon broke because it had been pieded
together out of old wood The half starved mules were .slow because they
were too weak to manage the, hea"vy load. The Negro, in his attempt to
start his boy on a decent job, had made every effort to patch the wagon
and encourage the half dead mules, so that he could do just one job,
earn a bit of money, and equip himself for more jobs, Ihe white man
was not willing to see beyond the fact that the Negro had not fulfilled
his d.eiTiands promptly and efficiently. He was a man looking at another man
without understanding or tolerance—not even the professional tolerance
credited to the sociologist—and he bullied the two men, insulted them.,
declared that they were too lazy to feed the mules and too shiftless to
repair the wagon. The Negro could not say a single word in bis defense;
he could not explain that there was not enough money to feed the an^'mels
properly, that he had painstak-irgly patched the wagon as best he could
with the resources at .hand, that the whole venture had exhausted what
1, Fine Wagon , Harper's i*^agazine, Vol, CLX.VIII(168), pp, 448-451
March, 1934.
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little money he had. That would have been "talking back" to a white
man and would have reaped further insults, or worse.
Green shows that the whites take great satisfaction in the fact
that most Negroes are superstitious and inherently cowardly. The fact
that Negroes refer to haunted regions and to expressions of supernatural
force substantiates the white man's view that the Negro is childish, weak,
and amenable to firm control. In the play Aunt Nahaly's Cabin the
Sheriff was sure that the criminals he was hunting wculd be in the swamp,
not in the cabin, since the Negroes had insisted that the cabin was
haunted. Ironically enough, the fugitives had hidden themselves under
the very bed that the alleged witch woman, long dead, was said to have
usee. The men, as a matter of fact, were exposed to the double menace
of unseen "haunts" and very tangible spiders and snakes. The incident
suggests not only that the whites rely too much on their stereotyped con~
cepts but that the Ke^ro on occasion profits by it.
So far, what we have said of the white mian's attitude tcrard the
Negro suggests anytliing but attraction. Yet, with all the distespect,
scorn, and fear that the white South has for the Negro, there is the in-
soluble problem of miscegenation, growing out of the attraction that Ne-
gro women have for white men,
. The attitude of the whitss is that the
Negro woman is without moral integrity and is, or should be, susceptible
to the advances that white men have always made,'^ This "attraction"
1 , Carolina Folk F?.a.ys
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hc»Tever, is not too far reirioved from the expressions of hatred and vjolence.
KVhJtes protest vigorously "vchen their men atte;.,pt to intrude delicacy,
fidelity, or sustained respect for their Negro mistresses.^ (With
the thousands of "white Negroes" and the indisputable implications of inter-
racial intiHiecies, come laws preventing inter-racial marriages, and un-
written codes that handle those instances wherein a colored woman and a
wliite man regard themselves legitimately in love.) In the play The
Good Bye there is a situation faintly suggestive of Lillian Smith's
Strange Fruit . A Negro wem-an and a white uian reach a social and emotional
deadlock with the realization that their regard for each other, though
sincere, could never be corns iiiunated in marriage because of the difference
in color.
Southern whites do, in soine instances, show certain paternalistic
affection for the Negroes whom they faver. The Colonel felt a warm
affection for Abrahan., the person, because he was of his bloodj for
Abraham, the Negro, he had only impatletice and distrust. Here again
is a reaction tjrpical even in those situations where no blood tie is
involved. The southern whites are capable of real, sentiment of individual
Negroes, disregarding completely the fact that it is the indi-'dduals
who make up the mass. They will show great interest for the one while
busily engaged in suppressing the many. The concern for the one may be
in tenns of a genuine affection, as in the Colonel's esse, or in terms of
1. Carolina Folk Plays
, p, 60.
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an unart iculateci sense of guilt which they have for spiritual persecu-
tions of a helpless mass of people* The old Granny of ^Afhite Dresses was
warmly treated: she always had her snuff, her meat, her greer^, her
Christmas presents. Some of the tolerance now and then recognizable is
traceable tc tlie mutual awareness of Kegroes and whites that their lives,
in spite of the economic and social breaches, are sc intinately inter-
related, A white man, looking on h's Negro son and his white son, an
old woman surveying the ravager of her youth, may chafe under the pe-
culiar social system that created their respective destinies, but they
know that they are bound by unbreakable ties
,
Equally important is the Negroes' attitude toward the whites. It
is an attitude that Green is competent to gauge, as he lived and worked
with Negroes all his life. Primarily, Green demonstrates, the folk Ne-
gro reg'ards the white nan as the inevitable controlling factor in his
life. Said Bud: "Yeh,work foh 'em. Git ;yo' money and yo' meat, push
on the plough ax no questions, no sass, keep tc yo' work.''^ Bud there-
by voiced the philosophy of all his peers. It is a philosophy predicated
on a practical determination to secure and maintain a measure of peace
and security, it is a philosophy based on fear. The fear grows out of
the Negro's bitter knowledge that the whites maintain their social and
economic superiority not only with the firm support of the law but with
traditional unlawful practices
.
1. In Abraham's Bosom, p, 32
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To a certain extent, too, tnere is the feeling airicng folk Negroes
that the inequities of the bi-racial South are divinely ordained. A
deep-seated conviction that God made the -white man superior and the Negro
inferior prompts Muh iiack to say: "Time ycu's learned that white is white
an' black is black and God made the white alius to be beddem the black.
It was so intended from de beginnin' Nor -was her statement one of
bitterness; it was a statement of her belief. She reg-arded her nephew's
efforts at self-improvement dangerous; he, in turn, was torn between the
traditional need for acknowledging the white man as "boss" of all Negroes
and an increasing resentment against the exploitation that necessarily
followed. Yet, in spite of his rebellious instincts, Douglass was domi-
nated chiefly by fear and was unable to break the pattern of Negro sub-
serviency. Dcug lass, like so many Negroes, had to smother his desire to
exercise what is presuned to be the individual's prerogative in a free
society; self-improvement, self-advancement.
The need to suppress feeling, to hide emotions, to deny one's self
the privilege of human behavior all are jart of the Negro's attitude toward
the southern whites. As the Grandmother told Diary in the play D>hite
Presses
,
a colored woman must accept her lot and "smother her feelings."
The girl, desperately in love with a v/hite mar. whom, she could not hppe
to narry, was fcicsd to marry a crude Negro farm hand. In spite of the
several tragic implications of her love affair, she had no recourse save
1, In Abraham's Bosom, p. 51
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the denial of personal feeling and the acceptance of a make shift vfed-
ding. She, like Douglass, rebelled, but was forced to recognize the
futility of resistance and the practicality of confonrity. And so it is
with the humble Negroes that Green portrays. They struggle constantly
against tragedy in many forms
—
poverty, illness, personal humiliation,
and social injustices. They escape little, they suffer much of it. And
in the main, their personal reactions must be”smothered in,”
The loyalty of the Negroes toward the whites is a celebrated theme
of those who defend the South against criticism of' its caste system.
Dissatisfied Negroes would not be loyal, has been claim<=‘d,- That
loyalty is partially based on fear and partially on actnal estfeem. Green
shows In those instances vjhere employers are considerate of Negro
workers, there is generally a reasonable loyalty. In many instances,
too, the whites and Negroes are sc linked by blood ties that there is not
only an insrinctive lo;^!;^ but a measure of affection. Abraham loved
the colonel even though he was fully a'rtare of their kinship, "I yo’
3
son, too, you my daddy,”-^ cried the toy on one occasion, to the vrhite
man, reflecting not bitterness, but sentiment. In most instances , the
blood ties make for loyalty and affection in spite of the Negroes' re-
cognition of the fact that their white kin will regard them always as
1. See Page and Harris,
2. In Abraham. 's Sosom. p. 11.
3. Ibid,
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Green brings out the conflict that has developed over a perioa of
years between the standards of the "old" and "new" trends of thinking
among Negroes. There are still many Negroes in the South content to
live and die in an unchanging social situation. They make no protests
against their third rate citizenship and resent the efforts cf those
Negroes who try to improve it. The Negro Vno takes tho backward view
is more scornful of the Negro’s efforts at learning. As Pury observed
in The End Of The Row "give a nigger a book and des well shoot him. All
de white folks tell you dat,""^ And his friends agreed. INhether
they thought it or merely echoed the sentiments of their white employers
is unimportant, for the fact remains that they acted in accord with the
view eKpressedo They would never be in sympathy with a Ne^ro who con-
cerned himself either with personal or racial improvement. For them,
life might be far from ideal, but it was, as long as they were unpro-
testing, safe, and safety was their ideal.
Those who took the conservative view discounted not only educa-
tion but leadership for Negroes. V^hen Pui^’ suggested that Abraham, the
able and favored employee, ndght e-ventually boss the workers, he drew
this response: "Ain't no nigger gwinter boss me—split his head open
wid my axe..."^ The remiark is typical of the backw'ard view; the
Negro, by natural endowment, is a follower, not a leader. Aside from
the elements of personal jealousy and antagonism that existed in the
1. Carolina Folk Plays
, p, 73
2. In Abraham's Bosom
, p. 90.
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particular instance of Abraham and his associates, is this over all
concept of the Negro's inability to do other than -worlc under the di-
rection of the white man.
Abraham's experience with the shhool project serves as further evi-
dence of the opposition between Negroes themselves on matters of policy.
Though poorly educated, Abraham had determined to try to teach the
children of his community. When the school opened, he found, to his
disappointment, that the children were indifferent, and often disobe-
dient, His attempts at discipline drew protests from the parents who
resented the fact that Abraham had dared to "lay hands on" their children.
Actually, they did not mind the children's being whipped; they resented
the implication that Abraham was in any way in a position of authority.
Parents insisted that they "woi^ld not stand foh no nigger beatin' de
young 'uns,"
The "old" Negro justifies his passivity indirectly. His atti-
tude is one of defeatism. Why, he asks, bother, when a Negro must in-
evitably and invariably fail? Everything is made by and for the white
man. "You's talked yo' life away, and it hain't come to nothin,’"
said Abraham's grandmother, 1 Her belief, shared by so many, expands it-
self into a problem for the Negro racV to combat. Green insists. Here
is a defeatism that prevents both racial solidarity and racial growth.
1, In Abraham's Bosom> p, 96
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Perhaps the breach between the old and new would be less if the for-
mer were not convinced that the nevv Negroe s are tent on imitating the
white world. It io uot so much imitatjon as it is aspiration to that
level which enjoys a better way of life. Since white society constitutes
that levels the ambitious Negro proceeds to follow the white standards
as best he can. Correct speech, impicvement of personal appearance,
awareness of the social amenities—all these the struggling Negro sets
out to achieve. To the Negro of the old school, this is simply a desire
to "be white," and he misses the point beneath these visible manifes-
tations of a changing view, "You's got all de high notions of Old
Colonel Hack and de white folkS7— Abraham 'vas upbraided. Never was
he credited wi.th a motive anymore significant than that of aping the
white people of his community.
Of the new Negro's attitude toward the old we learn something by
irriplication with the prededing discussion. Further, in such plays as
Wliite Dresses. The Good Bye , and No Count Boy we see still more how the
newer point of view asserts itself. The Negroes reflecting new
spirit are wise enough to remain overtly obedient and loyal to the
whites for v/hon they work, but thetrs is a far more matter of fact than
sentimental attitude. Their relationships with the whites are more in
the typical employer-employee pattern. There is iirpati^nce with undue
subserviency. Lcrina,2 was constantly irritated with the excess energy
1, In Abraham's Boson!, p, 53.
2, Carolina Folk Fla:/s
. p. 133.
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that her grandmother expended in fulfilling her duties for the -white
family she served, ’’She -waits on them Gods of the earth same as if she
-was a slave. And -what thanks does she get?—They alius looking dov.Ti on
ycu,"^ was the girl's bitter reflection. In an earlier period it would
never have occureed to a Negro to question the extent to which employer
whites were served. Certainly resentment against the grandmother's
being "looked down on" was an expression of changing concept of Negro-
white relationships.
In several plays Green points out that there has developed a greater
sense of dignity in labor. Lucille, for example, in The End of The Row ,
wore shoes in the cotton field where she worked. In spite of the amuse-
ment of some of her older associates, she peisisted in wearing them, even,
one suspects, at the expense of comfprt. Aunt Zella not only worked bare-
footed in the fields, but she casually picked at the soles of her feet
as she ate lunch. Her daughter, on the other hand, like Lucille, was
determined to maintain an improved standard of personal conduct and
appearance, and regularly wore gloves as she picked cotton, Lalie, a
third girl of sim^ilar type. Green describes as clean and well dressed.
In short, he makes the point that these young wcm.en, though simple farm
hands, developed the same concern for fastidiousness that might more
easily be associated with urban workers. They neither scorned their work
nor assumed an attitude of superiority; they regarded it as a decent way
to make a li-ving, but not as an excuse for personal carelessness. The
loCarolina Folk Plays
.
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girls typify the alert individual Negro v/ho sees the necessity of doing
the appointed task well, no r.atter how menial it is.
The presence in the South of countless mulattces is evidence of
the extent to which miscegenation has prevailed. The psychological and
emotional cor^fi.icts within human beings who represent two opposed races
comprise the basis for Green's consideration of the mulatto problem.
That Negroes themselves regarded the offspring of many enforced alliances
as tragic is indicated with this bit of dialogue: "Whites and blacks
make bad mixtrj'." "Do dat. Nigger down heah, (thumping chest), White
mens up heah, (thumping head). Heart say do one f-ing, head say 'nudder..."^
An anthropologist would no doubt make a less succinct interpretation, but
he could sum it up no tetter. As the two untutored Negroes expressed it,
there is a conflict within a mi?n whose color makes him a Negro^ but
whose white heritage prompts him to rise above the liir.i tat ions imposed
on himi by caste. Green paints tragic pictures of the soi’thern mu-
lattoes he knov/s, particularly of those whose problem is intensified by
virtue of the fact that the}'" look white, physically. For with this
latter group, . frustration is increased by the economics of their situation:
had they money they could escape their commiuniti es and "pass" somewhere
else. As Mary, looking at herself speculatively, once said: "I been
thinking—if T was to go-—off
—
people might think I was real white
folks, wouldn^t they"?"^ And in so far as the physical possibility
1, In Abtaham's Bosom
, p, 22,
2, The Knd of the Row and Other Plays
.
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of her being mistaken for white was concerned, she could have gone.
Difficulties grew out of the facts that she was in no position to leave
her black grandmother j she had no money; she had no training that
equipped her to assume any place in the white world.
Nor is there any less struggle for the mulatto who does not look
entirely white. He is equally embitterea as he realizes that in spite
of his partial identity with the white race hd can en.joy none'of its
privileges and freedonjs. The driving force that has made creators out
of the whites is within the mulattoes who want improvement both for them-
selves and for their lees enterprising racial brothers. Green does not
establish the point that a mulatto regards himself superior because of
his white blood, but that he feels an instinct of assertiveness that is
in keeping with his white heritage.
Throughout his plays of Negro folk life, Green stresses the piety
and the religious and superstitions traditions, still maintained by the
people he understands so well. Both the old and the new folk Negro
give evidence of intense religious fervor. The older group depends on
the ’'after life" to rectify earthly tribulaticns; the new group is
more practical in its beliefs—it has ifaith too, in personal enterprise
as a complement to divine aid. Abraham, the typical progressive, once
denounced God, but eventually sought the help of God in the fulfillment
of his plans. Significant, however, was his plea for strength to do his
self-appointed work; he did not ask for an unassisted miracle, Abraham's
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attitude, and indeed that of all pious Negroes, is regarded by more world
ly observers as further expression of the traditional simplicity, naivete
or childishness attributed to Negroes as a whold. Green emphasizes on
the other hand, the power of faith in the lives of people who are not
childish but humble; not embittered to the point of renouncing faith,
but patient; not worldly, but honest in their retention of a faith that
has sustained them through persecution, exploitation, and suppression*
Green's plays are rich in accounts of Negro superstitions* The
Prayer Meeting, for example, depicts an old Grandmother's prestimable
ability to call down God's wrath. Siscovering that what purported to
be the meeting was in reality a party. Granny, with suitably frightening
incantations, consigned the preacher to eternal hell* The Brother 's
reaction to the "cuss" thus placed on him was violent—-he dashed wildly
out into the night, followed immediately by his associates, anxious to
escape similar "cusses". Though the enlightened Negro belittles the
superstitious beliefs he is unable to combat the conviction of the ma-
jority that they are all founded on fact* A how means bad luck, a
voodoo man can bring about startling changes in affairs of love or hate,
a conjure woman can read past and future*
In a few short plays. The Man 1/iiho Died at Twelve O'clock. The
No Count Boy, and In the Valley, Green has developed themes of fantasy.
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hiimor, and belief in folk heroes. The last named play, for example,
centers about a community's acceptance of a stranger on the assumption
that he was John Henry, incognito. The No Count Boy is a delightful
little play of a poor, immature boy of musical bent who yearns to
"go places and see things;" The Man V»ho Died at 'Bclve O'clock deals with
clever young people who get around their parent’s opposition to their
marriage by playing a harmless trick. Put these plays, and others of
the type, in addition to their basically entertaining qualities, reveal
something more substantial than humour. They show the pathos of life
for the humble Negro who often depends on hariless dreams to sustain
him through the unbroken monotony of a life all too lacking in fulfilled
ambitions or hopes.
One reason why Green has not offered a "solution" for the so-called
race problem is that he has not concerned himself with it as a specific
issue. He has essayed to interpret a level of twentieth century Negro
society using the North Carolina pattern as typical of the Negro folk.
Investigation of the "folk" of Mississippi, Eouisiana, Georgia,—indeed
anywhere in the Deep South—will substantiate the use of the word "typical,"^
Green's contribution to modern literature does not end with his portrayal
of typical folk Negroes; his real contribution comes in terms of his abi-
lity to reflect the attitudes of a minority group in a country involuntarily
1* See Appendix
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adopted. That a writer has been able to translate the ambitions, frus-
trations, and human reactions of a minority group f*r the understanding
of a vast majority is a literary accomplishment of unrestricted interest.
Green has dealt realistically with the status of the South's black
minority. He makes no case against the whites or for the Negroes, for
he is not a writer whose bias supersedes a stated objective, Harris and
Page used the Negro theme in their literature as a means of supporting
their traditional views on southern politics and culture. Green is con-
cerned with giving an honest picture of a bi-racial social order whose
problems are manifold. Green simply holds up a **mirror” to "southern
nature" to let the reader get a reflection of it.
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Chapter IV
The Negro and His Relationship with Southern Poor Whites
of the Contemporary Period: Erskine Caldwell
Thomas Stribling has depicted the Negro in the light of the South’s
changing social history. Paul Green has developed the theme of Negro
relationships in the rural South during the 1912-1925 period. We turn
now to Erskine Caldwell's use ' of the Negro theme in his novels of the
contemporary South.
Erskine Caldwell is a southern novelist who has concerned himself
exclusively with the problem of the South's economic and social degra-
dation as revealed most tragically in the lives of post-depression share-
croppers, Caldwell's novels, all written after 1929, dramatize that is,
according to his view, the inevitable consequence of ignorance, poverty,
and hunger. Like the other novelists of the new southern group, Caldwell
has defied the tradition of southern sentimentality in fiction. He has
revealed truthful though shockingly brutal aspects of southern life.
His respect for the realistic use of facts prompted him to write a non-
fiction account of southern social problems in which he refuted the charges
of reactionary southern critics that he had "exaggerated the plight"
o£ southern sharecroppers.^ Caldwell not only proved, through actual
1, Caldwell, Erskine, Certain People
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case histories, the validity of his themes but he voices his distaste
for traditional southern literature which he regarded as a ’’garbled
mixture of romance and mis-statements
Since sharecropping is the prevailing occupation for poor whites
and Negroes, the status of the Negro sharecropper constitutes a major
Caldwell theme » ^ith his treatment of the Negro, Caldweli is decisively
frank and realistic* He has sho’.vn net only the social status of Negro
sharecroppers of the contemporary period but he has shown how they are
regarded by the whites, what the inter-racial attitudes are, and how the
Negro affects white social psychology*
Negro sharecroppers constitute the lowest and most vigorously re-
sented level of southern society. Stribling showed the em-rgence of
the tenant fanning class in the years following the Civil War, Caldwell
shows the system in its maturity. Sharecroppers in the contemporary
South represent, economically, one class of people. Socially, however,
sharecroppers represent two levels . The Negroes and poor whites are
of identical poverty and represent a potentially powerfully proletariat.
The almost fanatical deterniination cf the poor v.hites to maintain an
unyielding social distinction prevents economic unity. Since poor
whites' social superiority is predicated on the distinction of race only,
the irony and tragedy of a vast, uniformly needy economic class split
by prejudice becomes apparent. The case cf Ty Ty supports this point well.^
1. Caldwell, Erskine, Certain People
, p, 13.
2, God's Little Acre, p. 11,
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Ty Ty, Caldwell recounts, was a white sharecropper whose poverty,
in the early tliirties, was so acute that he literally never knew from
one day to the next what or how he would eat,^ His land was unyielding,
his ••house” was a mere shack, his clothing was but a shade removed
from ragSo Poor, ignorant, superstitious, shiftless, and senile in
his franK, but inactive enthusiasm for sex, 2 Ty Ty had one triumphant
bolster to his defeated ego. He had two Negroes ••to work his farm. '•3
There was no crop, no animals, save a half starved mule, no house to
"keep^^ but Ty Ty was nevertheless '•over'^ the Negroes. He was '•Mr.
Ty Ty;'' the Negroes were flatteringly servile. The following brief in-
terchange between Ty Ty and his "tenant” serves to show the relationship
between poor whites end poorer Negroes
:
'•Mr. Ty Ty, I’m all out of something to eat at my
house, and we ain't had nothing to eat all day. My old
woman is downright hungry for something to eat.”
"What in the pluperfect hell do you mean by coming
to the house and bothering me. Black Sam? I sent you word
that I'd get you some food when I get around to it. You
can't come here tc the house and bother me like this. Now
get on home ana stop worrying me... If you butcher that
mule and eat him., while I'm gone, when I get back I'll make
you pay for him, and it won't be in money either, because
I know you ain't got a penny.”
"No sir, Mr. Ty Ty, I wouldn't eat up your mule, boss,
I never thought of anything like that. But please, sir,
white captain
. .
. "^
1. God's Little Acre
, p. 41.
2. Ibid., p. 20,
3. Ibid., p. 50.
4. Ibid., p. 52.
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The poor whites, then, relegate Negroes to a lower social level than
theirs by \'irtue of traditional caste prejudice and by virtue of human
instinct to enhance personal importance by exerting control ever ethers.
Another source of inter-racial ar.tagonisni is £ho’.vn by Caldwell in
those instances where the poverty is less acute than that typified by
Ty Ty, The poor v'hites resent the economic threat that independent
Negro sharecroppers (those subject only to the Iccud owners) offer in a
competitive system. Not only do Negroes, presumably, share equally in
whatever benefits derive from the sharecropping, but too frequently their
patient labor is rewarded with better crops than those of the whites.
Poor whites, in thej r bitterness and resentment both of sharing the
ignariinious poverty of Negroes and of having to suffer the economic
exploitation of white land owners, often substitute chronic complaint
for diligent work,^ Negroes, unhampered by any delusions of clans superi-
ority and long reconciled to econoriiic exploitation, w’crk with gieater
consistency and energy. Thus, at the end of the year, the whites are,
as Caldwell, shows, enraged to discover some Negroes "better off" than
theii'iS elves e This bitter outburst by an irate white sharecropper demon-
strated the reaction:
A week ago I was in a store in Andrew Jones ana
I'll be damned if a black bud didn't come in with
more money in his pocket than I've had in mine all
summer long. That made me good and sore, seeing a
nigger betLer off than I was. That's the trouble with
them these days. They' make as m.uch and somxetimes iTiore
than a white man can.
1. Ty Ty spent his days digging for gold; Lonnie ( Kneel To The Rising
3un ), spent his days sitting in the sunj the Lesters ( Tobacco Road )
sat and discussed what they would do "someday."
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Hell I this is a rhite rran's country!
njgger going to flash a bigger roll c
can, and ire net do nothing about it.
Ain't no
money than I
It ain't right.
^
This resentment goes deeper than that created by the differential
in actual money. The connotation of money is an even greater irritant.
Money provides more food, more clothing, even a semblance of independence
—
all factors representative of the normal social goals which the poor
whites too often fail to achieve and w'iri ch the Negroes are not supposed
to approximate,
2
In their determination to sustain the concept of white superiority
and to keep the Negro "under control," the poor whites maintain extreme
sensitivity on the issue of southern womanhood. Protection of women
from violence and rape is an understandable and admi raolo concern. However,
Southern poor whites, flagrantly amioral in so far as their intra-racial
conduct is concerned, 3 enlarge the theme of black men's lust for white
women to the end of creating distrust, hatred, and suppression of the
Negro. Although the rapes and alleged rapes of white women by Negroes are
often perpetrated against women of acknowledged ill repute, the exter-
nal fact of a white woman's subjection to black intiracies is sufficient
justification for violence. Also, of course, the indisputable right of
men to protect the sanctity of their women and children gives automatic
sanction to lynching. 4 a Negro lynched ostciisitly for rape or suspicion
1. Trouble in July
, p. 288.
2. Ibid.
3. Tobacco Road, p. 126.
4. Trouble in July
, p. 48.
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of rape may, in reality, have suffered the extreme penalty for in-
curring the displeasure of the whites by his outspokenness, his
aggressiveness, or his show of independence. Or, he may have been lynched
because it was '’time” for a lynching.
^
Lynching not only has its time, it has its place. It is one of the
sports and past times of illiterate whites, Caldwell's novels develop
the theme that sexual irregularities, moral degeneracy, and sadistic
expressions are revolting but inevitable outgrowths of a poverty stricken,
intellectually barren, socially corrupt area of society. 2 The sadistic
brutality that prompts lynching, and makes it an occasion for hilarity and
sport, is an unhappy expression of pent up emotions. The illiterate,
wretched, and lazy whites find a solace, and unconscious compensation in
their exertion of physical power over the Negroes. 3 A periodic lynching,
therefore, revives self-ip portance, develops a sense of power, creates
diversion—inhuman and ghoulish as it is. We note the frantic excite-
ment of a man v/ho has rushed to join a posse;
I heard about a nigger raping a white girl and I
wanted to help out in the hunii. I've hunted dowrn
niggers before and I dian't want to miss this one,
4
The barber's reflection, too, shows the ''sporting implications” of
lynching
:
The last time I went on a nigger hunt was
1. Trouble in July , p, 60.
2. Certain People
, p, 23.
3. Beach, Joseph, Modern American Fiction
, p. l4l.
4. Trouble in July
, p. 58.
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about thEee years ago. That -v’aS the time we strung up
that nigger down Feeney County. He was a tough one to
catch, believe me! It took us three days and nights to
find him, because he*d hid in a svramp.l
That lynching has its technique, like any other sport, is indicated by
the decisive manner in which preparations are niade and by the m^utual
accord in which the rules are followed. I'any poor whites are like Jim.,
whose joys in life were ’’hunting" possums and ’’tracking down Negroes, ”2
In fact, one incentive for lynching is evidently the desire on the part
of many whites to display their sadistic skills;
Oscar Dent. , .operated a saw mill down in the Oconee
swaji p in the lower end of the county, and he had the
reputation of fighting Negroes on every pretext he could
find, Oscar had often boasted that he had killed so many
Negroes that he had lost count. During the past winter
he shot one to death at his lumber camp and killed another
with a crowbar,
3
An even more peculiar reason for working out a lynching in terms of
acceptable techniques is seen in this observation of the sheriff:
I ain’t forgetting myself. I still aim. to
keep this lynching politically clean.
The actual physical technique of lynching is enhanced by ruthless
cruelty to any or all Negroes encountered prior to the climiax. Thus,
a nob, breaking in on a young Negro couple, during a chase for a Negro,
1. Trouble in July
, f. 59
2. Ibid., 79.
3. Ibid., bO.
4. Ibid., p, 142.
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attacks the innocent woman in this way:
She was forced to stretch out on her tack and then
the bottle of turpentine was emptjed over her stomach.
She trembled nervously at first, but as the fluid began
to burn her, she screamed with pain. They prevented ^ „
her rolling off the bed and then they stood by and
watched her. She was screaming in agony and tearing
at herself with her fingernails until her skin began to
bleed 1
In short, once the sadistic impulses of an anti-Negro mob are
aroused, brutality and ruthlessness have to run their course. Caldwell,
however, shows that in spite of the unshakable energied of the mob,
there are still whites, even of the poor white level, whose reluctance
to share the passions of the mob is evident. Harvey, well aware that
Sonny was not guilty of rape, and was, therefore, not deserving of death,
reflects this reluctance:
It was difficult for him to make up his mind.
First he would tell himself that he was a white man.
Then he would gaze at Sonny's black face,
that he would stare down on the fields in
and wonder what would happen after it was
The men in the hunt-hungry mot would slap him on
the back and praise him for having captured the Negro
single-handed. But after the bey had been lynched,
he knew he would probably hate himself as long as
he livedo^
After
the flatlands
,
all over.
1. Trouble in July
, p. 143.
2, Ibid., p. 168.
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But Harvey’s bit cf humane sympathy soon disappeared with his reflection
on vhat protection cf a hunted Negro would cost him, a v;hite man;
If I don't turn you over to the white men who've
been combing the country for you. .. .they ' 11 call me
a nigger-lover. . .they might even run me out of the
country. Them men down there has set their heads on
stringing you up, and I don't know nothing in the whole
world that'll stop them from now on,... I hate like the
mischief to have to do it. Sonny, .. .but this is a
white man's country, Niggers has always had to put
up with it, and I don't know nothing that can stop it
now. It's just the way things are, T reckon.
-
Caldwell does not fail to take note of the persistence of fanatic
"nigger-haters" to rid the South of Negroes to the end of Anglo-Saxon
supremacy. The difference between Mrs, Narcissa Calhoun, a confirmed
"nigger-hater," and the passionate crusaders for white supremacy of
earlier fiction is that her efforts, though appreciated by many whites,
irritated mary others because of the inpracticality of deporting Negroes,
True, the reasons for regarding ivirs, Calhoun's efforts as undesirable
were predicated on selfish motives. There is, nevertheless, the secondary
implication that southern whites of the contemporary period realize,
be it ever so unwillingly, that Negroes are a permanent adjunct to southern
life, Mrs. Calhoun's technique is easily traceable to the old sy^em
of appealing to the white man's sense of fear and capacity for hatred.
1, Trouble in July
, p. 169
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She had written a letter to Senator Asley Dukes
and told him that the Negroes were buying Black Jesus
Bibles from a mail oro.er house in Chicago, and that
he would be shocked and scandalized as she was to see
pictures of Christ 3-ooking like a Negro, She told
him something ought to be done right away to stop the
circulation of Black Jesus Bibles in the nation. Senator
Ashley Dukes wrote back and asked her what she proposed
to do about it, Narcissa told }:im she wanted to get up
a petition with millions and millions of names on it
asking the President to send all Negroes back to Africa...^
The petition would have delighted the early race baiters
:
We, the undersigned upstanding law-abiding citizens
and qualified voters of Julie County do hereby respect-
fully urge and entreat you, the respected president of
our country, the United States of America to send all
members of the colored race, including mulattoes,
quadroons, octoroons, and all persons having any degree
of Negro iDlood, to the country of Africa without undue
delay.^
But some of Caldwell's whites are uiiTdlling to sanction such ex-
treme policy. Even though they recognize that there are some "mean
niggers" they recognize, too, that like all groups of people, Negroes
vary in the degree of undesirability:
I ain't in favor of doing a far fetched thing like
this (deporting Negroes ),,. .maybe some colored people
do have mean traits, but there are brother whites in
this country a heap meaner than any nigger I ever saw,,
3
1, Trouble in July
, p. 67
2, Ibid., p. 95.
3, Ibid., p. 88.
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I ain't in favor of the fool thing. The best way is
just like I said. String one of them up ever so often.
Hell, if there weren't bo more niggers in the country
I'd feel lost without them. Besides, who'll do all the
work if the niggers was sent away?^
Although Caldwell shows the relationships between poor Negroes
and poor whites in terms of economic caste relationships and raciil
hatred predicated actually on a sadism growing out of fear and resent-
fulness, he also shows that in the general pattern of day by day life,
Negroes are regarded as incidental, figures, "Niggers will git kilt,"
observes Jeeter Lester matter factly, Trtien advised that a Negro had been
run down by a car. Clay, too, reveals his dispassionate concern for
Negroes when he comments
:
I don't mind seeing a dead darky once in a while,
but I sure do hate to see one of my hands passing
away on me right at this time and no other. If Hardy
was to die I'd have to get out and do some of the work
myself, I sure would hate to see him paiSs on,
2
In his recognition of the fact that more alert whites sense differ-
ences in Negro personalities, Caldwell represents a strong contrast to
the old stereotypes. Though he does not celebrate the theme of the mu-
latto, he shows that a crafty white man (anxious to come to terms "tith
a Ne^ro when it is the formeife material advantage) will appeal to or
1, Trouble in July, p. 88
2, Journeyman, p, 73,
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deal with a Ne^ro in terms of what the whites regard as varying Negro
temper. Semon Dye the preacher in Journeyman for example, accounts for
the failure of certain negotiations with a Negro:
He's one of those. . .yellow niggers. That's the
trouble. You ought to have told me he was that kind,
I can handle the black ones, tut it's dangerous to
get tangled up with those yellow ones.,.^
Clay recognizes, too, the manifestations of caste consciousness airong
Negroes
:
Look to me like a man of your sense would have
known Sugar's man was yellow like herself. Yellow
girls don't do much mixing with the black cnes.
They nearly always pick out a man with the lightest
color
In Kneel to the Rising Sun
,
and other short stories and short story
collections, Caldwell sustains his thesis of Negro-white relationships
in the poorest economic settings. Actually, Caldwell's vigorous denial
of stereotypes in fiction a propos Negro character is significant not
only in itself but as a pattern for other realistic, objective authors
whose concern is with sociological themes elaborated by way of valid
and truthful interpretation.
1, Journeyman
, p. 8b,
2, Ibid., p, no.
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Chapter V
The Negro ^is a Last Remnant of a Primitive
Society in American Life: Julia Peterkin
The Negroes of whom Julia Peterkin has written are the (Jullahs,
a not unfamiliar type in American literature, DuPose Heyward and
Andrew Gonzales have, in contemporary southern literature, used Gullah
characters to the exclusion both of other Negro types and whites.
The author's studies of Gullah life, formulated in terms of the
new realism, the new unsentimentali zed objectivity, reflect picturesque
but entirely authentic and unbiased pictures of a segment of American
society that is rapidly disappearing. To consider Julia Peterkin 's
novels in detail *is to examine a way of life which thoUc;h strange, is
a part of America's culture; consideration of Mrs. ‘^eterkin's accounts
of Gullah life and character rewards the reader with rich knowledge,
and true unders tanoing . Unlike the southern authors of the old school,
Julia Peterkin cieates Negro characters not to the end of setting up
defenses or protests but with the objective of promoting understanding
and appreciation through the medium of truthful delineation.
The Negroes of whom Mrs, Peterkin hcs written with such apparent
interest and v;ith such full understanding, are removed not only from
1. See Appendix
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white Aneidcans, by automatic virtue of their color, but from other
American Negroes, because of their particular ancestry. They are ”no
Guinea Negroes with thick lips, wide noses, and low ways; or Dinkas
with squatty skulls and gray tinged skin betraying their mean blood;
They are Gullahs with tall straight backs and high heads filled with
sense. "1 These Gullahs were not uprooted by the Civil War, but remained
on their South Carolina plantations as tenant farmers, undisturbed by
the possibilities of contact with a remote, newly reconstructed world in
which they had no interest. ’’Instead of going away to seek new fortunes,
new advantages, easier work and more money, they Sept faifnful to the
old life, contented with old ways and beliefs, holding fast to old tra-
ditions and superstitions,*’^ Mrs, Peterkin has written three novels,
each reflecting with beauty, charm, and sympathetic understanding, the
life and chracter of these simple folk.
Black April, an early novel, tells of life on a plantation domi-
nated by the robust, vigorous black foreman, April, His lusty appreci-
ation of work, living, and love (this last verified by the innumerable
offspring, some acknowledged, others disavowed) made him a veritable
dictator over his admiring neighbors. His strength, even after the
terrible accident that cost him both legs, persisted in his mind.
1. Scarlet Sister Mary, p, 3
2, Ibid., p, 4,
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Even at ti.e point of death he denianded a "man sized" coffin.
Bright Skin centers about the life of Cricket, a little girl whose copper
colored skin prompted both the adjectives "bright" and the persistent
scorn of the black Negroes whose moral sense was affronted by the i!>-
plications of the "brightness," Gullah Negroes are intolerant of intei>-
racial alliances. Scarlet Sister Mary .which won for the author the
Pulitzer prize in 1928, traces the life of the feminine counterpart
of April. Mary, though a flagrant sinner by conventional standards,
is portrayed by Julia Peterkin as a woman of warmth and tenderness, who
knew how to live in tolerance and understanding even at the expense of
community approval. The patterns of the three lives—April's, Mary's
and Cricket's—are, however, significant only as we survey the elements
that create their background.
The author's pictorial sense reflects itself constantly in the rich
scenes of natural beauty. Her characters are not only close to the
earth, they are part of it, and Hrs . Peterkin is anxious to show the
sensitivity of the primitive characters to natural beauty. The plan+a-
tion was a never ending source of beauty to the Negroes, who loved nature
and their out-door life. Vath her succession of colorful pictures, Mrs,
Peterkin makes the reader aware of the lush beauty of the South Carolina
hinterland in which the Negroes live:
The short wi ntcr passed quickly and before
Mary knew it spring had come. The old black
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plum tree beside her door hid its knotty black
brar.ches with soft white blossoms, which became thicker
and sweeter hour by hour as the sunshine gathered
strength, and when honeybees climbed in and out of them
showers of fragrant petals were scattered around the
old tree's foct. The crab-apple thickets were masses
of soft pink. The birds which had gone aw'ay for the
winter had come home and were picking out nesting-places.
Tender green leaves screened a brown nest in the fig
tree where a nockingbird laid its eggs. The woods and
hedgerows were alive with bird chatter. Woodpeckers
and jays and redbirds scolded and fussed among thern-
selves noisily. Hummirig-birds fluttered in and out of
the red v/oodbine, A wren chose her last year's home
in the knot-hole at one side of Mary's door, A blue-
bird used her same nesting-place in the roads; doves
mourned tenderly; squirrels chased up and down the length
of the street telling of new-laid eg^s, and cocks cackled
back in loud encouiagement. Yellow jassamines in full
blossom made tree-tops gay and fragrant as new leaves
pushed the old ones off the boughs and the wind
scattered them, in brown showers over the new grass.
The old oaks tasseled out; pines sowed their wi ngea
seed. The whole earth was full of birthing and grow'th,^
The river and the forest also had great powers of attraction for
the Negroes: the one was mysterious and dangerous; the other immutable
as the earth, in spite of time. Of the river:
The river had, , .changed from clear black to yellow brcvn,,.
Flocks of wood ducks whisked by, their bright colors marked
by the glare. A spotted green snake with his head held
high Bwam slowly along with proudful curves, YJhen he
reached m.idstream he halted fearlessly, looked at the boat,
then glided on. A kingfisher dived with a splash and rose
with a fish in his claws. As he shook the water from his
feathers, a bald eagle's wings sliced throi^gh the sky's
e’
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hard blue, the fish dropped but the bald eagle caught it
and sailed av/ay, ..The river was vexed and yellow waves
beaten up by a stiff wind reared sunny edges above
shadowy troughs. lAiater slapped the beat sides and spray
blew up as the blow cut through the fidges head on...l
And of the forest:
The forest was the oldest thing on the plantation ex-
cept the earth itself. The trees were mighty and tall,
and the lopg gray moss alniost hid the new leaf buds
which pushed the old leaves off. Poplars flamed with
new yellow leaves and green flower petals . Scarlet bells
were falling off the supple Jack vines vmich had climbed
high to get clear of the dark, damp shade. Jessamine
vines covered naked bushes and treetops under irasses of
yellow mist and the shadowy undergrowth was splotched
with red-bud and dogwood and criirson buckeye blooms.
Nothing changed here. The same old tanks of shinjf-
leaved laurel sloped down to patches of blue and white
violets and beds of white lilies. Birds sang every-
where, and the tall pines sig'-"ed as they dropped brown
needles over their feet.^
Of the people themselves, born and reared into the traditions of
Blue Brook Plantation, Mrs. Peterkin writes fully. Revelation of
Gullah character, with its uncomprising moral sense, is her prime object.
Dancing was sinful, game playing on the Sabbath was sinful, ext^'a-rrarital
love was sinful Laziness, profanity, disrespect for the elders, lack
of charitable feeling for one’s neighbors, as well as the more obvious
vices
—
gambling, smoking, and drinking—are bad. There is no excusing
oneself for transgressing the firru coae of rightness, ”I raised you
to know right from wrong, enty?” lamented Uaum Hannah upon her di?-
1. Bright Skin .p. 7.
2, Scarlet Sister Mary , p. 161,
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covery of Mary's "shame,”! and no excuse or explanation of Mary's could
lessen the grandmother's great pain* Hers was no emotional outburst, in
deference to community "talit." Hannah felt that Mary had aefied God,
a far greater problem than facing the community gossip. It was not, by
Gullah code, for Hannah to judge Mary, nor to cast her from her affections:
"Sho, I love you, I couldn't st6p lovin' you, I love de sinner but I
hate de sin, "2 Thus Hannah expressed her belief that Mary must settle
with God,
Apart from murder, association of Negro women with white men
is the cardinal sin, Gullahs are proud of their ancestry and heritage,
and resent the tacit insult of extra-racial unions. To consort with
a white man is to express incomparable disloyalty:
"Thank God, Jim, your wife stuck to her race. Right
is right. Color is color, I would hany my head wid
shame if one of Jim's chillen had bright skin, "3
In their unmitigated expressions of contempt for the colored woman
who has so erred, there is no tolerance for her children. Bright chil-
drenu:like Cricket ere the target of their scorn and distrust.
This rigid moral sense grew out of a strong and powerful concept
of God's word. Religion is the backbone of their morality. It is a
religion that is no diluted imitation of Christianity, but a living,
functioning element in the lives af all the Negroes, iSven the sinners
1, Scarlet Sister Mary, p, 23
2, Ibid,, p, 23*
3, Bright Skin
, p. 18,
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recognize Gcd : they si?nply chose to sin, fully av;are of the inevitable
eternal consequences. ;'ary received her title of "Sister" through her
early C).3 S ociation with the church. She had, as a young girl, teen
baptized in the creek back of Heaven's Gate Church, And after her bap-
tizing robe (it would be her shroud) was put av^ay, she was henceforth
"Sister Mary." To Mary, and to all her neighbors, God, Heaven and hell
were virrid realities. Heaven was a place cf rest and bliss, hell was
a dark bottomless pit, where one turned forever. As for God, He was
to oe feared as He knew everything, even what .one reflected in one's
innermost thoughts. "He and Death were the most fearsome things in
the world," Mary reflected, and she knev/ that hei- sins exposed her to
a long turning in hell.
Closely related to the religious beliefs are the customs associated
with death and burial, A thorny limb must always ce placed on the head
of a dying person's bed to keep death away. The sound cf a hoot owl at
the time of death indicates that the owl has seen Death approaching.
Wailing and mourning for the dead person must be subdued, after the first
shock, lest "the racket fretc.the spirit and rriako it tarry near the
house,
A
dead person must not be m.easured with string for his coffin
but—"wid eyes, "2 for string will put bad luck on the dead. Red
flowers go on a sinner's grave, and white on the grave of him who has
been a good Christian, No growing thing m^ust be broken until a family's
dead has been buried. "Not a blade cf grass must be plucked, not s
1. Bright Skin
, p. 240,
2. Ibid,
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wood must be cut. No fire must burn in a dead man's house, not ever a
pipe, lest smoke mix with the spirit and scatter it. No kinsrr:an can lay
out dead or help dig the grave; no kinswoman can wash a dead scmebodji's
clothes."^ And finally at the grave of the dead, there must be placed a
glass lamp, a bottle of water, and a cup and a saucer—all to assist the
departed one's journey,
Mrs. Peterkin recounts numerous other superstitions of course, in
additicn to triose associated with death. Birth and marriage and fortune
are responsible for others. Rice sprinkled over a bride's cake brings
many children, we learn, but if a rat by any chance, gets to the cake,
ill luck will fall, A woir.an about to bear a child is always in great
demand. She has "a ctrangely ^^ood hand for planting seed," and "medicines
2brewed by a woman at such a time have more strength to cure ailments,"
Thus, an expectant mother must sow the seeds of her neighbors and her
hearth is always full of pots loaded with herbs for the brevdng of strong
medicines. An illegitimate child means tragedy for its mother and for
God fearing people, yet a child who never laid eyes on the father is
able to cure sickness, "not only things like fever and rheumatism and
thrash in babies' mouths, tut all kinds of bad ailments like swelling
and breaking,- outs on your skin,"^
Superstitions are many, but no one person holds the key to their
strength any more than the "conjure man," an important member of the Negro
1. ;S;arlet Sister Liary, p. 71.
2. Ibid,
3. Ibid.
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comr.’jnity. Daddy Cudjoe T'as Mary's only recourse when it became in-
creasingly evident that Cinder was ^oing to run off with July, Mary's
husband. Demanding a good poison with which to dispose of her rival,
Mary wts admonished by Daddy Cudjoe that "pizen ain' to be tnested,"
"Sometimes," he continued, "it works backwards as well as forwards
hatin' ain' good for you, neither,"^ So Daddy, instead of providing
"pizen" provided a good conjure. And this is how he went about it*
Daddy took a needle and stuck the little finger of
her right hand ana tooK a droo of her blood on a wisp
of cotton. "You rigiit hand is de strong hand, honey,"
he said. "It's ds hand what catches and holds,"
Then he took a bit of skin from her left heel, "Dis
is de foot what walks fastest, honey."
A bi L of toe-nail from a toe of her left foot
Was added to one hair plucked from her left arm pit as
near to her heart as sne could get it. These were all
mixed up with seme sort of conjure root and tied into a
tiny scrap of white cloth with a string long enough to
go around her neck
"Put 'em on, gal. Wear 'em day an night. If e don'
work, den I'll quit makin' love-charms for de rest o'
my life. Dat charm is a man. Great Gav;d, yes, e's
a man 6' monkeys, honey.
There are charms to rake a boy grov;, charms to settle a feud,
and charms to offset other charms. And all Gullahs weak or strong,
church-man or sinner, stand in deadly fear of being "conjured."
Gullah Negices distrust new ways and the outside world. From
their remote vantage point, "the world" is sinful. Yet, gradually, in-
sidiously, the world ways seep in, A most distressing one is the new
burial way. The "Bury-leagues," and their attendant dues have become a
1. Scarlet Sister Mary
, p. 71.
2. Ibid., p. 107.
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menace to a coinirunity where Negroes have always handled this intimate
function for themselves. However, Bury-leagiies a;-peal to sinners with
whose bodies Bury-league sisters and brothers sit and ’’pray over them and
listen to all their last words, the same as if they were Christian people.'*
And Further;
When sinners drop off jnto their last sleep, they
have a store bought shroud and lie in a fine store-
bought box varnished up and painted litte a bureau
with a glass window in it to show their wicked faces.
They (the Bury-leaguers ) think about nothing but
marching and speaking and singing, and wearing white
gloves . Women who are hardly decent put on whi te
waists and black skirts and black sailor hats, and
Journey around arid round people's graves, sa'ylng
words instead of the words Jesus told people tc say.
Before the dust settles they put up a fifteen dollar
tombstone with your name on it. And the dues are high.
Every time somebody dies you pay an extra tax of fifty
cents. People die fast these days too. They don't
wait for plain sickness to cut them down. They run
around and find ways to meet sudden death.
^
In spite of the fact that the Eury-league was the Innovati on of
sinners, it held a charm for many good Christians who favored the
"varnished" box, the fancy shroud, and the assurance of a goodly number
of mourners when their time camej only the very old Negroes refused to
make any concessions to the changing burying habits. When Pig Pa died.
Cun Fred broke the Sabbath and "sawed boards, planed them smooth, and nailed
them together so Big Pa need not sleep his last sleep in a store bought
1. Bright Skfen
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box.’’ Big Pa’s marker was exactly v/hat he would have wished, a bunch
of white snow flowers stuck in the ground.
Education is another outside-world problem that has created pro-
blems for the Qullah Negro: "Book readin’ is bad for black people,”
declared Cun Fred,^ They permitted their children to go to the tiny
school on the plantation, but it was with reluctance. Any education
beyond the local school was, of course, unheard of, Seraphine's deter-
mination to get a diploma from the town school both bewi.ldered and
annoyed her mother, especially when seemed lacking in womanly courage.
Said Mary to the daughter:
”You is a fool, ,.,Me an’ de chillen an’
Budda Ben all has been a-pinchin an’ savin an doin’
on halfl rations so you could stay yonder to school
until you got a depluma. Gawd knows what a depluma
is, but I know I rather have dat lil gal-chlld yonder
home den all de depluraans in de worid,
^
In spite of this distrust of education, some of the plantation
Negroes have felt the inconvenience of being without it. Blue, the de-
ser^d husband, advised by his wife (from remote Harlem) that she wanted
a divorce, was confounded for days. In the Bible he discovered the words
divers and diverse but not divorce , Vashti drank wine, said the Bible,
from diverse vessels of gold. How could that be the word? Cricket
didn’t drink. His eventual realization of what the word denoted en-
1, Bright Skin, p. 223,
2, Scarlet Sister Mary
, p, 231
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raged him both with his ignorance and with the evil ways of a world
that provided a lav/ to separate men and women wliose jcihing God had
witnessed.
Finally, of course, the sijnple folk of the plantation hate the in-
trusion of places where people can "pleasure" themselves with music,
dancin' and liqiipr. The liquor is a particularly vexing point. Not only
do the church folk despise the drinkers but they object to the manufacturers
of the popular "corn," Even Reverend Singleton, who declared that his
still was Christian, (since the boll weevils had destroyed the cotton
crops, and poor people needed to sell their corn) went on manufacturing
his whiskey.
The younger generation was neither throv/n into hell nor apparently
punished in any other way. (They should have beeiij the "mash" consisted
of meal molasses, china berries, and plugs of tobacco j the fermenting
process hastened by "a few shovels of old stable manure and sour bugsi")
In the final analj^sis, however, Mrs, Feterkin's people are blessed
with the ability to accept, unquestioningly, life in the simple formula
of birth, work, and death. They accept it joyfully. "With all the sorrows
and disappointments that come to them individually, life, in the main,
is good. Aun L'issie wept for her departed husband, but death v/as to be
expected, and not every woman was left with a hundred dollars, a sum that.
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as her relatives reminded, v/ould care for her and her adopted child as
long as she lived. So she ^rieved, but resumed her life. Nor v/as
'•bitthing" more of an ordeal than dying. liary birth to her first
child in the middle of a lonely country road. It was inconvenient, per-
haps, but she named him "Unexpected," and went on with her life from
there. There is always work for everybody—for the young and for the
old. Work is part of life, a means of food and shelter, con panionship,
release from personal griefs. "Git out and work. Sweat some every day.
It'll help you to shed a lot o' misery,"^ counselled Hannah, and her
attitude is that of all the industrious Gullahs, "Eright-turbaned -.vomen,
deep chested, ample hipped and strong, bent women with withered skin,
and trembling uncertain fingers, little gay chocolate colored children
0
who played as they worked."—" all toiled with the men in a common
effort for existence. Their labor and "the earth's richness and the
sun's warmth" m.ake their life a joyous adventure.
In a century Lent on proving its "civilization" beyond dispute,
literature that pictures a remnant of primitive society iw a peculiar
artistic contribution. »Ve must recall that the essence of life with its
beliefs, hopes, struggles, and failures lies under the heavy mask of
civilization and that inherently all men have comiricn concerns fer these
factors of life. We are concerned more, howevtr, with the fact that
Julia Peter^in, though ouviously sympathetically disposed to her Negro
1. Scarlet Sister Nary
, p. 165.
2, Black April
, p, 223.
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characters, has drawn them picturesquely but without sentimentality. She
has shown then as proud, intensely human, independent people whose lives
approximate the lives of any minority group striving to preserve its
culture in an alien country.
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Chapter VI
The Negro As A Contributor To Aneri can
Folk Tradition: Zora Hurston
'•Ever, since the time of Uncle Remus, Negro folk lore has exerted
a strong attraction upon the imagination of the American public," sa;v3
Frank Boas in his introduction to Zora Neale Hurston's collection of Negro
folk tales. Of Mules and Men . Since the days of Uncle Remus, and -within
the recent period, several southerners have collected folk lore and legends
of southern Negro life with .a view to establishing the Negro's contri-
bution to American culture, Roark Bradford, a contemporary writer, has
collected a v^ealth of lore which he has converted to hilarious tales,
John Sales, of Mississippi, in the twenties, collected a number of deep
South legends; in Alabam.a, Carl Camier made a similar collection,
Carmer's Stars Pell on Alabama
,
and Sales' The Tree Named John are lead-
ing examples of the contemporary research collections of Negro lore.
The tendency for realistic portrayal of Negro character is best re-
vealed, however, by Zora Hurston.
Miss Hurston, herself a Negro, knows that the Negro folk, though
steeped in traditional lore, are reluctant to divulge any great measure
of it to the inquisitive wnites who constantly question them. IVhite
folk investigators rarely gather materials beyound the conventional ones
designed for them; their findirgs are often stereotyped and lacking in
original flavor. Also, folk lorists like Bradford turn their findings
to tales to suit their own purposes. The results are pleasing or funny
but are not pure folk lore. Zora Hurston, by virtue both of her color
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and a capacity for identifying herself th the folk, has been able to
produce a voluire of Negro stories of wide scops snd great originality.
Her ability to draw out legends from the Negroes whom she knows so inti-
mately and loves so well and her intuitive awareness of when to draw it
out in ord.er to give a proper setting, are the faculties that give Of
Mules and ken its remarkable plausibility and realisn.
Not only is it easier to interpret and understarid the Neg’-ro charac-
ters of Zora Hurston's in the light of Of Mules and Men
.
b\'t it is neces-
sary to consider the author's reference to her book to justify its
being accepted as "typical" Negro folk-lore. She says^ "Florida is
a place that draws people—white people from all over the world, and
Negroes, from every state surely and some frora the North and West. So
I knew that it was possible for me to get a cross section of the Negro
South in the one state,"^ Thus Zora Hurston, like Paul Green, though
^ographlcally limited to one state, reflects a folk culture of the entire
South, The specific setting of Of Mules and Men is Eatonville, Florida,
an all-Negro community.
Though the reader learns a gread deal about the Negro folk from life
and thought in Eatonville, this knowledge is incidental to the folk sto-
ries themselves which make up the first half of the book. Since the
author's scheme was to integrate the stories ?dth the running account
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of her activrities in Eatcnville and the neighboring counties, the tales
themselves are not arranged in any pattern. Roughly, however, they are
to be grouped into slave stories, of the devil, Bible stories,
nature stories, stories of Negro cleverness, and stories of self-satire.
The background provides excellent accounts of present day religion, game
songs, ana current vernacular speech—all of which reveal tlie Negro folk
as a cultui’e group, not c slender stereotype.
The slave stories generally feature the standard characters Old
Massa and John, traditional storj-hero names. Rarely do the slave stories
follow a tragic theme j rather, they symbolize the humour, wit, decep-
tion, and often real affection that were part of the master-slave rela-
tionship. The white men had the power, but according to the folk tales,
the Negro, because of innate ability and necessity, had possessed the
ingenuity to escape some of its consequences. A typical tale is the one
about the Negro slave left in charge of his master's plantation while the
latter took a trip. The Negro promptly oi-dsred the slaughter of numer-
ous hogs in preparation for a feast. All went well until the master, who
had, in reality, simply gone down the road, retiirned. Thereupon he de-
cided to hang John for takint advantage of his absence. John was too
wise to protest his master's decision, but he quickly miade an arrangeLCnt
with his friend Jack to the effect that Jack would clim.b to the top of
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the tree wV-ere the hanging ''•'as to take place and Id^ht matches when he
heard John ask for lightning. To complete the stor^:
John,”'’ said Massa, "have you got any last words?
”Yes, sir, ah want to pray.” "Pray and pray damn quick.
I'm. clean cut of patience with you John.” So John knelt
down. ”0 Lord, here an ami at de foot of de persimmon tree.
If you're gointer destroy Old Liassa tonight, with his
wife arid chillun and everything he got lemjre see it
Lightnin"'. Jack up the tree, struck a match. Ole i/iassa
caught hold of John and said: "John don't pray no more.”
John said: "Oh yes, turn me loose ao ah can pray. 0 Lord
here ah an. tonight callin' on Thee and Thee alone. If you
are gointer destroy Ole Lassa tonight, his wife and chillun
and all he got, ah want to see it lightnin' again.” Jack
strucK another m^tch and Ole Kassa started to run. He
give John his freedom and a heap of land and stock. He
run so fast that it took an express tiain running at the
rate of ninety miles an hour and six riiCnths to bring him
back.^
Some of the folk stories are based on the old question of coloi*
Since, to the folk Negro, racial subordination is predicated purely on
the physical appearance of color itself, blackness takes on a great sig-
nificance, as do its variations and modifications. Pefore recounting
an excellent folk tale to Miss Hurston, Gold^ bickered fiercely with her
husband as to which of them was blacker. Since blackness means a lower
realm in the caste system between individuals it is likely to be used as
a weapon of insult. "You'se blacker than Ah ever dared to be,” asserted
the enraged Gold. "You'se lam' black. Youse so black till they have to
throw a sheet over yo' head so de sun kin rise every mornin.' Ah know
1. Of Mules and Men , p. 90,
2o Ibid., p. 91.
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yo’ ma cried when she seen you.”^ But, having recovered from her con-
jugal spat. Gold told an excellent folk story of "how come we so black."
Her version was that God having made oceans, rccks„and people, was
just "rounding out" the people, not having had time to finish them all
at once. One day he gave out the e-es, another teethj finally came the
day when he was to hand out color. At seven o'clock on the appointed
day everybody arrived to get his color except the Negroes, And so, said
Gold:
So God give everybody (else) they color and they
went off,,, Then he set there for three hours and one
half and no niggers. It was gettin' hot and God
wanted to ^it His work done and go set in de cool. So
he sent de angels, Rayfield and Gab'ull to go git em'
so he could 'tend some miO' business.
They hunted all over Heben till they found de
colored folks. All stretched out sleep on de grass
under the tree of life. So Bayfield woke 'em up and
J-ole 'em God wanted 'em..
They all jumped up and run up to de th'one and
they was so skeered they miight miss sumpin they begin
to push and shove one 'nother, bum.ping against all de
angels and turn' in over foot stools. They even had de
th'one all pushed onesided.
So God hollered "Git backi Git backl" And they
misunderstood him and thought he said, "Git black!"
and they been black ever since.
Gold's story symbolized the aesthetics of color j Jirri Presley recounted
to Miss Hurston a yarn designed to symbolize the economic or social
differences between races. It is short, and repeated in its entirety:
God let down two bundles 'bout five miles down de road.
So de white < man and de nigger raced to see who would
1. Of Mules and Men
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git there first. lAiell, de nigger out run de Vnite xan
and grabbed de biggest bundle. Ke -was so skeered de
white rran would git it away from him he fell on top of
de bundle and hollered bank: "Oh, Ah got here first
and dis biggest bundle is mine.” De white man says:
"All right, Ah 'll take yo' leavings,” and picked up
de lil tee-ninchy bundle layin' in de road. When de
nigger opened up his bundle and found a pick and
shovel and a hoe and a plow and chop-axe and then de
white man opened up his bundle and found a writ in' pen
and ink. So ever since then de nigger been cut in de
hot sun, usin' his tools and de white m.an been sittin'
up figgerin' ought's a ought, figger's a figger; all for
de white man, none for de nigger.*
Negro folk-lore is not without its accounts of the battle of the
sexes. The relative pov;ers of men aiid women, especially in terms cf
husband aiid wife relations h.as been a point of dispute through the ages.
No philosopher, however, could make a more sound explanation of woirian's
superior power ever i.ian than did fatilda. Her explanation w'as that in
the beginning woman and man, living together, had equal power. The man
finally protested to God to increase his power, God did, and wom.an
was then at the physical mercy cf n.an, TlToen she sought mere power, God
denied it, since he "never tskes back,” and no matter how m.uch pov/er
the woman acquired, man would always have more. The woman then solicited
the aid of the devil, who advised her to get from C-od a bunch of keys,
and he, the devil, would tell her how to use them. The v'oman secured the
1 . QX at.d. ...eri, p. 118 .
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keys, and the story progresses:
^
So de woman took de keys and hurried back -to de devil
wit dem. There was three keys on de bunch. Devil say
'•See dese keys? They got HiO’ power in 'em than all de
strength de man kin ever git if you handle 'em right.
Now dis first key is to de do' of de kitchen, and you
know a man always favors his stomach. Dis second one is
de key to de cradle and he don't want to be cut off from
his generations at all. So now you take dese keys and
go lock up everything and wait till he come to you. Then
don't you unlock nothin' until he uses his strength for
yo' benefit and yo' desires.^
The ending of the story is apparent. For even God, according to
the narrator, was unable to help jnan. God said, "I did, Kan, I give
her de keys, but de devil showed her how to use 'eml" And Kan, therefore,
had to subdue his power henceforth, when woman "sits on the keys."
Several of the stories reflect the Negroes' ability to "poke fun"
at hiiTiself. This is a wholesome departure from the commiserating
attitude of racial self-consciousness typical of ir^ny Negroes, pre-
sumably of greater sophistication. One such story concerns a Negro
and a goat. A white judge had sentenced a Negro tc six months on the
road gang because he smelled so bad. A white man in the court remarked
that the sentenced Negro was inoffensive com.pared to a Negro ^ knew,
who smelled worse than a billy goat. The judge challenged him to proof
and ordered both the Negro and the billy goat to appear in court the next
day. The man agreed to produce them, and according to the teller of this
"tall tale," this is what happened:
The judge told him to bring in do goat. When
he carried de goat he smelled so bad dat de judge
1, Of Mules and Men
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fainted. Dey got ice v/ater and throwed it in de
Judge's face 'till he come to. He told him to
bring in de nigger and -when dey brung in de nigger
de goat fainted.^
There are innumerable folk stories in Miss Hurston's collection
about animals—how they came to be, the influence they exdrt on men,
their relative iiTiportance in the animal kirigdom. Also, of course many
of the stories are folk interpretations of biblical history and of the
workings of the devil. And finally, throughout the first half of the
book, we find sernions, prayers, game songs, and language idioms peculiar
to American folk Negroes today.
In her novels, Zora Hurston has created folk concepts of Biblical
characters as well as domestic pictures of contemporary Negro folk
life. In e«ich instance, Negroes and Negro thought reflect Negro
folk character in terms of realistic and individual quality rather than
in terms of conventional stereotypes. Also, the author shows Negroes in
relation to universal spiritual and physical problems. She shows her
characters as men and women as well as Negroes,
In Moses Man of the Mountain Zora Hurston made two significant
contributions, First, she set up a folk uoncept of Bible characters
and second, she identified the Bible characters with Negro folk charac-
1. Of Mules and Men
, p. 100,
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ter3 of the contemporary period. In our consideration of the new treat-
ment of the Negro it is important to note the author's frank appreciation
cf the simple, matter of fact quality of the Negro folk's religious con-
cepts; it is equally important to consider the author's delineation not
of a primitive Negro group but of a segment of Negro Americans whose
spiritual and physical problems are those of all people. Green has shown
the problems of individual struggle—^which struggle, i^ultiplied, typi-
fies a group struggle, Moses Man of the Mountain actually encompasses
both contributions of the author cited above, for though the novel is
primarily, an expression of folk religious beliefs, it is also an ex-
pression of the struggle of the Negro leader fighting agajnst the tre-
mendous odds of a white world and of distrustful peers.
The most striking point of emphasis in the novel, however, is that
which obviously would be most interesting to the folk Negro~the consider-
ation of Moses as a man capable of super-human feats, Moses, the arche-
type of all magicians, the essence of power, the incarnation of strength,
and the supreme example of leadership is designed by the author not only
to recreate a Bible figure in folk idiom but to show the Negro folk's
regard for the inspiration of purposeful leadership. As a folk hero,
Moses has assumed mammoth proportions. How Moses derived all his power
and ability is explained by the novelist in the simple language of the folk.
Then he found the box all wrapped around with
scorpions and snakes and different other kinds of rep-
tiles, But he knew what to do for them so that they all
-^41©^^ ^p.j- lo JTO ~ttjc I .bc >^r®q 'TiO^noo ttr.J lo Tt«S
jcsottatosiqq* •jIhgtI -i'-tortiu-y s'.J oj ,^:A.^^oqi^i it tl o*x.i9< v;-* -'Jo *na«
*3<lo'r O’? er’^ a.ii lo 'c;lilaup t04il lo > lo
Son noiSf^tlMb t’-xoniu* erj -rai-iPinoD loeM . ^rilAirpe ei ^etqw
«80 ff»r anaohreaU o^.^*4 ' " InacTjOU a lo Sui 'iuort^ oz-^9t\ avAAtLrhq a lo
.Tworie Hsrf nsdi'' .~!qow [la o oaorf^t ©ta ac^lJo'rq laofsx^q bcA XbCJixtqB
~^Zi^ . rn^« rfo* — I ^irrla ^.^:^.lytCH^t < i-r^Xcc'ia «di
'imwermjnonB ’'** :*s‘ diil lo naM evao . .yrzSt qxwm r
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^L V .i \±o1 * >., , ^ IxrleeotrTLfq Ic jc 2da*: '_,c.n I »n.t lol inm^tn
i:- AG>,- Btr* X Xa fcortfoo p.vBOk won . "troi.'icco'iq ddCMUMi: r:ad eoaoM
aX. is ^»kd fl'’ <^dd osiiiaXqx* 4i Ooa
rfd ^w oaxJo*ia tJer^qarnr XX* rod *n- Xauiol ?>d aoci *
r >0 t;Oahi *j«iido JiTOiollXo one ssi'XisriB bna anuXq'iooo
j.iX daod ott eodd tol ol) od dariw wocjJ eri Su^ ,“'tid
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laid sleeping as if they v'ere dead. Then he met
the deathless snake, Sothe snake got ready for a hard
fight and Moses fought him all the next day, Moses
did not win over tliC deathless snake but then the snake
did not beat him sc they met and fought aga^n the next day.
At sundown “^oses felt that he had the advantage of the
snake to a certain degree, so he called up all his power
of mind as well as his body, for 3f he won, ho would
have more power than any man on earth and also the death-
less snake would come under his command. And he wanted
the obedience of the snake. So late in the third day,
he beat the snake and comranded the snake to meet him
anywhere in the world that he might call. So the snake
did not appear to resist him anymore.
Then *^oses took the boxVout of the golden box that
was closed in all the other boxes. And when he went
with the book Light went before him and Darkness after.
He knew the ways and meanings of Light and he heard the
voice of Darkness and knew its thoughts.
So Moses read the book and then was able to command
the heavens and the earth, the abyss ard the mountain,
and the Sea. He knew the language of the birds of the
air, the creatures that pecple the deep and what the
beasts of the wilds all said. He saw the sun and the
Moon and the stars of the sky as no man had ever seen
them before, for a devine power was with him,'^
Later, of course, when Moses had established his intimate contact
with God, who revealed himself as I AM WHAT I Al% his stature was com-
plete: with all his other capabilities, he was now a link to a sym-
pathetic God who would see to It that the Hebrews were released from
Pharaoh's tyranny,
A real power of the book is its consideration of the psychological
and physical problems of emancipation. Miss Hurston has made
1. Moses, Man of the Mountain, p. I46
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a thorough treatment of the problem. The fact that Negroes have been
emancipated legally, and ere in the process of being emancipated socially,
economically, and spiritually, gives added Y?eight to this novel making
it m.ore of an allegory.
iloses, like jjiany a potential Negro leader to-day, discovered early
in his relationship with the Hebrews that there is no gratitude for
him who makes an objective effort to give help, no matter how badly it
is needed. Attempting to give constructive advice to a group of Hebrew
workmen, he found himself repulsed and scorned on the basis that his
preferred assistance no doubt meant '’som.ething out of it” for him.
Again lioses discovered to his disappointm*erit that his indirect respon-
sibility for the installation cf a Hebrew foreman was urifortuaatej the
Hebrews hated the Egyptian foreman but preferred him to one of their own
men. His early experiences caused him to reflect, v.hen he was a ma.n of
thirty:
You have to go to life to know lile, Godl It
costs you something to do goodi You learn that by
experience, too. If you want that good feeling
that comes from doing things for other folks then
>ou have to pay for it in abuse and misunderstanding.
It seems like the first law of Nature is that every-
body likes to receive things but nobody likes to
feel grateful
.
And the very next law is that people
talk about tenderness and miercy, but they love force.
If you feed a thousand people you are a nice man
with suspicious motives. If you kill a thousand
you are a hero ^
Yet, in s^^its of his cynicismi and tendency to bitterness, Moses
1, Moses. Man of the Mountain
, p. 61
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found aiiiioelf, Ij ke all Icdoers unable to escape their destiny, trying
time and tiiiie again to help these whe could not help themselves. As
the great eiuancipatcr of the Hebrev;s, he tt&s confronted with the hatred
of the Egyptians and the open scepticism of the Hebrews, "When freedom
loomed nearer for the Helrev;s, they paid koses sufficient homage to
demand ’’positions" and "powers" in the new country—even before the migration
started. When Pharaoh finally, on the death of his first born, agreed
to let the Hebrews go, many who had been for years chafing under the
harshness of slavei-y were reluctant to leave immediately because they
didn’t want "to be hurried." They complained, they dallied, they taxed
koses’ patience and ingenuity as he goaded them into an attitude of
unity and cooperativeness. Once over the Red Sea, safe from Pharaoh
and the other pursuers, the freed men became assertive and dissatisfied
with the arduous march, the barren wilderness. Their discovery that
the one streaii. they reached was cne of bitter water climaxed their irri-
tation—and they approached koses rebellious ly. Fortunately, he was able
to hold his patience and rHuiiedy the water. But once again. Loses asked
himself, "VHiy should I lead people whose ways are strange to ruer^and who
neither understand me nor trust me? Kow come, Voice?’’^
Zora Hurston, v'ell aware of the human as v.sll as the racial dis-
position to resist both unity and leadership, enlarges her theme of eman-
cipation well. Never, after having undei-taken the guidance of the Hebrews,
1. Moses
,
Man of The fountain
.
p. 211.
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was Moses a happy man nor one able to enjoy unbroken peace, \Vhen he
attempted to establish law and order, to maintain equality of possessions,
to suppress personal ambition at Hie cost of others’ liberty, he met with
obstinacy and rebellion. 'Ahether .the author uses her account of Ifoses
to remind Negroes of thej r failings, past and present, or whether her
knowledge of Negroes makes it possible for her to create her folk novel
of Moses is not essential to deterriiie. It jA essential to hold in mind
the fact that the novel represents an excellent study of that perversity
within human nature that makes people long for freedom yet resent the
agency that brings it, that makes them loathe oppression but permits
them at the first opportunity to oppress and persecute others.
Their Eyes Vlere Watching God is a novel of folk Negroes of the con-
temporary period. It essays to be neither profound nor penetrating; it
is a simple, beautifully written story of plain Negroes who lived and
worked and ’’got along” in the remote Florida regions of their birth. The
actual story concerns itself with Janie and her three marriages, Janie,
the beautiful quadroon, married Logan Killicks for security, Joe Starks
for escape, and Tea Cake for a love that transcended both difference in
agc and a contrast in experience and econom.ic security. The story is
attractive, but it is the revelation of Negro folk character that makes
the novel important for our thesis.
In the novel, Zora Hurston reveals her capacity net only to write in
a poetic fashion but to relate the problems of the Negro universal problems.
prf n©riW o/ pldfi ono lont 04a « esoo\< zsn
*onolfte«eaoq 'io ati^fisn oJ ,'rflDra tw« riX jrt«fXd*^Bd od
J"#*; »tt * 8ftnr<iiJo“ lo Japp coidrd<(i% XjjnoiniK} eaeiQqi/a* oi
aseolt I0 Jnwo^o» *J<»ri «asir *roiUpa 9ilJ ® T-ftrUailV .'rolXIadat 00* x^aaXiocfo
Torf loddartir to ,Jnftaycq hfia d’luq Ttsnj "Ip anoxtalf fanloei oi
\ Xavo4: sirpt fd iti&mr* pj terf to^ aldlsao^' Ji 5*o<a»B »OT:aai!' lo e^fcaliroorf
bnir fll bXprf oJ Xaiinojfsa jt SI oj ial.tppeaa don at eeaotf 1»
\6oi3 in^ilro-xa n* »j<i«a«rxqc^ X*vefi di*£fd dog* 9dt
9^ S9\c «o4)«*t1 to
*
5 acroJ ai(jo*Tii tatfASB' Suds frtuSurt ofijR/ri ciitittir
Mi*T*a} Jod nolai»Tij(jo #{^ti»oi «»iid aai(«r darid rtiitid fadS \oa9jiM
.•^«ddo »*dc3*«Taq Iwia' ta^r iqo x^todTCXKjo daTtl arid da .-naril
-non arid In t*<m|a‘'! :<Iol lo Xovofl.a aX' boO ;}»nhfodaW aipg eax^ Tfa:fT
f
n js^ntdaTdanoq Toa fanuclor^ TPriilan ^ Pd exaaaa dX .boirjaq xxuroqf^nS
Uta fctvXX prij? 99vt%9 \i rtiaXq lo x;'dO'^* naddlw xXXt^dusad ^alqod* a ai
k
*'
, acCt .ndT!'^ ifar*d ip atiTcXH •tcjc.ar arid nl ’^|uoia do^” baa beilTow
>
V * joinab .ea^cirtaa aairU -i»ri brt« adxia^ rtdbr iX^sdX trriTO.ioo Xaudoa
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Tke very beginni|ig sets the tone;
Ships at a distance have every man’s wish on
board. For some they come in with the tide. For
others they sail forever on the horizon, never out of
sight, never lantting until the Watcher turns his
eyes in resignation, his dreams mocked to death by
Time, That is the life of men.
Now, women forget all those things they don’t
want to remember, and remember everything they don't
want to forget. The dream is the truth. Then they
act and do things accordingly.
So the beginning of this was a woman and she had
come back from burying the dead-———
1
The entire progress of the book is marked by the author’s reve-
lation of Janie as not only a Negro but as a woman . For example, one
feels Janie’s eventual complete disillusionment with her second hus-
band, a man obsessed with ”doing things" ana "getting ahead," even at
the expense of maintaining his wife’s nearness and comradeship. When
he finally struck her in impatience, after years of goading her about
nonessentials, Janie "stood where he left her for unmeasured time and
thought. She stood there until something fell off the shelf inside her.
Then she went inside there to see what it was. It was her image of Jody
tumbled down and shattered. But looking at it she saw that it never was
the flesh and blood of her dreams. Just something she had grabbed up to
drape her dreams over, ,,., 2 .
1, Their Kyes were Watching God
, p. 1
2, Ibid., p, 80,
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This sensitivity that the author has to the ^nner feeling a
Negro folk character reveals itself steadly thro^ighout the account of
Janie's physical as -well as spiritual experience. The enthusiasir vnth
ch Janie responded to the limtod world of her ejEperience as well as
the simplicity with which she responded to nature typify the unsophis-
ticated pattern of Negro folk life that Zora Hurston set out to celebrate.
She has shown the close alliance to the soil, to all nature, that is
characteristic of simple Negro folk. Janie's concept of true marriage
was sensed, really, thfough her awareness of nature as these lines suggest
The rose of the world was breathing out smell.
It followed her through all hei waking' moments and
caressed her in her sleep. It connected itself
with other vaguely felt matters that had struck
her outside observation and buried themiselves in
her flesh. Now they emerged and quested about
her consciousness.
She was stretched on her back beneath the pgar
tree soaking in the alto chart of the visiting bees,
the gold of the sun and the panting breath of the
breeze when the inaudible voice of it all came to
her. She saw a dust-bearing bee sink into the
sanctum of a bloom; the thousand sister-calyxes
arch to meet the love embrace and the ecstatic shiver
of the tree from root to tiniest branch creaming
in every blossom and frothing with delight. So this
was marriage I She had been sumironed to behold a
revelation ^
It is not to be assumed, however, that Miss Hurston has created
a picture of unbroken tranquility. The Negro folk are beset with the
1. Their byes Were Watching God, p. 16,
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\iniversal problems of getting along yrith each other and of adjusting to
an inequitable social system. Among themselves occured old jealousies,
chiefly predicated on envy and a reluctance to allow one to rise above
the many. The enterprising Joe Starks suggested a post office in the
colored community where he eventually became mayor. Immediately dissen-
sion arose:
“Ya'll let da.t stray darky tell ya’ll any ole
lie, Uh colored man sittin' up in uh post office I”
He made an obscene sound,
"He's liable to do it tdo, Hicks, Ah hope so
anyhow. Us colored folks is too envious of one
•nother. Bat’s how come us don't git no further
than us do. Us talks about de white man keepin'
us down I Shucks 1 He don't have tuh. Us keeps
our own selves down."^
And so, back and forth, the Negroes bickered, disregarding the
larger implications: the convenience of a post office, the possibility
of a precedent's being established for Negro federal employees, Joe,
typical Negro against whom resentment was directed, was irritated not
only by their railings but by their personal and social lethargy, "It's
awful," he complained, "tuh see so many people don't want nothin' but uh
full belly and uh place tuh la^ down and sleep afterwards. It makes me
sad sometimes, and then agin it makes me mad, "2
The most tragic source of intra-racial antagonism is that based
on color. Among the folk Negroes a harsh prejudice against tlie blacks
1.
Their Eyes were Watching God, p. 65.
2. Ibid., p. 103.
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is reflected by the near "whites. The irony of the fact is intensi-
fied when we note that the feeling of superiority alleged by the whiter
Negroes is not in any wise connected with the fallacious but less re-
pugnant assumption that they are endowed with greater mental or spiritual
faculties. They reflect merely physical distaste that whites have for
all Negroes. Here is no tragedy of blended cultures working in oppo-
sition, an understandable opposition, when we see a mulatto torn between
two ways of life. Here is bitter, violent, irritation of the worst ele-
ment in white ci"vilization; prejudice against physical qualities.
The near wnite Mrs, Turner summed up the attitude not only of many folk
Negroes, but of countless Negroes everywhere:
"Ah can’t stand black niggers. Ah don't blame de
white folks from hatin' 'em 'cause Ah can't stand 'em
mahself, 'Mother thing. Ah hates tuh see folks like
me and you mixed up wid 'em,
Tain't de poorness, it's de color and de features.
Who wants any lii ole black baby layin' up in de baby
buggy lookin' lak uh fly in buttermilk? Who wants
ko be mixed up wid rusty black men, and uh a blac’«c
woman goin' down de street in all dem loud colors and
whoopin' and hollerin' and laughin' over nothin'?
Don't bring me no ni, ger doctor tuh hang over mah sick
bed. Ah done had six chillun—"vmzn't lucky enough tuh
raise but dat one—and ain't never had uh nigger tyh
even feel mah pulse. White doctors always git mah money.
Ah don't go in no nigger store tuh buy nothin' Neither.
Golored folks don't knww nothin' 'bout no business.
Deliver mei"^
Mrs, Turner's attitude demonstrates what is all too true, that the
prejudice that she ana her kind have against their own people i« not
1, Their byes were Watching God, p. 221
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just exprexsion of physical repugnance, but is in addition, an active
distrust the expression of which holds back the Kegrc's economic, pro-
fessional, and social progress. Only profound ignorance could breed
such viciousness, such pathetic intolerance. And Lirs. Turner S 3nr.bolizes
the ignorance of those Negroes who revere the visible attributes of what
has been traditionally regarded as the superior race. ’’Mrs. Turner. . .had
built an altar to the uaattainable—Caucasian characteristics for all.'*l
Of Negro-white relationships, Zora Hurston reveals more by impli-
cation than b^ expression. One incident, however, gives the reader a
complete awareness of the status of the southern Negro. Following her
graphic description of a Florida tornado, Zora Hurston describes the
work of nen, chiefly Negroes, drafted to search for the dead bodies in
the filth and debris created by the storm. Two Negro men were sharply
admonished by guards ,not to throw bodies into the long common graves
so quickly:
"Hey, dere, Y'alli Don't du”p dem bodies in
de hole lak datl Examine every last one of 'em and
find out if they's white or black...Got orders
from headquarters. They makin' coffins fuh all de
white folks. "Taint nothin' but cheap pine, but
dat's better 'n nuthin'. Don't durup no white folks
in de hole jus' so."
"'.Vhat tuh do 'bout de colored folks? Got
boxes fuh dem too?"
1. Their Eyes l\ere Watching God, p. 274
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'•Nope. They cain't find enough of 'em toh go
'roun. Jus sprinkle plenty quick lime over 'em and
cover 'em up...And don't lemne ketch none uh Y'all
dumpin' white, folks and don't be wastin' no boxes on
colored, ,1
Zora Hurston has taken the materials of her race and set up a pattern
of Negro folk-lore and folk-life. In addition, she has written of her
people with an understanding that has created a bond between them and
people everywhere who work, plan, and hope within the confines of a
narrowly circumscribed exis tense.
Miss Hurston's work is valuable, then not only in term.s of itself
but in terms of its universal appeal. The contrast between Miss Hurston's
folk-lore and of old folk-lore, that of Joel Harris for example, also
creates added value. Harris' work (and Face's too) was tempered by the
desire to "make a point" in regard to the status of the southern Negro.
Negro charm, gaiety, and whim;sy, were magnified out of their true proportion
by early southern writers. Zora Hurston shows Negroes who exert certain
qualities only as they exist in natural proportion. She shows neither
unduly good nor unduly bad characters; she shows Negroes as they are
and as she has observed them.
1. Their dyes were Watching God, p. 290.
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Suniiiary and Conclusion
It has been the purpose of this study to show that southern
fictionists of the 1920-1940 period handled the Negro character with
greater realisn and unbias than did the southern writers of the 1865-1920
period. To support this preudse the investigator, prior to the compiling
of this Material, did foui' Inings
.
First, in a directed study course under Professor Thomas R. 1-ather,
the writer made, six years ago, two surveys. One was of southern litera-
ture to 1865; the other vras of southern literature from 1865 to 1920.
The former study estaolished the point that the South had rio true creative
literature before 1865j^ the latter showed that southern fiction frora
1865 to 1920 was predominantly regional and was strongly colored by the
race issue.
Next, in a course designated as "Problem.s in American Literati^re,"
also under Professor iniather, the writer set out to show how Negro stereo-
types were set up and perpetuated in southern fiction of the 1865-1920
period.
Third, at the conclusion of the period of residency at Poston
University, the writer set herself the task of reading all available
novels v/ritten by southern'' writers of the 1920-1940 period with the
purpose of discovering which ones dealt with Negro characters. A survey
of the works of a hundred novelists revealed that over sixty dealt with
the Negro theme or with Negro characters. The next respensibi lity of
1. See Introduction.
2. ’’Light love stories,” so-called mysteries, and adventure stories
v^ere excluded.
3. "Southern writer” connetos a writer who w&^- torn in the South and
wrote of it.
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the investigator was to show how the Negro character was developed in
the later period, what he represented, what his lolationship v;as to the
social milieu in which he was set. Finally, it was necessary to make
apparent the contrast between the treatment of the Negro of the con-
temporary period and the treatment of the ^7egro in the earlier pre-1920
period,.
In the material here presented, therefore, we see the background
premise that the Negro character in southern literature prior to 1920
fell into set stereotypes as fully explained in the early part of the
study. In contrast to the stereotyped characterizations of this earlier
period are the interpretations of the Negro by numerous southern writers
of the I92O-I94O period. The works of T, S, Stribling, Paul Green,
Erskine Caldwell, Julia Peterkin, and Zcra Hurston receive the bulk of
the study's attention. These writers set up five new approaches to the
study of southern Negro character and the place of the Negro in the
twentieth century South. Stribling has dealt vdth the intimate relation-
ships that exist between Negroes and whites in family and coiiununity life
in the Deep South, Paul Green has portrayed the life and problems of the
South's peasant l^egroes, Erskine Caldwell has shown Negroes as econo-
mically a part of a vast proletariat class in the South—a class composed
of economically degraded whites and blacks. Tragedy, Caldv/ell .has shown,
lies in the fact that the Negroes' economic peers regard themselves as social
superiors by virtue of their white identity. Julia Peterkin has celebrated
the theme of the Negro as representative of the last trace of primitivism
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in America. She has regarded her subjects in terms of their cultural
and folk peculiarities and traditions. Finally, Zora Hurston has made
a sound investigation of Negro folk lore to the end of perpetuating a
genuine tradition of native folk culture in America.
These five approaches are not only distinctive in themselves but
they are in strong contrast to the old patterns of setting up Negroes
as economic, social, or political symbols. That other southern irriters
have been equally av;are of the need for more objective and truthful
interpretation of the Negro is evidenced by the number of novels pertaining
to the Negro that emeiged in the 1920-1940 period. Following is an appendix
of southern novelists of the indicated period who have used Negro characters.
With few exceptions, these authors reflect the objective, the realistic,
the more truly sincere evaluation of the Negro and his place in the South.
It is to be concluded that the South, since 1920, has shown a
greater literary creativity, but has, in keeping v/ith the times, developed
an increasing faculty for realistic interpretations of its problems.
As a strongly significant factor in the South's social and cultural his-
tory, the Negro has always irifluenced the South's literature. In con-
temporary southern fiction, therefore, the Negro character benefits by
the realism and objectivity that characterize contemporary literary
philosophy
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IAppendix
Certain restrictions have been imposed on this aptSndix. First,
novels commonly regarded as "light" love stories, mysteries, and ad-
venture stories have been excluded. Second, southern writers such
as James Branch Cabell and Katherine Porter who have not Y/ritten of the
South are excluded. Third, a few southern writers, such as Allan Glenn,
and Charles Wertenbaker, who do not use the Negro the’^'e or any pro-
nounced Negro characters suggestive of a therre or point of view, are
excluded. Fourth, writers not "Southern" by birth and upbringing are
not included. Thus, George Sessions Perry and Dorothy'Scarborough (Texas),
and George Kibbi Turner (Illinois), for example are excluded. Fifth,
it has been necessary to set a somer^hat arbitrary limitation on "The
South," In a conversation some years ago at Chapel Kill, Mr, Howard Odum,
sociologist and author, specified an acceptable limitatioii of the "Southern
region." Mr, Odum indicated Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisi-
ana as those states most aptly designates as "The South."
With the five limitations indicated, I have gathered notes on
Southern authors of the 1920-1940 period who have handled the Negro thene.
Edward C, L. AdaniS
A South Carolina physician. Dr. E. C. L, Adams has written two
books of Negro life, Congaree Sketches (1927) and Nj^^er to Nigger (1930),
Both are folk lore collections held together by a slim narrative
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Traditional tales are told by the Negro characters Tod and Scipio, but
Dr. Adams allots the Negroes to reflect common sense and a realization
of the South's injustices. These Negroes, though prindtive and illiterate,
are well av/are of social injustices to wh:ch they must submit,
Hamiilton Basso
Basso's Cotgrt House Square (1936) is a freflection not only of
the author's concern for individual adjustment in the shifting decade
of the thirties but of the Negro's dilemma in a world still frought
with bigotry and prejudice. The leading white character, David
Barondess, leaves New York and returns to his native town, a small
southern community. New York had annoyed the m^n because of its shallow-
ness, greed, and pseudo-sophistication. His home town proved to be more
offensive in its expression of narrowness, bigotry, and prejudice. The
raa.in theme is that of the overt expression of prejudice and eventual
TTolence, when an octoroon druggist reveals his desire to buy an old
mansion, remodel It, and live in it. Because no one in the town wants
"a nigger living in a mansion," pressure is brought to bear on the Negro,
a riot and a lynching ensue, and the white defendant of the Negro,
Barondess, emerges fromi the experience more confused and disillusioned
by human nature than he had been before.
Basso's treatment of the theme is in keeping with the new unsenti-
mental, clean cut exposition of the Negro arid his problems. Alcide, the
octoroon, is not a figure of mysterious or romantic sym.bolismi.
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He is a colored man who, aesplte his white appearance, finds himself psy-
chologically more at ease in the colored world, Hasso handles the theire
objectively as he evaluates the South’s weakness in adjusting to its
social problem of caste.
In Cinnamon Seed (1934) Basso blends past with present in an account
of Louisiana plantation life. Although familiar patterns are represented
in old family servants and ar. bitious young Negroes, there is no forcing
of these characters into a set mould*. They reflect individuality and
understandable reactions to their respective situations. In short, they
are people, not categorized Negroes,
Ed Pell
Ed Bell, a Tennessee writer, is the author of Tomirie Lee Feathers
.
(1938), The novel deals with a colored football player in a smal]
Tennessee community. More important than the ostensible "main theme"
of the colored athlete's experiences is the author's capacity to show
the dailjf iinitations and the periodic big problems that beset the Negroes
in a small southern community. Bell, though a white southerner,
evaluates the social problems of "Marrowbone" with realism and objectivity.
Roark Bradford
A Tennessean, Bradford is best known for his 01' Man Adam and His
Chillun (1928) and 01' King David and the Philistine Boys (1929). Though
the two books are designed to tell in the Negro idiom the Negro's inter-
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pretation of Bible stories, the result is extreir.ely humourous but net
reflective of authentic religious concepts. Bradford burlesques; actually,
the Negro, despite the naivete of his belief does not deliberately "joke”
about or burlesque his religion. The stories are entertaining, set in
good Negro dialect, and represent a departure from stereotyped "Negro
stories of the post -Civil War period.
This Side of Jordan (1929) tells of the primitive life of Negroes in
the cotton region of Southern Louisiana, Stories, legends, and anecdotes
are included,
Thomas B. Campbell
Thomas B, Campbell, a Virginian, published Old Iwiss in 1929. Here
is a reactionary novel in the old stereotype of happy slaves, humanitarian
masters, and interfering Northerners,
William Ed-ward Narch Campbell
William Edward March Campbell, (Alabama) in his Come in At the Door
( 1934 ), handles the theme of a Negro woman who has had six children by a
white aristocrat. The novel shows the author's recognition of levels of
Negro intellect and capacity. This unusual "awareness" prompts him to
portray the problems of the mulatto, the Creole, the conventional Mammy,
and the emancipated Negro,
Carl Carmer
Stars Fell on Alabama
,
published in 1934 by Carl Carmer, is a collec-
tion of materials of Negro life. Though traditional the stories are
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Vhandled from the standpoint of social relationships rather than from the
point of view of sentimenatlity. Carmer is identified with the "search
for social significance therae" characteristic of many writers of the
thirties
.
Brainard Cheyney
Cheyney's Lightwood
, (1939), is a novel of the Reconstruction period
in the Georgia lumber camps. A conflict is established in terms of the
native Georgian’s resentment of the intrusion of northern Interests.
The chief character, Micajah Corn, is a Georgia settler, from whose point
of view the novel is told. In the picture are Negroes in the full flower
of the early post-war freedom they enjoyed, A revival meeting near the
lumber camp is the occasion for innumerable out of town Negroes appearing
on the scene for purposes of spiritual uplift and physical intoxication.
The latter is responsible for a mild encounter with a white man which
quickly develops into heated dispute, violence, and the murder of a
Negro, Before the Negroes leave the scene, they track dcwn an innocent
white boy and kill him in reprisal. Ultimately, five alleged Negro mot
leaders are tried and condemned,
Cheyney has shown with an admirable dispassion the forces that made
not only for inter-racial tension in the post-war years but for the
assertion of the long sustained "white supremacy" thesis. The author
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does not condone or condemn the whites nor does he feflect sympathy or
scorn for the Negroes, Rather, he presents a fully developed picture of
both sides. The sister of the murdered white man and the lawyer, Caleb,
in a brief interchange, reflect something of the two points of view con-
cerning the South and its Negro policy. The girl was inclined to leniency
for the men not only because of the uncertainty as to their guilt, but
because of a responsibility she thought the South should bear for an
immature race. The man's view is here stated in his own v:ords :
Yes, the South sis sometimes terrifying and strange,
I suppose life here calls for its own peculiar kind of
justice. The Negroes are as simple and kindly as they
seem, in a way—even those who killed David, But they
are unreasonable brutes, too—they can kill as simply as
they sing. It isn't David we must thir.Jc of now—it is you
—
and your mother—every white woman. Law must be inevitable
for the Negroes. David's killer must sv/ing for the protection
of white society.^
There is nothing new in the sentim.ent of Caleb, but there is a reflection
of the new presentation of the historic theme. Che,yney as a writer re-
flecting the nevi attitude toward the Negro theme is not concerned with
justifying or protesting Negro-whito relationships of the Reconstruction
era. he is concerned, as a miodern artist, with i ntsrpretirig and setting
forth honestly a social thesis.
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James Saxon Childers
In 1936 James Saxon Childers (Alabama) wrote A Novel About A V>hlte
Man In the Deep South . The novel is striking because of its frank
estimate of the contemporary South’s intolerance. The fact that the
white Southerner refuses to concede individuality and personality and
cultuial differences to negroes is tne author's chief theme.
The novel centers around a Negro and a white man who miet in a large
Northern university. Their cultural and academic interests coincided
and a warm friendship developed. In post-college years, the men found
theriiselves living and working in the san.e southern town. The reaction
of the town against their renewal of social contact is violent.
All the vicious and Irutal as well as the petty and merely provoking
manifestations of caste prejudice are set forth clearly in the novel.
Louis Cochran
Louis Cochran (Mississippi) belongs to the "proletariat school."
His Black Earth (1937) is a story of Negro and white sharecroppers in
the cotton belt of Mississippi. The author is primarily concerned with
the economic plight of the sharecropper class, but he portrays the relation-
ships of Negro-white tenant fanricrs and shews the bitter hatreds and
antagonisiTiS that keep the class divided. Son of Haman
,
written the same
year, was the first of a proposed trilogy on the same theae
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Reuben Davis
Reuben Davis’ Butcher Bird (1936) deals with Negro snarecroppers
in Cancy Port. The locale pres’jmably is ^Mississippi, the author's home.
There is a realistic appraisal of the Negro tenant farmer's psychology
in the face of the economic stress and the increased racial tension of
the thirties
.
•Alillie Snow Ethridge
Lars, Ethridge, a Georgian, in Mingled Yarn (1933) writes of an in-
dustrial town in Georgia during the pcst-LVorld War I years. Negroes
appear incidentally as a contributing factor to the economic and em.otional
upheaval that post-war and depression years brought.
William Faulkner
The novels of William Faulkner, an Alabama writer, have been the
subject of a great deal of controversy and debate, A naturalist, Faulkner
evaluates men, women, and life bitterly. Negroes and whites are portrayed
in terms of the philosophy to which the author adheres. Negroes play
aiversified roles
^
background figures, criminals, prostitutes, tragic
mulattoes—all are portrayed.
Typical of the Negro character who provides a solid background is
Dilsey, whose place in The Sound and The Fury (1920) is to provide a
m^easure of stability jn a family in a world torn by uncertainties and
confusion cf every sort. It was Dilsey whose sen Lustre constantly
attended Benjy, the idiot; it was Dilsey who saw to it that the neurotic
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household ate and performed its thjn routine of living^ it ras Dilsey
who nursed and indeed nurtured the ailing n other and combatted the
drunkard father. She was the one strength and one uncompromising force
in the lives of those who represented a passing oraer, ”I%e seed de
first en de last," said Dilsey. Throughout the novels are ether Negro
servants who contribute their bit to the perpetuation of the illusion
that southern aristocrats must be served because of their inability to
serve themselves,
A larger Negro them.e is that of the mulatto. Charles Bon and Joe
Christinas are the best examples. Charles Bon was the son of old man
Sutpen whose story is the basis of Absalom., Atsalom i (1936), Sutpen, as
a youth, had vowed to make mone3j create a plantation, and found a family.
His money was secured by the illegal purchase of Haitian slaves, Tn
Haiti, he met and miarried a beautiful girl, whose, child, torn to her and
to Sutpen, miade him realize that he had rrarried not a white woman but an
octoroon, Sutpeh then married Ellen Coldfield, who had two children,
a boy Henry, and girl Judith, It was Judith who met the child of her
father's first marriage, Charles Bon. Before either of them discovered
their kinship, they became engaged. The brother's reaction is importafat
because he was more concerned over Charles' heritage of colored blood
than over the possibility of an incestuous m.arriage. His whole bitter
concern was that the man whom he had enjoyed knowing at the University.
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Xof Mississippi, whose friendship and comradeship he had treasured, was a
Negro. Actually he had debated the problem of incest, but awareness of
the color element prompted him to murder the mulatto.
The murder of Charles emphasizes an important element in racial
prejudice and its attendant psychology. It is not the physical appearance
of color that antagoaizes the whites, nor the manifestations of a primi-
tive tradition or code, Charles Bon, elegant, well reared, evidently
sufficiently geared to the southern aristocratic traditicn to meet the
approval and admiration of youn^ Sutpen, was certainly "white'' in the
social sense. But once his half brother knew of the fract'on of blood
that made him antliropologically "colored," friendship was converted to
hatred.
The story of Joe Christmas, ( Lif^ht in August . 1932) another white
Negro, is a similar reflection of the animosity that the presence of a
mulatto in a community brings. In this instance, however, at the outset,
the psychology of color is reflected by Joe, Though accepted as white
throughout his childhood and youth, he was finally driven to confess his
colored blood because of an inner drive that he him.self could not explain.
From that point on, he was driven by the sarnie defeats and problems that
any Negro has, Kis affair with a white woman was not only a murn-woman
relationship, but a Negro-white relationship involving all the elements of
antagonism, misunderstanding, and philanthropy extended and rejected that
he
typify race relations in the wider sense, Joe's villainy—for seduced
white women, revealing his identity of color only after they had succumibed
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to his attraction, he niurclerori his adopted father, and he eventually mur-
dered the last of his white mistresses—becomes less villainy and more
spiritual tra^ed^ when we recognise that underneath his swaggering mas-
culinity is a desperate pull of racial forces. Once known as colored,
he was despised. Why, he could not understand. Yet, he could not, for
an equally inexplicable reason, assume permanently a white identity.
Here again Faulkner points out the psychological elem.ent of race: even
the Negro appearing white senses the invisible forces that m.ake him.
colored, and it is difficult, if not impossible, to renounce the right-
ful racial affiliation.
Of the Negro in general, the folk Negro, Faulkner draws the familiar
concepts. Credited with one degree of superiority to the Jew—"Jew is
the lowest thing made, lower than a Negro," philosophized Swopes—the
Negro in Faulkner's Jefferson, Mississippi, was tolerated ii he kept his
place. The whites admired their singing,, valued their charms (though often
the charms were manufactured by superstitious but enterprising whites),
and no doubt concurrea wi th the belief of the Negroes themselves that
Heaven, too, was "for whites orljr." "Ain't no place fer you in Keaveni
Nigger, whar you g-wlne to? iVhar you gwine to, nigger?"
1. Sanctuary
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Roy Flannagan
Roy Flannagan 's Amber Satyr (1931) is a realistic evaluation of a
modern mulatto’s problem. A Virginian, Flannagan is seemingly determined
to break the old idea of the "tragic mulatto." His hero, Luther Harris,
is revealed as a mulatto superior to any white man in h-^ s community. The
difficulty is, however, that such a premise is not hard to accept—the
comjnunity is primarily "poor white trash." Thus, Flannagan has "missed
the mark" in that his character is never measured against his social
peers
.
The attempt at a more honest evaluation of Negro character is meri-
torious j the background is well done; the lynching scene is convincing.
Berry Fleming
Berry Fleming (Alabama) in his Siesta (1935) makes a comprehensive
survey of vfnat went on in the lives (and memories) of some few clack
and white residents of a southern .community in a single summer. We
meet all the members of a typical small commmnity-cctton farmer, "upper
class whites," and merchants. Thero is a Negro girl involved w;i th a white
doctor, there is an abortionist, there are Negro evangelical leaders.
The Negroes are deeply integrated in the life of the tow'n, and the think-
ing whites recognize that the contemporary Negro is neither as easily
understood or as easily handled as his predecessors. Thus, a certain
tfension and fear develpp in the white man's mind.
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Ellen Glasgc'w
In her chroniclin|;5 of the South Miss Glasgow does not fail to
take into account the presence cf the Negro. His place and history rrove
and change with the tirres just as the ’.vcmen's status moves and changes.
In the early war novels the stereotype of the "faithful retainer" and
the "loyal bodyguard" appears frequently. Big Abel, the personal ser-
vant of Dan in The Battleground is typical of this handling , The author
traces the pattern cf the Negro after thb war, showing how in sor.e instances
they stayed with fonr.er owners working lor small pay or, if the employers
were in po\erished, riotaing at all. In The Deliverance iliss Glasgow shows
Negroes washing, raising, chickens for sale, or performing domestic or
farm chores for whatever fairilied could affort to pay, Iheir needs were
simple, their demands were nothing and the author points out that until
some years after the war the so-called "race problem" was neither wide-
spread nor acute.
That colored women, have long created a social problem for white
wmmen in the South, the author points out later. It has been a problem
created over the protests of the Negro Tfomen, who, because cf their sub-
servient positions, and their beauty, have had no choice but to accept the
overtures of the white laen who found them desirable. It was Jennie Blair's
mother who once said, looking at Memoria, the beautiful colored woman who
was George Birdsong's mistress, "Sometimes I think their beauty is a
compensation that in itself leads to further burdens and hardships.
-
1, The Sheltered Life, pi. 36
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In the novel In Ihjs Our Life (1933), Ellen Glaegcv/ faces the race
issues in the contemporary South squarely. She offers no solution, merely
a presentation cf the relative positions oi Tvhite and black in a typi-
cal southern comiriunity. Parry, the '’Youn^ Negro,” actually and symboli-
cally, is -well mannered. Troll spoken, and on the y^a.y to becoming a doctor.
When the daughter of his employer killed a chi-d, Twi th her reckless use
of a high pcTwered car, she sh-’fted the blame to Parry. More important
than the plot sequence is kiss GlasgoTN's incisive picture of the Trhite
girl’s philosophy that Parry Ti?as "just a colored boy” "with nothing to
lose while she, with her famiily prestige aiid her complete lack of per-
sonal responsibility, must, at all costs, ^e spared fromi accounting for
her omn act. No writer has done a better job in claiifying, •without melo-
dramatics or undue bias, the psychology of the average southern white as
he contemplates the status of the Negro. Something less than human, >
though more than animal, completely insensible to purpose or ideals, about
sums up the southern oconcept of the Negro, lhat a woman geared to the
aristocratic tradition of the South, and well in her sixties, could write
the vigorous novel of purpose. In 'this Our Life is a tritrute to her
remarkable ability to keep abreast of the swiftly changing tide cf
social relatioi.shi p.
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Isa Glenn
Reaction against traditional southern standards of class and con-
duct is the theme of Isa Glenn’s A Short Story of Julia (1929); the
Negro characters are portrayed as ironic in spite of ostensible deference,
as faithful, but not melodrainatic, and as huraan beings with the same
instincts for advancement and self expression that all people have, Julia
sjfTiibolizes the upper class white woman whom the author attacks satirically.
Her colored servant, thfough the years, is revealed as having more
character and depth of understanding than Julia would ever approximate.
The author's estimate of character as such—regardless of color—is
significant as a realistic departure from the old stereotypes,
Emma Godchaux
Miss Godchaux, a Louisianan, is the author of Stubborn Roots
, (1936)
which deals with life on a sugar plantation. In the novel the author
shows Negroes in their daily life and toil under a harsh system of
both color prejudice and antagonism between poor whites and Negroes,
The novel reflects the author's awareness of the tragedy of an economic
system whose lowest level is hopelessly divided by virtue of sustained
racial animosities. Poor whites are pitted against poor whites and
all regard themselves superior to Negroes of comparable economic status.
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Ambrose Gonzales
The Black Bcr<jer , v.Tiiten by Gonzales in 1922, is an early book
of the I92O-I94O period tending tc present an account of Negro life and
culture in an objective fashion. Gonzales made an extreme effort to
utilize the Gullah dialect accurately, Thns attempt, plus hjs avowed
purpose to deal with the Negro more exhaustively than his predecessors
had, shows that Gonzales was aware of the need for a mere realistic hand-
ling of the theme of ttie Negro. Ilis works, however, suggest, more than
fulfill the purpose.
Caroline Gordon
During the contemporary perjod, Caroline Gordon, a Kentuckian, has
written two novels :n which Negro characters appear, Aleck Maury (1934)
is a novel of a man whose prime interest was in worldly pleasure;
Pe'nhally (1931) traces a southern fajnily through five generations, and
None Shall Look Back (1937) is set in the Civil War period. Miss Gordon's
theme of the Negro is handled with an extreme precision. She neither
glorifies nor belittles the place of the slave. Her novels show him in
his varying roles of "bad niggers," docile house servants, and privileged
old family retainers whose place in the family, though one of subser-
viency, is more in terms of intimate counsellor than slave. Thus, when
Lucy, the fiancee of one of the Allards, first appeared at the Allard
plantation, she was subjected to a severe scrutiny by Rivanna, who had
been in the family for years, Rivanna and her husband had refused freedom..
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Lucy, ’’accustomed all her life to demonstrations of affection from
fcxiully servants” accepted Rivanna’s examination, and ’’smiled good
naturedly.”^
The Allard family accepted slavery as a moral and social respon-
sibility. A feast in the house meant added ’’rations” in the quarters;
though a slave must work, he must be helped. ’’Susan Allard believed that
work v.as salutary fcr all; her sons were required to work in the fields
with the Negroes half of each day... ”2
Mrs, Gordon’s interpretation of a wealthy plantation and its life
immediately before the war is a contrast to earlier literature. Her
treatment of Negroes as people rather than as ste’-eotyped lackeys is in
keeping vdth the objective, sane, realistic interpretation of the Negro
by the new southern writers.
Eimr.ett Gowen
Emmett Gowen, a Tennessee novelist, is author of Dark Moon of March
( 1932 ). The daily life of a tenant farmer of Tennessee is the theme.
The constant battle for mere existence reminiscent of the Caldwell
novels, is here set forth. The whi’te sharecroppers have one”out,”
however. They are the superiors of their Negro neighbors, and pe‘*''se-
cuting them breaks the tedium, of the days and brings a sense of assurance
to their defeated selves. Thus, Pete Gcoch, a white tenant farmer,
organizes a posse periodically to ’’hunt nigge rs
.
” A favorite victim is
Buster Nance, As one character observed: ’’Men around here •will run a
nigger for fun like goin' fox-huntin'.”^
1. None ^hall Look Beck
, p. 119.
2. Ibid., p. 187.
3 . Dark i&oon of iviarch , p. 143.
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EdTvin Granberry
Strangers and Lovers
.
Cranberry's novel of the Florida swamps,
was written in 1928. The author, in accord with the trend of the period,
has shown the antagonism and bitter rivalry that exist between Negroes
and white "Florida crackers" who share the comr on struggle for existence
but who lack the ability to struggle in unity or amity.
Ward Greene
Ward Greene's Death in The Deep South (193^) is a better journalistic
account of rape, murder, a Negro suspect, a trial, and a lynching.
Although it is apparent that Greene, a North Carolinian, is anxious to
show how southern sentiment invariably crystallizes and focuses on a
likely Negro victim, his technique is so suggestive of tabloid writing
that he gets mors of a sensation than an intellectual appeal.
George W. Henderson
The lives of rural Negroes in Alabama is portrayed in George
Henderson's Ollie Miss
,
published in 1935. The story of Ollie is the
story' of the Deep South Ne^ro of the lowest economic level, Ollie repre-
sents a class of workers whose interests, aims, and daily life are
recognized as those peculiar to the sharecropper class, Henderson's
aim is to show that the south's problem is en.e of class rather than
caste
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Dubose Hey’.vard
Heyward’s knowledge of and interest in the honest Interpretation of
the Negro shows itself in all of hjs works. In Karoba's Daughters (1929)
he describes the conflict between the ideology of the old Negro and the
new. In Porgy (1925) ho inakes of an old crippled Negro a figure of ageless
tragedy because of the aspirations his spirit and soul developed in spite
of the limitations imposed on him by outside forces. These forces,
color and an added handicap of deformity, could not quench either his
wisdom of human nature or his patient and joyous acceptance of what few
delights life in Catfish Row broui^ht.
In his novels Heyward recounts with unvarnished realism the exploi-
tation of Negro workers in the South, the tragedy of conflicting forces
within Negroes, and the aspirations of Negroes who would improve their
social and economic status.
Welbourn Kelley
Kelley's Inchin’ Along (1932) is a novel of the contemporary South
from the point of view of one Dirk Brett, a Negro farmer. Brett versus
the white economic system might well be a sub-title. In Brett the
Alabama novelist injects all the problems of the aspiring Negro tenant
farmer whose ambitions as well as his faririing suffers defeat at the hands
of hostile white economic rivals.
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R, Enrret Kenredjy
Kemiedy's aini in Gritny Reonle (1927) is to show a cross section
of rural Louisiana life. His accounts of the Negroes and their customs
and superstitions, make the novel a contribution not only to creative
literature but to social history as well. Actually, the novel is a series
of novelettes, with little central plot.
Red Bean Row (1929) is a novel of *-he Negro quarter in a small
Louisiana town. The main character is Veenie, a Negress, who dominates
the neighbors with her ancient philosophy, her wisdom, and her home
remedies (for physical and spiritual ills,’)
George E. Lee
River Georaa
.
a novel of sharecroppers in Tennessee during the
thirties, was published by George Lee in 1936. A Tennessee resident
himself, Lee has observed first hand the problem of the sharecropper
especially as the problem is intensified when the sharecropper is a Negro.
The leading figure in the novel is a Negro, George, whose efforts to
organize his fellow sharecroppers ultimately lead to his lynching.
Realistic interpretation of the social scene of Tennessee in the 1930
period characterizes the novel,
Grace Lumpkin
The North Carolinian, Grace Lumpkin, is author of A Sign for Cain ,
The novel concerns the orga’'i zation of Negro urban workers by a Negro
radical. Seemingly pro-communisti c propaganda, the book sets forth with
clarity the economic issues in the South that are of common significance
to all workers, regardless of their color.
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Andrew Lytle
Lytle's novel, The Long Nj^ht
, (1936) deals with a period of
Tennessee history set in 1850. Negroes appear only incidentally, but
the author's awareness that in that period Negroes were regarded as
chattel and little riiore is shown in one character's reiriarking jovially:
"My boy, if you were a nigger I'd buy you," In Mister McGregor, and
Jericho. Jericho, Jericho, the Negro and slavery are treated in an
unbiased fashion. Negroes such as Rhears, and Uncle Ike, are drawn as
people. Rhears is seen as a man reacting as any human being would under
comparably violent circiurctances
.
George Madden Martin
Children in the Mist
,
written in 1920 by a Kentuckian, George Madden
Martin, is best explained by the author's own words in the preface: "The
black man in the United States has two worst enemies: the over zealous
advocate who claims too much for him, and the execrable creature wearing
a white skin who says, "I hate a nigger."^
The author of this early attempt at realism tries to show Negroes
in an objective, unbiased light, but he often lapses into excessive sen-
timent and stereotyped paternalism,
Julian Rutherford Meade
Meade's The Back Door (1933) is a novel of the urban South. Ihe
plot concerns a colored domestic worker and her factory worker husband.
The author, a Virginian, though primarily concerned with the "New Negro"
1, Children In the Mist
, p. 6.
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in the '*neT; South incorporates, by way of songs, anecdotes, and sayings,
memory of the Old South and the more tractable Negro,
Sldred Kurtz lieans
E, K. Means of iiississippi has, in Black Fortune
,
presented a modem
picaresque novel. Blunder Black is the rogue hero w':o steals other men’s
m.oney and women and is thereby kept ”on the run.’’ This is primarily an
entertaining folk yarn.
Gilmore Millen
Sweet Man by Gilm.ore Millen (1930) is the story of John Henry, son
of £ mulatto and a white man. John henry's psychology as a man neither
white nor black, his identification with Negro life, and his ultimate
spiritual crisis combine to make a realistic and bitter story. The
complete helplessness enanating from despair, defeat, and economic depression.
Caroline Miller
Mrs, miller, a Georgian, in 1934 wrote a prize winning novel. Lamb
in Kis Bosom , which relates of the pre-Civil War period, and the years
directly after, in the backwoods of Georgia. The characters are simple,
poor uneducated whites whose attitude toward the Negro is one'^of indiffer-
ence. They were too reiiiOte both from the possibility of hiring help or
the opportunity of witnessing plantation society to have any need of fomulat-
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ing a view on the Negro or the slavery issue. Thus, Cean's one comnient
on the Negro was that, if ’’the nigger wanted to be free, let him fight his
ownself”. Although lirs. Miller's actual handling of the Negro theme is
negligible, the fact that we learn, through the novel, of v.'hi tes in the
Civil VlTar period of the South who had no active concern, interest, or
sentiment for the Negro is one that lerds itself to this study of writers
who handle the Negro theme realistically and in accordance with accurate
investigations of social history,
Minnie Hite Moody
Minnie Hite Moody, a Georgian writer, published Death is a Little
Man in 1936, The novel is a chronicle cf Eenie, a Georgia Negress of a
siriall community. Through Eenie 's life we see typical small town life
of the South and the part the Negro has in it. Songs, ballads, spirituals,
and folk lore round out the volume.
Charles Curtis Munz
Munz' band 7>ithout Moses (192B) is a novel of antagonism between
Negro and white tenant farmers. The white tenant farmer, Tam.p, though
increasingly indebted to his boss, Longnecker, never accepted either
cooperation or suggestion frcmi the miore prosperous and industrious Negro
tenant farm^er, Lige. Although the black tenant and the whj te tenant lived
in the same kind of cabin, ate the same kind of food, and wore the sam-e
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kind of clothes, the -white iran v.'as called ilr. Tamp, and the Negro v:hen
addressed, -was Lige. The supreme hatred that the -white man had for
his black economic peer is evidenced by this protest against the spon-
taneous offer of help from the black neighbors to the lazy -whites:
By God, raebbe I got to live next to niggers but
I’ll be damned if I'm goin' to have 'em workin' in
my own fields, and always side m.y o-^t. wife and
kids too. Git back where you belong.
Henry Nemours Nunez
Chien Me^re by the Louisiana writer Henry Nunez (1938) is a novel
of color caste among Negroes. A mulatto who hates pure Negroes becomes
hopelessly involved with a quadroon. The book is fully documented with
facts pertaining to voodooism, superstitions, and Louisiana custom.s.
Edwin P. O'Donnell
Green IJargins (1936) is a story of the Louisiana Acadians. Events
center around life in a comm.unity on the Mississippi River settled by-
Slavs, Cajus and Negroes. The fact that the author shows Negroes
living in complete harmony with their neighbors in this ralbher idyllic,
rustic setting is wnat cakes the volume interesting to our purposes.
Howard Odum
The eiTiinent sociologist, Howard Odum, of the University of North
Carolina, has written a trilogy on Negro life in the South. The three
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novels. Rainbow Round My Shoulder (192&), Wings on Ivy g'eet (1929), and
Cold Bine A.ccn (1930) are really more sociological case studies than
formal novels. The observations and experiences of Left Wing Gordon
formulate, however, a story in which the Negro is shown in an impartial
and realistic manner, Odum neither sentimentalizes nor censures the
Negro. Rather, he shows him in all phases of southern life—at work,
at play, in World War I, and in the post-World War South,
Elizabeth Roberts
Despite the beauty and delicacy that surround much of Airs, Roberts'
fiction, the author turns, in My Heart and My Flesh (1927) to a realistic
and bitter refutation of the old premise that all southern Life v;as idyllic.
The leading woman character discovers her blocd relationship to a half
crazy Negro stable boy. The effdct of tMs discovery
,
and the subse-
quent relationships with the other Negroes whose kinship she bears, is
told by Mrs, Roberts with a realistic detachm^ent that makes the novel a
psychological and social study of universal interest,
Robert Rylee
Rylee's Deep Dark River (1935) is the story of a ^^egro sharecropper,
Mose, who resents the attentions accorded his wife by a white man. The
circumstances that develop out of the situation develop into violence,
murder, and the killing of Mose, More important than the plot is the
appf.aisal of Mississippi life in terms of Negro-white antagonism, the
revolt of a colored man in an effort to protect his wife and his home.
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and the realistic description ''of ^le^roes and -whites in a coOTunity re-
lationship. Farr Rylee does not make a case in terms of excessive Kegro
virtue: there are numerous Kegro figures of questionable morality.
Obviously, Rjrlee’s sympathies are for the victim Mose. His sympathi es
are not directed in his favor because Jvlose is black, but because he is
the victim of social injustices. This attitude represents the ne-v; approach
and the ne-w interpretation characteristic of the period being observed,
Herbert Ravenell Sass
Look EdCk to Glory (1933) by Herbert Sass, a Charlestonian, is a
historical novel of the Old South. The author's estimate of the South's
political and social Imperfections is indicative of a concern for unbiased
and realistic interpretation. Sass' explanation of slavery, however, is
reminiscent of the Page,Harris tradition.
Lyle Saxon
ThoUfch primarily a historian of the South, Lyle Saxon did write,
in 1937
,
a no'^el in which the Kegro the:ne dominates a’-d which is of con-
cern here because Saxcn drew i^egroes as people and as serious characters.
Children of Bondage
,
though it als in part with the tragddy of the
mulatto, is handled as a study of character. Famie, the beautiful
heroine, has the probleii/ of poverty’^ child rearing, and social adjust-
ments to make after a broken Icve affair. Henry is a valiant seeker of
knowledge, who hopes learning will bring pei-sonal as well as racial bene-
fits. There is no sentimentality in the telling of this maman struggle
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for life and personal uplift. It is a realistic picture of people in
their will to live.
Evelyn Scott
Evelyn Scott'*’S The Wave \.1929) and A Calendar of Sin (1931) reflect
respectively the life of the Civil War and that of the Reconstruction
period. In both there are explanations of the Negro and Negro life of
the period that are in strong contrast to early southern writers' treaf-
ment. Negroes rushing in pursuit of Shern.an's army in search of the long
promised freedom and the joyous cries of thanksgiving for the end of.
toil do not suggest that slavery was as romantic a period in history for
Negroes as writers of the earlier period indicated. Mrs. Scott's
picture ex reconstruction is a vigorously realistic one with its ulan,
anti-Negro demonstrations, avaricious Yankees, and greedy carpet baggers.
No one segment is glorified; rather, the pictui-e is designated to show
the essentially selfish qualities of human nature that were responsible
for both sides' errors. This honesty and objectivity on the ;part of a
southern writer make a decided contrast to the bias typical of post-Givil
V»ar writers.
Margaret Cabell Self
Margaret Self's novel Red Clay Country (1936) is concerned primarily
with fox hunters and fox hunting in Virginia, the author's home. Inci-
dental Negro characters appear and the author handles them in such a
way is to suggest tnat upper class southen ers are aware of Negroes as
people rather than stereotyped servitors.
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Howard Snyder
Earth Bom (1939) bj Howard Snyder, of Mississippi ; is a novel of
Negro life in the Delta region. Suggestive of the Peterkin pattern, the
book recounts primitive Negro life with its superstitions, alien language,
and peculiar social codes.
Margaret Sperry
Margaret Sperry's ‘Portrait of Eden (1934)is a bitterly realistic
novel of Negro-white relationships in Florida during the post-depression
years. Economic rivalries are shown as the basis for racial hatreds and
violence. Lynching as an emotional 'but" for certain whites is a thecie;
a brutal lynching climaxes the book.
John I. Spivak
Spivak's Georgia Nigger (1932) is a realistic account of a young
Georgia Negro's attempt to get away from a chain gang. Tenant farming,
sharecropping, and racial hatreds provide a background for the novel.
Nan Bagby Stephens
Nan Bagby Stephens Glon^ (1932) is a novel of Georgia Negro folk.
Few whites appear in this novel by a Georgian writer. The customs, super-
stitions, and ideology ci a rem.ote Negro community are celebrated.
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Samuel Storey
Samuel Stoney’s Black Genesis (1930) is a South Carolinian's record
of Negro folk religion. In Gullah dialect, Stoney's characters paraphra
the Bible,
Laroque Tinker
Laroque Tinker’s four volumes on Old New Orleans deal with
Creole life in the 60 's, the carpetbagger- era of the 70' s, the deca-
dent aristocrats of the 80's, The series is interesting to this study
because Tinker uses numerous incidental Negro characters. For the most
part, however, they reflect the older treatment. Toucoutou (1927) is
devoted to the theme of the octoroon. The novel evaluates the social
issues of miscegenation with fair realism. Caste prejudice among
Negroes is also, defined.
Frederick Wight
Frederick Wight's South (1935) is a comparative picture of the con-
temporaiy South, Negroes and Negro-white relationships are well defined
in a direct and realistic fashion. "The Old Negro" and the "New Negro"
are recognized by the author whose .seeming plea is for the abolition of
color caste to the end of bitter economic stability.
CleiTient Wood
Inter-racial marriage and its bitter social consequences is the
thefiis of Wood's Deep River (1934). Nigy^er (1934) is a novel of the
Negroes' economic problems in contemporary Alabama,
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Richard Wright
Richard Wright's Native Son reflects the thesis of the individual’s
relation to and reaction against environment. Bigger Thomas, the leading
figure is significant not as a "bad nigger" but as an individual so
tempered by his environment and by the social forces M»orking against
him that he reacted in the only way that his conditioning allowed
o
Stark Young
Though part of the new literature in terms of a less sentjuiontal
and more realistic point of view, Young's So Rea The Rose (1934) is a
romance of the Old South in the Old t'anner. What lifts it out of the
stereotypes realm is that Young did not make a "case" for or against the
Negro, He created Negroes in the entire gamut of character possibilities,
from the extremely vicious to the extremely loyal. In other words he
created them as people susceptible to and capable of individuality.
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1Abstract
The material of this dissertation on the treatment of the in
novels by southern writers of the 1920-1940 period is presented in six
chapters and a conclusion.
The first chapter deals r/ith the post-Civil War novelists of the
South who set the Negro stereotypes of southern fiction that lasted until
•well into the t'wentieth century. Joel Chandler Harris and Thomas Nelson
Page created such impressive characters that succe^ing southern authors
w„re often identified in terms of their alliance to the '’school of
Harris and Page." Page, a Virginian, was a staunch supporter of Old
South ideals. Slaves and slavery, "with the connotations of luxurious
and gracious living, •were the lost heritage that Page lamented most.
In all of Page's novels the Negroes are stereotyped to the end of proving
that sla'\/’ery was a blessing for Negroes and whites alike and that "good"
Negroes had al^^/ays been happy and v/ell cared for. "Had" Negroes, the
root of the reconstructed South's social and eccnomic problems, were
invariably the ones who hau ambition or pei'ccnal aspirations. In
short, the goodness and badness were in direct proportion to docility
and traditional suoserviency as opposed to aggressiveness and initiative,
Joel Charidler Harris, most farous for his Uncle Remus tales, used stereo-
types comparable to Page's. Again Negroes were those whose faithfulness
and loyalty to the old traditions were unswerving; bad Negroes -were those
who presujT;ed to question Old South ideolo^.y ci to taKe aavantaee of
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2freedom. Even in the Uncle Remus stories, ostensi'cly mere animal
fables, we can see a reflection of Harris' conviction that hegroes
should "stay in their place"—the tivditional place of subserviency,
uncle Remus v/arned a^;ainst education for hegroes, progressive social ideas
and migration to the North. Although t’ne value and charm of the Uncle
Remus tales as folk lore are not to be discounted, it must be ren en.bered
that Uncle Remus iiimsclf was a stereotype net only for peroetuating the
legend of the simple, humble, unquestioning hegro, but for expressing the
propaganda that appealed most to the aveiage southerner of the late
nineteenth century.
The theme of the southern master-slave relationship, in all its
ideality, was amplified by F. Hopkinson Smith and Jamos Lane Allen.
Each writer created situations which again celebrated uns/;erving loyalty
and devotion by black men for their wnite "masters," even in the second
decade after the Civil Vi/ar.
Another theme of early southern fiction was that of the "tragic
octoroon." Kate Chopin, Grace King, and George /Washington Cable created
the stereotype of the miscast soul, neither white nor black, who "was doomed
to spiritual and social misery because of the anomaly of his heritage.
Chapter one continues v;ith reference to early twentieth century
southern faction. Ruth Stuart, rimma Sampson, and John Emcr> sustained
the Page and Harris tiadjtion; sim^ultaneously Thomas Dixon, Nora Davis,
and Robert Durham were building up harsher ^'agre steieotypes in a stream
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3of literature knov/n as "klan" fictjon. Two exceptions to the patterns
consistently enforced by the successors of Pa^e and Harris are to te
found in tne early works oi' Ellen Glasgow and in Walter Kines Page's
The Southerner. The early Glasgow books leveal Negroes obedient^ but
not to the point of grovelling; lo^al^^but net in an excessively senti-
mental fashion, and hard working, but not to the point of fanaticism.
Page's The Southerner shcY's Negro characters who were anxious to educate
therrjrelves, v/hc were dissatisfied by the South's unbroken restraints,
and who were at odds not only with "Old South" ideals but with the Negroes
who supported tliem.
Chapter one concludes with a rapid survey of the forces in American
life in the twenties and thirties that influenced the literature of the
period. Southern novelists of the first two decades after World 7/ar I
reflected both the diversity and breadth of the changes typical of An'Crican
literature as a whole. The aspect of the contenporary southern litera-
ture with which this study is concerned is the objective, realistic
treatment of the Ne^^ro iii the South, Without sentiment, but with a
forthright, honest ,appraising, and objective quality, five major writers
have treated the Negro theme as a dominant one. These five writers are
T. S. Striblimj, Paul Green, Erskine Caldwell, Julia Peterkin, and
Zora Hurston. An examination of their works is designed to show not only
five approaches to the theme of the Negro but the contrast that these
approaches represent in opposition to the early literature.
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4Chapter two deals with T. 3. Stribling, a writer v/hose chronicles
of southern family life approximate authentic social history. In a long
trilogy, Stribling has docuiriented the history of a deep South white
family from the Civil V/ar period to 1930. Throughout the novels
Negroes appear in a parallelled history. No southern novelist before
Stribling had shown the Negro in his historic relationship to the changing
South with any commensurate degr#»e of the objectivity and sustained
unbias employed by Stribling. Kis account of the Negro in the ante-bellum
period is vastly different from the Page and Karris sagas; his story of
the struggle of the Negro in reconstructed southern life is equally remote
froiTi the tone and purpose of early southern novelists v/ho subordinated
truth or realism to the end of building up impressive pictures of slavery's
good and freedom's ills. His account ox the Negro in contemporary
southern life is an honest, clearly defined picture of the status of the
Negro in the contemporary South.
Chapter three deals with Paul Green who has essayed to interpret
a level of twentieth century Negro society using the North Carolina
pattern as typical of the Ne^ro folk. Green's contribution to modern
southern literature does not ond with his portrayal of typical folk
Negroes; an equally sie,nificant cortritution comes in tem'S of his ability
to reflect the attitudes of a mdiiority group in a country involuntarily
adopted. Green's realistic evaluation of the South's blacK minority
is a contrast to the Karris-Page ti'adition for the author makes no
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"case" for or against -whites or Negroes, i^e has simply set up a series
cf honest pictures ox a bi-racial social order whose protleir-s are itianiiold.
Chapter four deals with Erskine Caldwell, a -writer who has concerned
himself exclusively vdth the problem of the South's econonic and social
degradation as revealed most tragically in the lives cf post-depression
sharecroppers, Caldwell's no-vels drainatize in tragi-CGmic fashion the
gross moral and spiritual decadence that is inevitably the consequence
of ignorance, poverty, and hunger, IIko other of his ccntemporaries
,
Caldwell has defied the tradition of sentimentality to the end of revealing
the truthful, though often brutal aspects of southern life as it relates
to the lowest economic class. That this lowest class is compcsed of
blacks and whites who can nevsr ally themsel^>es because of color caste
constitutes a major theme. Its corollary is that poor southern whites,
by virtue of their identity as whites, maintain an un-"/averi ng attitude
of social superiority^ over their black economic peers. Thus, lynching,
race baiting, and "nigger hunting" are favorite sports because they
enhance the prestige cf the protagonis ts . Caldwell has been bitterly
attacked by irany survivors of the "genteel ti-adition." It should be
apparent, however, that Caldwell is motivated solely by a desire to
aneliorate the South's social corruption by subjecting it to merciless
exposure.
Chapter five deals with the works of Julia Petcrkiii, The Negroes
of whom Mrs, Pcterkin has written with such evident interest and -with
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6such full understanding are removed not only from white Americans, by
automatic virtue of their color, but from other American Negroes because
of their particular ancestry. The novels are picturesque but not senti-
mentalized, The author has created not stereotyped Negro characters but
A.
has shown the Negro types with which she is concerned as proud, intenqiLy
human independent people striving to preserve their culture in an alien
country.
Chapter six deals v;ith the works of Zora Neale Hurston, Negro folk
lorist, t'orm the days of ’’Uncle Remus” to the present period, there have
been numerous southern writers who have collected folk lore and legends
of southern Negr'^ life with a view to establishing the Negro's contri-
bution to American culture. Hiss Hui'ston, herself a Negro, ki^ows that
the Negro folk, though steeped in traditional lore, are reluctant to
divulge any great measure of it to the inquisitive whites who constantly
question them. The author, by virtue of her color and a capacity for
identifying herself with the folk has been able to produce novels re-
flective of a folk culture typical of the deep South,
In the Conclusion, certain observations are made in terras of con-
teri.porary southern fictionists' interpretation of the Negro and his role
in the South. Earlier southerners relied upon set stereotypes for the
delineation of Negro character. Contemporary southern creative writers,
in an effort to achieve the objectivity and realism m.ost typical of
American literature as a whole after 1920, have shown the Negro in varying
roles more typically reflective of his actual relationship to and place
in the South
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Margaret Just Wormley -was born April 28, 1913, in Washington, D. G.
Her parents, Ernest Evei’ett Just, a Dartmouth graduate, and her mother
Ethel Kighv/arden Just, an Ohio State University graduate, both taught
at Howard University (Washington, D. C.) for many years, Mrs. Worii.ley,
a graduate of Emerson Collet,e and Boston University, is now in her
snxth year of teaching at Howard. She has a daughter of nine with vdiom
she plans to remain permanently in Washington.
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